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Chapter 1

Introduction

This project report describes the results of a four-year, multi-faceted investigation into the physics of sediment transport and erosion in channels and hillslopes. The project was motivated by a need to understand the dynamics of sediment erosion, transport, and sedimentation within drainage basins. Understanding the dynamics of land-surface systems is essential for making informed estimates of how a particular landscape will respond to a particular type of impact, as well as for understanding the transport and fate of solid-phase environmental pollutants. The processes that contribute to moving sediment across the earth’s land surface represent a classic example of a complex system: there are many degrees of freedom, there are instances of emergent behavior from a large ensemble of individual particles, there are examples of strong process localization (such as concentration of mass and energy flow along branches of a river network), and nonlinearities abound.

The project has sought to address two particular objectives: (1) to develop and explore new mathematical computational tools for modeling complex land-surface systems, and in particular to investigate the applicability of stochastic transport theory and of fractional calculus; and (2) to deploy a combination of numerical modeling and field data analysis to develop a better quantitative understanding of the processes, mechanisms, and dynamics of land-surface change in semi-arid rangeland environments, with a focus on the Colorado piedmont. These two aims are interconnected in the sense that rangeland landscapes provide a template for documenting and measuring process dynamics, while mathematical and numerical models contribute to interpreting these landscapes.

This report is divided into three main sections. The first focuses on the primary thrust of the project, which involves applying recent concepts in stochastic transport theory and fractional calculus to sediment transport. These methods have
proven quite useful in the study of homologous systems, such as groundwater contaminant transport, and our objective has been to determine what new light they may shed on the dynamics of geomorphic systems. The second section analyzes the interplay between rainfall, runoff, vegetation, and erosion in setting the dynamics of the ephemeral channel networks that are so common in rangeland landscapes. The third section explores a critical element of fluvial transport systems: the shaping of channel cross-section geometry, which turns out to play a critical role in governing flows of mass and energy across the landscape.
Chapter 2

Applying Stochastic Transport Theory and Fractional Calculus to Geomorphic Systems

Classical thermodynamics provides a tremendously successful macroscopic description of flows of energy and mass resulting from molecular motion. One might imagine therefore that many other multi-particle transport systems would give rise to fairly simple, linear macroscopic behaviors similar to, for instance, Fourier’s law of heat conduction. Yet research in the physical and biological sciences over the last few decades has unearthed numerous examples of systems that do not exhibit such simple emergent behaviors (e.g., West et al., 2003). This has prompted the development of new mathematical and computational methods designed to better describe and understand what have come to be called “complex dynamic systems.”

Many of the geomorphic transport processes that give rise to the earth’s landscapes fall into this category, exhibiting features such as strong heterogeneity, lack of separation between micro and macro scales, scale invariance, and strong nonlinearity. In allied fields in the physical sciences, phenomena with similar properties have been successfully explained and modeled using relatively new (or newly applied) concepts in stochastic dynamics, such as fractional calculus. Some examples include charge transport in semi-conductors (e.g., Scher et al., 1991), fluid transport in turbulent flows (e.g., Weeks et al., 1996), and contaminant dispersion in flowing groundwater (e.g., Berkowitz and Scher, 1995; Benson et al., 2000). These successes led us to hypothesize that new insights could be gained by applying the same concepts to geomorphic transport systems. This section describes some tests of that hypothesis.

Our investigation has focused primarily, though not exclusively, on the transport
and dispersion of sediment in rivers and streams. With the exception of the pioneering work of H.A. Einstein (1937, 1950), most current models of sediment transport are based on bulk fluxes, and therefore say nothing about the speed with which sediment moves or the manner in which it disperses over time. Yet the “virtual velocity” and dispersion characteristics of sediment are of fundamental importance to several issues, including the fate and transport of solid-phase and sediment-bound contaminants (e.g., Clark et al., 2006; Graf, 1994, 1996; Reneau et al., 2004) and the residence time properties of stored sediment (e.g., Dietrich and Dunne, 1978; Malmon et al., 2003). The problem of sediment motion and dispersion is considered to be of particular relevance to the Army because of the need to manage and mitigate solid-phase pollutants, such as munitions residues and fine sediments, on installations.

Our effort has involved several related components:

1. Develop and analyze random-walk-based models for sediment transport, with a particular emphasis on the necessary and sufficient conditions for anomalous dispersion.

2. Use a mobile/immobile transport model with Lévy flights to reinterpret results from a radioactive sand dispersion experiment by Sayre and Hubble (1965), which is one of the few comprehensive data sets on sediment dispersion.


4. Conduct a field experiment in gravel dispersion using tracer stones with embedded radio-frequency Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags.

5. Develop a model for long-term sediment motion through a fluvial system, including temporary storage in floodplain deposits, based on “Gambler’s Ruin” or first-passage-time models, and compare these with physically based numerical models of riverine sediment erosion, transport, and deposition.

6. Explore the potential for, and consequences of, non-local behavior in hillslope sediment transport, using a particle-based model of hillslope evolution that replicates commonly observed parabolic to planar slope forms.

These efforts are described in the sections that follow.
2.1 Sediment Motion and Dispersion

2.1.1 Normal versus Anomalous Dispersion

The nature of sediment dispersion is an unsolved problem in fluvial geomorphology (Nikora et al., 2002). If one places a pile of tracer pebbles on a streambed, how fast will they spread out? The answer depends on how much variability there is in the overall, or virtual, velocity of the pebbles. A tracer’s virtual velocity depends on how far it moves during an episode of motion and how long it rests between movements. For a population of tracers in a natural stream, it is unlikely that all particles will move with the same frequency and travel the same distance. Instead, there will be a distribution of virtual velocities as a result of the variability in the duration of the rests and the length of the steps of different particles. If the distribution of velocities is very broad, meaning that a high velocity is not extremely unlikely, then the pattern of spreading will be very different from the pattern that results if high velocities are unlikely.

The classic example of a dispersive process is Brownian motion, named for the botanist Robert Brown. He noticed that pollen grains in a dish of water moved continuously and randomly, no matter how long he left them to settle down. Albert Einstein showed that the pollen grains don’t stop moving because they are continually colliding with individual water molecules and used a random walk to work out the mathematics (Einstein 1905, Feynman, 1963).

A normal, or Fickian, diffusive process is completely described by the velocity of the mean position of the particle cloud and rate at which particles spread out from the mean. The “rate” of spreading is the diffusivity. Fick’s Law is built into the familiar Advection-Diffusion Equation (ADE). The one-dimensional ADE describes the way the concentration, $C$, of a cloud of particle changes in time, $t$, and space, $x$:

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = -v \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} + D \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2}$$

(2.1)

Fickian diffusivity is steady in time. The rate at which the particle cloud expands never changes. This is the signature of normal diffusion. In Fickian diffusion, variance grows linearly in time. Yet Fickian diffusion is only one special case of a broader class of dispersive processes in which the variance, $\sigma^2$, scales as a power function of time:

$$\sigma^2 \sim t^\gamma, 0 < \gamma < 2$$

(2.2)

When $\gamma = 1$, we have Fickian dispersion and when $\gamma \neq 1$ we have anomalous, or
non-Fickian dispersion.

Anomalous dispersion appears to be common in nature. An interesting example in the geosciences is the transport of contaminants in ground water through heterogeneous media (e.g. Dentz and Tartakovsky, 2006). Other examples include anomalous diffusion of a protein tracer inside a live cell (Wachsmuth et al., 2000) and the fluctuations of stock prices (Plerou et al., 2000). The transport medium doesn’t even have to be strongly heterogeneous. Benson et al. (2000) measured the dispersion of a fluid tracer in box of the most homogenous sand they could find. To their mild surprise, anomalous dispersion was observed even in this carefully controlled, nearly homogeneous experiment.

2.1.2 Previous Studies of Sediment Dispersion

There have been only a few studies on the mathematical nature of sediment dispersion. These will be discussed in some detail. Other work has focused problems related to the sediment dispersion problem. Tracer studies, inspired by Einstein’s stochastic model for sediment transport have examined particle travel distance and the resting time, but only during active transport. These studies of the resting time distribution during active transport appear inadequate for predicting the long-term dispersion of sediment. Most attempts to measure the long-term distribution of storage time have relied unrealistic assumptions, but two recent studies suggest a new approach.

As a part of a Cold War era investigation of how rivers move radioactive pollution, Sayre and Hubble (1965) placed 40 pounds of fine sand labeled with radioactive iridium 192 on the bed of North Loup River in Nebraska. Iridium 192 has a half-life of about 74 days and emits gamma radiation when it decays. By measuring the intensity of gamma radiation, Sayre and Hubble were able to measure the motion of the radioactive sand for thirteen days. A re-analysis of this data set is the subject of Section 2.3 below.

In another dispersion study, Drake et al. (1988) released 125 painted grains on the bed of Duck Creek near Pinedale, Wyoming and photographed their position at 15-second intervals for 240 seconds. They plotted the longitudinal and transverse standard deviation of the particle cloud vs. time in linear space and fit square root curves to the data to calculate downstream and cross-stream diffusivities. By assuming a square root fit, they implicitly assumed normal dispersion of the tracers.

Nikora et al. (2002) reanalyzed the Duck Creek data and concluded it did not support the authors assumption of normal dispersion. They replotted the 1988 data as non-dimensional mean square displacement vs. non-dimensional time and found
that the scaling was less than linear, indicating anomalous sub-dispersion. They also videotaped 159 particle trajectories from entrainment to trapping along the bed of Balmoral Canal in New Zealand and concluded that in the very short term (\(\sim 1\) second), they observed anomalous super-diffusion.

In a related study, Nikora et al. (2001) develop a conceptual model for bed load sediment dispersion and support it with results from a sophisticated numerical model of particle motion in a turbulent flow. Their conceptual model divides transport into three time scales, which they call the local, intermediate, and global range. The local range is the ballistic trajectory of a particle from entrainment to a collision with the bed and is not of first order importance here. The intermediate range is the time between two significant periods of rest and is comprised of many episodes of local motion. The intermediate range may be normally diffusive, super-diffusive, or sub-diffusive. The global range of motion consists of many intermediate trajectories. They predict that the global range should be sub-diffusive and find support in the Duck Creek data. They reason that sub-diffusion at the global range is due to heavy tailed resting time distributions. As discussed below, our numerical results and the theoretical work of Weeks and Swinney (1998) show that heavy-tailed resting time distributions can lead to either sub-diffusive or super-diffusive behavior.

### 2.1.3 Resting Time and Residence Time

It is important to recognize that the intervals of rest a particle endures between episodes of motion occur on two very different time scales and to be specific about the terminology. The first is the time between steps during an active transport event. When the river is at flood stage and pebbles are skittering along the bed, the brief moments when they stop make up the resting time distribution. The second is the time in between transport events, which can be extremely long if particles are deeply buried or stranded high on bars or flood plains. This is referred to here as the residence time distribution.

It should be noted that opinions differ on the terminology of sediment storage. Dietrich et al. (1982), following Eriksson (1971), call this the “transit time distribution,” referring to the time a particle takes to pass through a storage reservoir such as a short section of floodplain. Citing Bolin and Rodhe (1973), they use residence time to mean the average of the transit time distribution. Malmon et al. (2003) redefine transit time as the time necessary to transit the whole system but keep the definition of residence time as the expected time a particle will spend in a reservoir. Other workers adopt other definitions or are less precise in their usage. Phillips et al. (2006) do not define their usage or residence time exactly, but refer to a “mean
residence time,” suggesting that their definition is different from the mean of the transit time distribution.

To avoid confusion, we will be explicit with terminology. “Residence time” will refer to the random time that a single particle spends between deposition and subsequent erosion. “Residence time distribution” refers to the probability distribution of the residence time for an ensemble of particles. Residence time is distinct from the resting time, which refers to the rest periods between steps during a transport event.

Einstein used the resting time distribution in his stochastic model of bed load transport and it has been the focus of several tracer experiments. Schmidt and Ergenzinger (1992) tracked the motion radio transmitting clasts in the Lainbach River in Germany during several transport events and found an exponential distribution of rest periods. Habersack (2001) performed a similar experiment in a large gravel bed river in New Zealand and also found an exponential distribution. Citing five other studies, he makes the extraordinary claim that “for non-braided rivers, the exponential distribution of rest periods has been proven in the laboratory and nature.”

That may very well be the case, but the relevance of the resting time distribution to a long-term random walk model of sediment dispersion is limited because it does not include the time between transport events. There is another limitation too. Ferguson et al. (2002) compared the virtual velocity (travel distance divided by the duration of competent flows) of tracers measured after two years to the virtual velocity measured after eight years. He found that the velocity decreased by half because the tracers eventually found resting places where they were less easily mobilized. The radio transmitting gravel experiments were probably not long enough to observe this effect.

These experiments ignore the fact that rivers store large amounts of sediment. Dunne et al. (1998) found that on the Amazon River in Brazil, the sediment flux between the channel and long-term storage (bars, banks, and the floodplain) exceeds the downstream sediment flux. Pizzuto (1994) observed year-to-year fluctuations between deposition and erosion along the banks of the Power River over sixteen years, indicating exchange of sediment between the channel and the banks. As Church (2006) writes, the widespread notion that bed load moves dominantly as a continuous traction carpet in the deep channel appears more to be an artifact of simplified models for computation than a reality of rivers. Because of long-term sediment storage, the residence time distribution is more important than the resting time distribution for predicting the long-term dispersion of sediment.

The residence time distribution for a fluvial deposit is difficult to measure. Dating the material in a sediment reservoir can reveal the time since deposition, the sediment
age. Everitt (1968) mapped the age distribution of cottonwoods along a 34 km stretch of the Little Missouri River in North Dakota. Dietrich et al. (1982) applied Erikssons (1971) method to estimate the residence time distribution from Everitt’s age distribution. Somewhat mysteriously, they did not report the form of either the age distribution or the residence time distribution they calculated, saying only “the transit time function probably has an exponential form for most rivers.” Because Erikssons method assumes that reservoirs are in steady state and requires an accurate estimate of the age distribution, it is probably not practical for most rivers (Dietrich et al., 1982).

Dietrich et al.’s statement about the form of the residence time distribution is justified if a sediment reservoir is defined so that all material in the reservoir has an equal probability of erosion and the probability is steady from year to year. This assumption is almost certainly incorrect in many cases. Differences in grain size, sediment cohesiveness, distance from the channel, and depth of burial all create variability in the erosion probability.

Malmon (2003) suggests that the way to get around this problem is to define sediment reservoirs as groups of particles that have an equal erosion probability. Even if that were practical, the erosion probability would vary from reservoir to reservoir. Each reservoir would have an exponential distribution of residence times but that does not necessarily lead to an overall exponential distribution. Depending on how the erosion probability varies from reservoir to reservoir, the total distribution can be much heavier-tailed than an exponential distribution (Sornette, 2004, section 14.4).

The most compelling attempt to measure the residence time distribution of sediment appears to be that by Lancaster (2006). He measured the radiocarbon ages of material in the cut bank of a channel. Because the age of eroded sediment is its residence time, the age of material that is about to be eroded should be a reasonable proxy for residence time. He found an exponential distribution in the alluvial portion of the channel and an infinite mean power law distribution in the debris flow dominated reach. Recent work by Thompson et al. (2007) is also worth noting. They measured the burial ages of fluvial sediment in Australia with optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating and found a strongly right-skewed distribution. While burial age is not residence time, OSL dating of grains in the cut bank, following Lancaster (2006), is a promising approach.
2.1.4 Particle Step Length

The distribution of sediment particle travel distances has received considerable attention and studies generally conclude that travel distances are right-skewed and well described by an exponential or gamma distribution. The probability of a long step from an exponential or gamma distribution is too small to violate the CLT and lead to anomalous dispersion. However, Pyrce and Ashmore (2003) concluded that the transport distance of tracers in a flume can be modeled by a Cauchy distribution with a mean equal to the bar spacing. This result is interesting because the probability of a long step from a Cauchy distribution is high enough that it results in anomalous dispersion. The Cauchy distribution is a special case of the heavy-tailed distribution that we used to model the velocity distribution of the Sayre and Hubbell tracer data, described in the next section. The preliminary results from our tracer experiments (described below) also suggest that sediment grain travel distance is better described by a heavy-tailed distribution than by an exponential or gamma distribution.

2.2 Sediment Motion as a Continuous-Time Random Walk

Anomalous dispersion has received considerable attention since Montroll and Weiss (1965) developed the mathematical tools to describe it. The Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) framework casts the motion of a particle as a random walk with rests between steps. Probability Density Functions (PDFs) describe the step length and the duration of rests. This is essentially the same as H.A. Einstein's stochastic model of sediment transport. The CTRW framework can model the entire range of dispersive phenomena. Weeks et al. (1996) studied the diffusion properties in a CTRW model with power-law tails on the hop-length and resting-time distributions, and derived a phase diagram relating these tails to the nature of the dispersion process (normal, sub-, or super-diffusion).

We have explored a particle-based numerical simulation of unidirectional CTRWs as an analogy for sediment motion. Exploration of the CTRW parameter space in this model is shown in Figure 2.1, along with the analytical prediction for unbounded distributions from Weeks and Swinney (1998). As predicted, if the both PDFs of motion have tails that are thin enough (an exponent greater than 3), the motion is Fickian. If particle step length and the resting time are distributed as an exponential or gamma distribution, as is commonly assumed (see below), then a three-dimensional version of the ADE should describe the evolution of the particle cloud.
Figure 2.1: Analytical prediction for strongly asymmetric random walks from Weeks and Swinney (1998) (top) compared to numerical exploration of the CTRW parameter space (bottom). X- and Y-axes are the decay exponents on the power law distributions of resting time and step length. CTRW simulations (10,000 particles) were run for each parameter combination, and the slope of the variance vs. time plot in log-log space estimated with a least squares fit. Average of the five trials is plotted on the Z-axis. Our results show less extreme variation than the analytic results because of the finite number of random walkers and the upper bound on our step length and resting time PDFs.
On the other hand, if the resting time distribution is heavy-tailed, dispersion can be sub-diffusive or super-diffusive. This is shown by the variation along the resting time axis for fat-tailed distributions of resting time and narrow distributions of step length. This motivates focus on the role of storage in sediment dispersion.

It should be noted the analytical results differ in one respect from the numerical results. The analytic solution predicts that if one distribution is heavy-tailed and the other is not, one can still get the entire range of dispersive motion, from sub-diffusion (blue) to super-diffusion (red). The results do not show this for heavy-tailed distributions of step length. The “ridge” of variation for heavy-tailed distributions of step length and thin distributions of resting time shown on lower left of the analytical prediction is missing. This is likely because the analytical prediction is for distributions has an infinite upper limit, while the distributions in our simulations are bounded. Such bounded random walks are in many respects more realistic descriptors of sediment motion than traditional Lévy flights, and deserve further scrutiny in this context (see section Nonlocality in Sediment Transport below).

### 2.3 A model of the heavy-tailed, anomalous dispersion of radioactive tracer sand by a river

(Note: This section contains a manuscript in preparation for submission to the *Journal of Geophysical Research* special issue on Stochastic Transport and Emergent Scaling in Earth-Surface Processes, by D. Nathan Bradley, Gregory E. Tucker, and David Benson. The topic will also be presented at the American Geophysical Union 2008 Fall Meeting.)

#### 2.3.1 Abstract

In 1960, the USGS and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission measured the dispersion of radioactive tracer sand along the bed of the N. Loup River in Nebraska to test a stochastic model of sediment transport based on the work of H.A. Einstein. The model predicted the observed concentration profiles reasonably well, but with several weaknesses. First, it required an ad hoc parameter to match the location of the model curves to data. Second, the amount of tracer mass detected declined over the course of the experiment, which the model did not predict. To compensate for this, the data were normalized in a manner that was not theoretically supported by the model. Third, the observed tracer concentration well downstream from the peak concentration was much higher than predicted by the model. We revisit the data
from the N. Loup River experiment and apply a four-parameter mobile/immobile model with a heavy-tailed distribution of particle velocity that addresses all three weaknesses of the previous model. This result suggests that the variability in bed load particle velocity can be so great that the distribution of particle travel distance is heavy-tailed with a divergent variance. If this is the case, then the mode of sediment dispersion is anomalous rather than Fickian.

2.3.2 Introduction

Many, if not most, fluvial bed load transport models predict the bulk sediment flux in terms of a representative grain size subject to a spatially and temporally averaged driver such shear stress or stream power (Yang, 1996). While these models may be adequate for many applications, they provide little insight into the motion of individual particles. In some cases, it is useful to know details like the velocity of a grain, the fraction of the transport time that a grain spends at rest, and the variability and shape of the distributions of both velocity and resting time for a population of grains. Applications in which such knowledge would be useful include detrital dating techniques that depend on assumptions about the time a grain spends in the fluvial system, restoration of aquatic spawning habitat, and prediction of the spatial distribution and time in the fluvial system of a pollutant that travels in the solid phase or adsorbed onto sediment grains.

A model that attempts to describe the motion of individual sediment particles from first principles must take into account that a river bed is made up of a great many individual grains that vary in size, arrangement on the bed, and exposure to turbulent fluctuations in the velocity of the water. As a result, different grains may be exposed to very different forces and may respond to the same force differently (Kirchner et al., 1990). It is conceivable that if every single factor that affects the entrainment, transport, and deposition of sediment could be known precisely for every grain and for all time, one could construct a deterministic model of bed load transport. In practice, however, it is impossible to know all the forces acting on all grains precisely enough to predict the future. Even if were possible to know the physical conditions precisely, the sheer number of grains would make computation impossible.

An alternative to describing the motion of every single particle is to use probability distributions to describe the inherent variability in a fluvial transport system. H.A. Einstein (1937) recognized this and developed a model that breaks down the motion of a sediment grain into a series of alternating steps and rests. The Einstein model treats step length and rest duration as random variables and predicts
transport in terms of the probability that a grain occupies a particular position at a particular time. In this paper, we reanalyze data from an innovative and insightful tracer test of the Einstein model performed by W.W. Sayre and D.W. Hubbell of the US Geological Survey in the 1960s. We apply a model that is conceptually similar to the Einstein-Sayre-Hubbell model, but differs in a few key ways that combine to make our model a more accurate descriptor of the experimental data.

2.3.3 Sayre and Hubbell (1965) *Transport and Dispersion of Labeled Bed Material*

**Tracer Dispersion Experiment**

On November 3rd, 1960, W.W. Sayre and D.W. Hubbell used a small boat, an electric can opener, and a long funnel to spread forty pounds of radioactive sand across the bed of a river in Nebraska. Over the next 13 days, they measured the intensity of the gamma rays emitted by the tracer sand along 1800 feet of channel length. Using calibration curves developed in the laboratory, they estimated the concentration of the tracer sand in the river bed based on the intensity of the radiation. Finally, they compared the experimental results to the predictions of probabilistic transport model that is identical to Einstein’s in its result but different in its development.

The experiment was one in a series of investigations that the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the U.S. Geological Survey performed in the early 1960s to study the transport and dispersion of radioactive waste through the environment. Sayre and Hubbell chose a man-made meander cutoff on the North Loup River near Purdum, NE as their study reach. The site map and a drawing of the reach are reproduced in Figure 2.2. The study reach was 1800 feet long, about 50 feet wide, and bent gently to the left. The median grain size of sand in the river bed was a little less than 0.3 mm.

The tracer used in the N. Loup River experiment was a sand with uniform size and shape and a median size (0.305 mm) slightly coarser than the bed material. The sand was plated with Iridium-192, which emits gamma rays and has a half-life of 74 days (in 1960, such plated sand was commercially available in two-pounds cans). Handling the cans with tongs (for radiation safety), they opened them with the can opener and poured them into a funnel resting on the riverbed. In all, Sayre and Hubbell placed twenty cans of tracer sand on the bed of the river at two-foot intervals across the channel.

To measure the intensity of the radiation emitted by the tracer sand, they towed a waterproof scintillometer mounted on a sled along the stream bed behind their boat.
Figure 2.2: a) The location of the Sayre and Hubbell experiment on the North Loup River near Purdum, NE and b) a drawing of the study reach. Tracer particles were released at Station 0 and tracked along 1800 feet of river over 13 days.
The maximum detection range of the scintillometer was between 4 and 8 inches. The tracks of the two primary downstream traverses were along the right and left banks, approximately one third of a channel width from the nearest bank. They also performed downstream traverses along the center of the channel and lateral traverses on several days.

They converted the intensity of the radiation detected to a concentration of tracer material using empirical calibration curves that related the gamma ray count per minute to the grams of tracer per cubic foot of bed material. The curves were developed in the laboratory by mixing known quantities of tracer material through varying volumes of sand and measuring the radiation emitted. They estimated the tracer concentration in the bed by averaging the gamma ray count rate over some length of river (5-100 feet, based on the rate of change of the count rate) and assuming that the tracer was uniformly mixed into the bed to an average depth of 1.45 feet. This was the average depth to which tracer particles were mixed in core samples of the bed material taken over the course of the study.

Sayre and Hubbell traversed the right side of the channel on 10 of the 13 days of the study. Our digitization of their data is shown in Figure 2.3, along with the model they developed (see Appendix for procedures used to digitize data).

The concentration profiles are plotted as relative concentrations to facilitate comparison with the model, which predicts the probability that a particle occupies a particular position. The relative concentration, in units of inverse feet, is the estimated concentration, in grams per cubic foot, divided by the total area under the concentration curve in grams per square foot. The area under the concentration curve, $A$, is the total mass detected on a traverse divided by unit channel width and unit depth. This quantity is called the zeroth moment.

The profiles are roughly bell-shaped curves that show the tracer plume moving downstream and spreading out along the length of the reach. The plume is strongly skewed in the downstream direction. The peak concentration moves about half way down the length of the study reach over the course of the study, but the leading edge of the plume has nearly reached the end of the study reach by 96.2 hours. Figure 2.4 shows the mean position of the tracer plume at each measurement time. The mean velocity of the plume is about 2.8 feet per hour. Note that the regression does not intersect the y-axis at zero, which suggests that the tracers moved more quickly at the beginning of the study. We will revisit this issue below.
Figure 2.3: Estimated concentrations from the N. Loup River experiment are shown as gray dots and the Sayre and Hubbell theoretical model as a solid black line. Note the extra mass that appears left of the peak at 170.1 hours. Sayre and Hubbell interpreted this as material washed in from the left side of the channel.
The mean position of the Sayre and Hubbell channel right tracer plume (black dots) over the course of the study plotted with a linear regression to the data (black line). The velocity of the tracer plume averaged over the study is 2.76 ft/hr but the non-zero intercept of the regression indicates that the plume moved faster at first. The slope and intercept of our regression are slightly different from those calculated by Sayre and Hubbell because they used data from the left, right, and center traverses in their regression, adjusted some data points, and excluded others. We use all the data from the right side of the channel and we do not correct for the extra mass that appears upstream of the peak at 170.1 hours in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.4: 
\[
\bar{x} = 2.76t + 113.7
\]
Sayre-Hubble Transport-Dispersion Model

Sayre and Hubbell also developed a theoretical model of tracer transport that is ultimately equivalent to Einstein’s (1937), but differs in the way that it is developed. The model treats particle motion an alternating series of steps and rests. If the step distance and the duration of the rest intervals are random variables that obey the conditions of a Poisson process, then the probability density functions (PDFs) of travel distance and resting time are exponential, as shown in equations (1) and (2). The parameter $k_1$ is the reciprocal of the mean travel distance and $k_2$ is the reciprocal of the mean resting time.

\[
\begin{align*}
f(\Delta x) &= k_1 e^{-k_1 \Delta x} \\
f(\Delta t) &= k_2 e^{-k_2 \Delta t}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.3) (2.4)

Combining equations (2.3) and (2.4) and assuming that the time spent is motion is negligible compared to the time at rest yields the joint probability density function of position and time:

\[
f(x, t) = k_1 e^{(k_1 x + k_2 t)} \frac{k_2 t}{k_1 x} I_1 \left( 2 \sqrt{k_1 x k_2 t} \right)
\]

(2.5)

where $x$ is distance from the tracers origin, $t$ is elapsed time, and $I_1$ is a modified Bessel function of the first kind of order one. If the number of tracers is sufficiently large as to approximate infinity, then equation (2.5) is also a prediction of the relative concentration.

The two parameters of the Sayre and Hubbell model, $k_1$ and $k_2$, were calibrated by setting the theoretical predictions of the mean velocity and the rate of decay of the peak concentration equal the observed rates and solving for $k_1$ and $k_2$. Their parameter choices predict that a grain travels an average of 36 feet during an episode of motion followed by an average stationary interval of 12 hours.

\[
k_1 = \frac{1}{36 \text{ ft}}, \quad k_2 = \frac{1}{12 \text{ hrs}}
\]

(2.6)

The model predicts that the mean position of the particle plume will move according to equation (2.13) at a mean velocity that is given by the ratio of average step distance and average resting time.

\[
\bar{u} = \frac{k_2}{k_1} = 3 \text{ ft/hr}
\]

(2.7)
The mean velocity Sayre and Hubbell used to calibrate their model is slightly higher than the regression shown in Figure 2.4 because they used data from the left, right, and center traverses in their regression, adjusted some data points, and excluded others. We use all the data from the right side of the channel in the regression shown in Figure 2.4.

The Sayre and Hubbell model given in equation (3) is shown as a solid black line in Figure 2.3. Qualitatively, the Sayre and Hubbell model predicts the observed concentration reasonably well. The amplitude and location of the theoretical curves are approximately the same as the data, though this is largely a result of the velocity calibration, the choice of how to scale the data, and an ad hoc parameter added to the model.

The model predicts observed concentration approximately, but it is not perfect. The most obvious weakness of the model is that it fails to capture the amount of mass in the leading edge of the tracer plume. Though this is difficult to see in linear space, it becomes evident when the data and the model are plotted in log space, as shown in Figure 2.6. The concentration of tracer particles several hundred feet downstream of the peak is as much as several orders of magnitude higher than the model predicts. This is especially clear during the middle of the study, from 70.9 hours to 107.1 hours. The reason that the model appears to catch up with the data towards the end of the study is that Sayre and Hubbell did not measure further downstream than 1800 ft. If they had, the leading edge of the tracer plume would presumably extend well downstream of 1800 ft.

A second weakness of the model is that it requires an ad hoc parameter, a 110-foot downstream shift, to match the location of the data. This is a consequence of the high initial high velocity of the tracer plume, probably because the tracer sand was poured onto the bed surface at the start of the experiment. The need for the offset is indicated by the intercept of the regression in Figure 2.4. As with the mean velocity, our regression differs slightly from theirs because we use a slightly different set of data in the regression.

A final drawback of the model is that it fails to predict that the total amount of mass detected on a traverse will decay with time. Figure 2.5 shows the zeroth moment of the concentration distribution at each measurement time. The observed decay in detectable tracer mass affected Sayre and Hubbells choice of how to convert the absolute concentrations to relative concentrations. The normalization factor that is supported by the theoretical model is the initial zeroth moment, \( \mu_{0i} = W/Bd = 250.2 \text{ grams/ft}^2 \), but there are two problems with this choice. First, the observed \( \mu_0 \) at the first two measurement times is greater than the assumed initial zeroth moment, indicating that more mass than that indicated by \( W/Bd \) is contributing to
Figure 2.5: The total tracer mass detected per unit area (black dots), or zeroth moment, declines over the course of the study. The Sayre and Hubbell model does not predict this, but the mobile/immobile model does. The solid black line is the best fit of equation (2.9) to the data.
Figure 2.6: Our Gaussian mobile/immobile model (gray circles) compared to the N. Loup River data (black dots) and the Sayre and Hubble model (solid black line) in log-log space. The data and the Sayre and Hubbell model are scaled as shown in equation (2.11). The MIM predicts the observed concentrations about as well as the Sayre and Hubbell model, but fails to capture the relatively high concentration of tracer material downstream of the peak.
the tracer plume. Second, the observed concentration profiles scaled by \( \mu_0 \) would have generally lower amplitudes than the model prediction because the total detected mass declines with time. To compensate for this, Sayre and Hubbell chose to scale the data by the current zeroth moment \( \mu_0(t) \), which corresponds to the observed mass per unit longitudinal cross-section area at a particular time \( t \), rather than \( \mu_0 \). The approximate equivalence of this normalization of the data and the model is expressed in equation (2.8).

\[
\frac{C(x,t)}{\mu_0(t)} \sim f(x,t)
\]

(2.8)

The fact that this normalization choice worked as well as it did is a hint there may be tracer mass exchanged between a mobile, detectable phase and an immobile, non-detectable phase. In the next section, we explore two versions of a model that accounts for exchanges between a detectable phase and an undetectable phase.

### 2.3.4 Re-analysis of Tracer Plume Data

In this section, we re-analyze the Sayre and Hubble tracer plume data using an alternative model that divides the plume into a mobile, detectable phase and an immobile, undetectable phase. The mobile-immobile model (MIM) predicts that at any given time during the Sayre and Hubble experiment, some fraction of the tracers was buried below the detection limit.

#### Mobile/Immobile Transport

The single rate mobile/immobile (MIM) model described by Harvey and Gorelick (2000, van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976; Valocchi, 1989; Goltz and Roberts, 1987; Harvey and Gorelick, 1995; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995) predicts that the tracer mass detected in a transport system will evolve over time to an equilibrium value that is less than the total tracer mass. This occurs because the model partitions transport into a detectable mobile phase and an undetectable immobile phase. Only mass in the mobile phase is visible to the detector. In groundwater contaminant transport, the immobile phase represents tracer mass that is somehow sequestered and therefore not flowing past the detector. In the case of the Sayre and Hubble experiment, the immobile fraction represents tracer grains that are buried so deeply that they are below the active transport layer and the gamma ray emissions are shielded by overlying sediment.

The MIM model is attractive because it predicts the decay in detected tracer mass shown in Figure 2.5. If all the tracer particles start in the mobile phase,
the model predicts that the zeroth moment of the concentration profile will decay exponentially to an equilibrium value as particles are sequestered in the undetectable immobile phase. The decay curve for the mobile fraction, $\mu_0(t)$, as a function of time depends on the initial mobile zeroth moment, $\mu_0$, the average amount of time spent in the mobile phase, $\tau_m$, and the average amount of time in the immobile phase, $\tau_{im}$ (Harvey and Gorelick, 2000):

$$\mu_0(t) = \frac{\mu_0}{1 + \beta} \left(1 + \beta e^{-\alpha(1+\beta)t}\right)$$

(2.9)

$$\beta = \frac{\tau_{im}}{\tau_m}, \alpha = \frac{1}{\tau_{im}}$$

(2.10)

The factor $1/(1 + \beta)$ represents the fraction of mass in the mobile phase at equilibrium. It is important to note that the transport phases of the MIM model are not strictly analogous to the steps and rests of the Sayre and Hubbell model. A particle in the mobile phase may be in motion or at rest at any given time. The only requirement of the mobile phase is that a particle is detectable. The immobile phase differs from a Sayre and Hubbell rest because immobile particles are undetectable. The Sayre and Hubbell model has no mechanism for representing undetectable particle.

We can estimate the three parameters in equation (2.9) by fitting it to the observed zeroth moment shown in Figure 2.5. The solid black line in Figure 2.5 shows equation (2.9) fit to the N. Loup River data. We varied the parameters over the ranges listed in Table 2.1 and selected the curve that minimized the sum of the squares of the residuals.

In equation (2.6), we stated that there is general agreement between the scaled data shown in Figure 2.3 and the Sayre and Hubbell model given in equation (2.5). Equation (2.8) is unsatisfying because the choice to normalize the data by the $\mu_0(t)$ has no theoretical support in the Sayre and Hubbell model. The MIM model, because it predicts a decay in detectable mass over time, suggests an alternate scaling. If we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Winning Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_0$</td>
<td>Initial mobile concentration</td>
<td>100–1000 g/ft²</td>
<td>433.4 g/ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_m$</td>
<td>Mean time in mobile phase</td>
<td>1–50 hours</td>
<td>25.6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{im}$</td>
<td>Mean time in immobile phase</td>
<td>1–50 hours</td>
<td>26.3 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
move \( \mu_0(t) \) to the right side of the equation (2.8) and divide both sides by the initial mobile zeroth moment \( \mu_{0i} \), we get equation (2.11).

\[
\frac{C(x,t)}{\mu_{0i}} \sim \frac{\mu_0(t)}{\mu_{0i}} f(x,t)
\]  

(2.11)

The factor \( \mu_0(t)/\mu_{0i} \) represents the fraction of the initial tracer mass that is detectable and is equivalent to \( 1/(1 + \beta) \) (the equilibrium fraction of the total mass in the mobile phase) from equation (2.9). The reason why Sayre and Hubbell’s decision to scale the concentration profiles by \( \mu_0(t) \) works as well as it does is that it implicitly transforms the model into a prediction of the mobile phase concentration.

In Figure 2.6, we show the alternate scaling of the Sayre and Hubbell data (black dots) and model (solid black line) described by equation (2.11) in log-log space. Since equations (2.8) and (2.11) are mathematically identical, the agreement between the Sayre and Hubbell model and data shown in Figure 2.6 is identical to that shown in Figure 2.3, but the scaling of the data is more satisfying. The Sayre and Hubbell model provides no theoretical justification for the scaling choices in equation (2.11), but the mobile/immobile model does. This suggests that the MIM model is a more appropriate representation of the transport system.

**Particle Tracking Implementation of the MIM model**

Our one-dimensional mobile/immobile particle-tracking model is similar to those described by Valocchi et al. (1989), Zhang et al. (2006) and by Benson and Meerschaert (in submission). Particle motion is governed by four adjustable parameters: the average amount of time spent in the mobile phase \( \tau_m \), the average amount of time in the immobile phase \( \tau_{im} \), the average velocity in the mobile phase \( \bar{u}_m \), and the mean of a random velocity fluctuation, \( \bar{u}' \). The values of the first two parameters, \( \tau_m \) and \( \tau_{im} \), are determined by fitting equation (2.9) to the zeroth moment of the data, as described above. The choice of velocity parameters is discussed below.

All particles start in the mobile phase. The model assigns each particle a random “flight time” \( t_f \) chosen from an exponential distribution with mean \( \tau_m \) and a velocity given by:

\[
u = \bar{u} + u'
\]  

(2.12)

where \( u \) is a random fluctuation with mean \( \bar{u}' \) (equal to zero in the first implementation of the model discussed below, but possibly non-zero in the second).

The total distance a particle travels during a visit to the mobile phase is \( \Delta x = ut_f \). When a particle reaches the end of its time in the mobile phase, the model assigns it to the immobile phase for a random interval chosen from an exponential distribution.
with mean $\tau_m$. At each time step, the model computes the particle concentration by binning the “study reach” at 1-foot intervals and counting the number of particles in each bin. We run the model with a time step size of 2 minutes for 300 hours, the approximate duration of the Sayre and Hubbell study. In the following sections, we discuss two versions of the model outlined above which are identical in all respects except one. In the first, the velocity fluctuations are chosen from a standard normal distribution and in the second they are chosen from a distribution with a heavy power-law tail.

**Gaussian Mobile/Immobile Model**

The mean velocity of the model particle plume is a function of the four model parameters:

$$\bar{u} = \frac{(\bar{u}_m + \bar{u}')\tau_m}{\tau_m + \tau_{im}}$$  \hfill (2.13)

The average times spent in the mobile and immobile phases, $\tau_m$ and $\tau_{im}$, respectively, are determined by fitting equation (2.9) to the observed decline in $\mu_0(t)$ as described above and shown in Figure 2.5. To determine the two components of particle velocity in equation (2.13), we set the right-hand side of equation (2.13) equal to the observed mean velocity, shown in Figure 2.4, and solve for $(\bar{u}_m + \bar{u}_m')$.

In the first version of our model we follow the approach used by Valocchi (1989) to simulate solute transport in an aquifer. We dictates that the velocity fluctuation in equation (2.12) comes from a standard normal distribution, $N(0, 1)$. This eliminates the mean velocity fluctuation in equation (2.13), reducing the number of model parameters to three, all of which we can estimate from the Sayre and Hubbell data.

$$\bar{u} = \frac{\bar{u}_m\tau_m}{\tau_m + \tau_{im}}$$  \hfill (2.14)

$$\bar{u} = 2.8 \text{ ft/hr}$$
$$\bar{u}_m = 5.6 \text{ ft/hr}$$
$$\tau_m = 25.6 \text{ hrs}$$
$$\tau_{im} = 26.3 \text{ hrs}$$

Figure 2.6 shows the concentration profiles from the Gaussian mobile/immobile model plotted as gray circles. Figure 2.7 shows the average position of the model particle plume. After 70 hours, the model describes the data about as well as the Sayre and Hubbell model, without the need for an ad hoc 110-foot offset. Our model
achieves a high initial velocity because all particles start in the mobile phase, moving at an average velocity of 5.6 ft/hr for an average time of 25.6 hours before exchange with the immobile phase slows the overall velocity to 2.8 ft/hr. The model lags behind the data early on because we only capture about half of the high initial velocity seen in the Figure 2.4. This is shown by the intercept of the regression in Figure 2.7 at about 55 feet, rather than at about 110 feet. The model does not capture the anomalously high concentrations in the leading edge of the data. For that, we turn to the second form of the model.

\textbf{\(\alpha\)-Stable Mobile/Immobile Model}

In this version of the model, we replace the normally distributed velocity fluctuations with fluctuations drawn from a probability distribution with a power-law tail, the \(\alpha\)-stable distribution. The \(\alpha\)-stable distribution is useful for modeling highly variable data sets because it can be skewed positively or negatively and it assigns much higher probability to extreme values than a Gaussian or exponential distribution. A complete discussion of the properties of \(\alpha\)-stable distributions is beyond the scope of this paper. We refer the reader to discussions by Samorodnitsky (1994), Benson et al. (2000), and Nolan (2009).

We use the parameterization described by Nolan (2009) as \(S(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta; 0)\), where \(\alpha\) is the index of stability, \(\beta\) is the skewness, \(\gamma\) is the scale, and \(\delta\) is the location. Following Zhang et al. (2006), we prescribe the value of three parameters of the distribution, \(\beta = 1, \gamma = 1, \) and \(\delta = 0,\) and vary \(\alpha\) over the range \(0 < \alpha \leq 2.\) The parameter \(\alpha\) controls how likely large deviations from the location parameter \(\delta\) are. When \(\alpha = 2,\) the distribution reduces to a Gaussian and large deviations from the mean are very unlikely. When \(\alpha\) is in the range \(1 < \alpha < 2,\) extreme values are so likely that the integral describing the second moment of the distribution, the variance, diverges. When \(\alpha\) is in the range \(0 < \alpha \leq 1,\) the first moment, the mean, also diverges. In practice, a divergent first or second moment means that the statistic measured from a finite sample size is dominated by the largest value and will tend to increase with increasing sample size (Sornette, 2004).

A positively skewed \((\beta > 0)\) \(\alpha\)-stable distribution in the range \(1 < \alpha \leq 2\) with a location parameter \(\delta = 0\) has a non-zero mean given by \(\mu_1 = -\beta \gamma \tan(\pi \alpha/2)\) (Nolan, 2009). We have found that calculating the mean mobile velocity according to equation (2.13) with \(\bar{u}'\) equal to the mean of the \(\alpha\)-stable velocity distribution results in poor agreement between the model mean velocity and the observed mean velocity. This is because the mean of a heavy-tailed distribution is dominated by the largest values and is not necessarily the best descriptor of the distribution. Instead,
Figure 2.7: The mean position of the Gaussian mobile/immobile model concentration profiles (black triangles) shown in Figure 2.6, along with the data (black dots), and a regression on the model data (solid black line). Our model plume moves at an average velocity of 2.84 ft/hr, similar to the average observed velocity shown in Figure 2.4, but we do not capture all of the high initial velocity as indicated by the intercept of the regression.
we find that the median of the $\alpha$-stable distribution is more useful for our purposes. We varied $\alpha$ until the tails of the model concentration curves had approximately the same slope as the data and then used the median of the velocity distribution in place of $\bar{u}'$ in equation (2.13) to solve for the mean mobile velocity.

Figure 2.8 shows the model concentration profiles for $\alpha = 1.1$, $\bar{u}_m = 5.0 \text{ ft/hr}$, and $\bar{u}' = 0.6 \text{ ft/hr}$. After 20 hours, the model accurately predicts the magnitude and location of concentration curve without any ad hoc adjustments. The model also predicts the concentration in the leading edge of the concentration profile. Figure 2.9 shows the mean position of the model tracer plume. The predicted mean velocity is about 4 inches per hour higher than the observed mean and the intercept of the regression is about 20 feet less than the Sayre and Hubbell regression. Other values of $\alpha$ in the range $0.8 \leq \alpha \leq 1.3$ also result in reasonable fits to the data. Higher values of $\alpha$ in this range slightly under predict the concentrations in the leading edge of the distribution. Values of $\alpha$ at the low end of the range match the tail, but the peak concentration drops below the data because the zeroth moment of the model distribution starts to drop well below the predicted curve shown in Figure 2.5. This is because low values of $\alpha$ make long travel distances so likely that many particles pass completely out of the measurement domain.

2.3.5 Discussion

The theoretical model Sayre and Hubbell developed to describe their data treats particle motion as a series of alternating steps and rests of random length and duration. With the addition of a third ad hoc parameter that shifts the predicted concentration curve downstream, the model approximates the observed concentration profiles, but has two remaining weaknesses. First, because the model does predict that the total amount of mass detected will decline over time, the data have to be normalized by the zeroth moment for the amplitude of the concentration curves to match the model. Second, the observed concentrations far downstream of the peak are much higher than the model predicts.

We applied a mobile/immobile model to the Sayre and Hubbell data that addresses these problems. The model predicts that the amount of detectable mass will decay to an equilibrium value based on the rate of exchange between the detectable mobile phase and the undetectable immobile phase. This model provides a theoretical justification for the way Sayre and Hubbell chose to normalize their data. We attribute the observed decay in detectable tracer mass to exchange with an undetectable, immobile zone in the bed, while Sayre and Hubbell suggested that mass loss during the experiment might be caused by abrasion of the radioactive coating on
Figure 2.8: The $\alpha$-stable mobile/immobile model (gray circles) compared to the Sayre and Hubbell data (black dots) and model (solid black line).
Figure 2.9: The mean position of the model concentration profiles shown in Figure 2.8.
the sand grains. Another possible explanation for the mass loss is that tracer mass exited the system all together. In reality, it seems likely that all three factors played a role, but the decay of the zeroth moment to an approximately equilibrium value and the success of the MIM model in predicting the concentration profiles suggest that the latter two factors may be safely ignored.

We implemented two versions of the model that differ only in the shapes of the mobile particle velocity distributions. The Gaussian version predicts the observed concentration curves about as well as the Sayre and Hubbell model, but fails to capture the high concentration in the leading edge of the tracer plume. The second version of the model uses a heavy-tailed distribution of velocity. This version predicts the data well, with just one more parameter than the Sayre and Hubbell model.

The $\alpha$-stable MIM captures the relatively high concentrations observed far downstream of the peak because the broad distribution of particle velocity in the mobile phase results in a similarly broad distribution of particle travel distance. The agreement between our model concentration curves and the data suggests that a distribution with a heavy power-law tail is a better model for tracer travel distance than the exponential distribution used by Sayre and Hubbell.

Random walk models like ours and the Sayre and Hubbell model typically result in concentration profiles that can be described by an advection-diffusion equation (ADE). Since Einstein’s (1905) paper on Brownian motion, it has been known that random walks in which the distributions of travel distance and resting time have finite first and second moments are described by the Ficks form of the ADE. The 1-dimensional form given in equation (2.15) describes the evolution of a tracer concentration profile in terms of the mean velocity, $\bar{u}$, and the diffusivity, $D$, which is a function of the variance of tracer position.

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = -\bar{u} \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} + D \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

$$D = \frac{\sigma_x^2}{2t}$$

The Sayre and Hubbell model treats step length and resting time as exponentially distributed random variables and therefore obeys equation (2.15) in the infinite time limit. The evolution of the first moment the Sayre and Hubbell model is given by equation (2.7). The second moment of the distribution, the variance, is a measure of how the plume spreads. The second moment of equation (2.5) is a function of the model parameters and time.

$$\sigma_x^2 = \frac{2k_2}{k_1^2} t$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)
The linear growth of the variance with time shown in equation (2.16) is required for the diffusivity coefficient in equation (2.15) to be constant and to have the proper units \( (L^2/T) \). This scaling of the variance is the hallmark of Fickian transport described by equation (2.15).

Our Gaussian MIM model obeys a similar transport equation, with the addition of a term that describes exchange with the immobile phase. (Schumer et al., 2003).

\[
\frac{\partial C_m}{\partial t} + \beta \frac{\partial C_m}{\partial t} = -\bar{u} \frac{\partial C_m}{\partial x} + D \frac{\partial^2 C_m}{\partial x^2}
\]  

(2.17)

The \( \alpha \)-stable model uses a velocity distribution that has a divergent second moment, which requires a transport equation that is fractional in space (Meerschaert et al., 1999; Benson et al., 2000). This is accomplished by replacing the second-order spatial derivative in equation (2.15) with a fractional derivative of the same order as the index of stability of the velocity distribution, \( \alpha \). The space-fractional advection-dispersion equation (fADE) for the mobile phase is given by equation (2.17).

\[
\frac{\partial C_m}{\partial t} + \beta \frac{\partial C_m}{\partial t} = -\bar{u} \frac{\partial C_m}{\partial x} + D \frac{\partial^\alpha C_m}{\partial x^\alpha}
\]  

(2.18)

Equation (14) predicts that the tracer plume will spread out, as measured by the growth of the variance, as a non-linear function of time. Specifically, the variance grows proportionally to \( t^{2/\alpha} \) and the diffusivity has the dimensions of \( L^\alpha / T \) instead of the usual length squared over time (Benson et al., 2000). This type of dispersion is known as anomalous dispersion, or non-Fickian transport. Anomalous dispersion has been observed in many transport systems (see Metzler and Klafter, 2000 and Metzler and Klafter, 2004 for discussions of anomalous transport in a variety of settings), but to our knowledge, only Nikora et al. (2002) has previously discussed anomalous transport in fluvial sediment transport. They videotaped gravel moving across the bed of a canal in New Zealand and estimated the growth of variance of particle position. Their result would correspond to an \( \alpha \) of about 1.3 in our model.

Our model predicts that the velocity of particles in the North Loup River experiment is heavy-tailed. Heavy-tailed distributions can be produced by a number of mechanisms (see Newman, 2005 and Sornette, 2004 for an overview). One of the simplest is the combination of several thin-tailed distributions. For example, if the random variable \( X \) is exponentially distributed with a rate parameter \( \lambda \), and \( \lambda \) is also a random variable that is exponentially distributed, then the overall distribution of \( X \) is a Cauchy distribution. A Cauchy distribution is equivalent to an \( \alpha \)-stable distribution where \( \alpha = 1 \) (Sornette, 2004, Meerschaert, personal comm., 2007). To give another example, the step length distribution in the Sayre and Hubbell model is
exponentially distributed because they treat transport of an entrained grain a Poisson process: The probability of deposition during an episode of motion is constant, so the flight time and the travel distance (if the velocity is constant) are exponentially distributed. If the shear stress in the stream varies spatially or the transport characteristics of a population of grains are variable then the probability of deposition would also be a random variable. If probability of deposition is exponentially distributed, then the overall distribution of travel distances that is heavy-tailed. We are not suggesting that this is the specific mechanism responsible for the apparently broad distribution of particle velocity in the Sayre and Hubbell experiment. This example is chosen to illustrate that heavy-tailed distributions do not require exotic origins.

2.3.6 Appendix: Description of data digitization and moment computation

We were unable to obtain the data in table form from the USGS (Glenn Cook, USGS Field Records Librarian, personal communication 12/07), so we scanned the plots of the data from the 1965 publication at 300 dots per inch. Using ArcMap, we built a table of control points selected along the axes to map pixel space to data space. We rectified each image and picked the center of each data point in the transformed image, recording the longitudinal coordinate (in feet) and the concentration (in grams per cubic foot) for each measurement time presented by Sayre and Hubbell.

2.4 Laboratory Experiments on Fluvial Sediment Motion and Dispersion

In June 2008, we performed an experiment designed to determine the mode of dispersion of tracer particles across a homogenous bed driven by steady, uniform flow at a discharge that is near the threshold necessary to move sediment. We installed a patch of painted aquarium gravel on the bed of a flume and used digital cameras arrayed along the side of the flume to photograph the particles at one-minute intervals as they moved downstream. Using scripts that utilize functions from the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox, we can estimate the concentration of tracer particles (in number of tracers per unit length) along the full length of the flume. This experiment was designed to complement two other projects already in progress, the Halfmoon Creek tracer experiment and the reanalysis of the data from the N. Loup River experiment performed by Sayre and Hubbell in the early 1960s.
We used the 7-meter tilting flume at the USGS Geomorphology and Sediment Transport Laboratory in Golden, Colorado, for our experiment. The length of flume useable for gravel transport experiments is about 5 meters long. We covered bottom of the flume with 4-6 mm aquarium gravel to a depth of about 10 cm. Using a piece of plywood attached to a cart on rails running along the top of the plume, we scraped the surface of the gravel bed until it was parallel to the plexiglass bottom of the flume. We set slope of the flume to about $3.5 \times 10^{-3}$ m/m and filled the flume with water to a depth of about 16 cm above the gravel bed. Then we increased the discharge until gravel began to move.

The flume did not have a mechanism for adding or re-circulating sediment so creating an equilibrium bed was something of a challenge. The inlet of water at the upper end of the flume tended to excavate sediment from the upper meter of the flume. The excavated sediment formed an aggradational wedge that migrated slowly downstream, raising the elevation of the bed by several centimeters as it passed. When the wedge reached the sediment trap at the bottom of the flume, about 3.5 meters of flume bed were at approximately equilibrium conditions as determined by steady sediment thickness at points along the flume and qualitatively uniform transport characteristics along the study reach. This process was extremely time consuming and limited the number of experimental runs we were able to perform.

Once the lower part of the bed reached approximate equilibrium, we turned off the pump and installed 1000 blue tracer grains in a 1 grain thick, 30 cm long, seed patch at the upper end. The tracer grains were aquarium gravel sieved to a size of 5.6 to 8 mm from the same source as the bed material and painted with several coats of bright blue spray paint. The tracer grains were slightly larger than the median grain size on the bed. Figure 2.10 shows initial arrangement of the grains from a run on June 17th.

To record the position of the grains along the flume, we used an array of digital cameras attached to the side of the flume and aimed diagonally through the plexiglass sidewall. We chose this camera orientation because turbulence on the surface of the water makes it difficult to get a clear picture from above. Using a laptop computer attached to the cameras via USB, we controlled the cameras remotely using a software package called PSRemote. The software was not as stable as we expected, but we were able to get reasonably good performance using six cameras taking one exposure per minute. PSRemote crashed sporadically and unpredictably, which caused us to miss exposures at some of the one-minute intervals. This was an inconvenience, but not a major problem since a typical flume run lasted three hours and the system did not evolve rapidly enough that a handful of missing measurements made a big difference.
Figure 2.10: 1000 tracer grains arranged in a one-grain thick layer at the start of the experiment.
In one of the runs of the experiment, we also recorded the time at which tracer grains crossed a line at the bottom of the flume. We did this by clicking a key on a laptop keyboard each time tracer crossed the line and recording the time with a simple computer program. These data are shown in Figure 2.11 as the total number of particles past the boundary vs. time. The data show a nearly constant flux of about 2.8 particles per minute across the boundary.

Analysis of the photographs of a flume run is a multi-step process. First, we define the useful area of the image for each camera in terms of the upper left and lower right corner. These points are used to crop the image. Second, we build a table of control points for each camera that map the pixel space to the physical space. This done by manually picking and recording the pixel coordinates of corresponding locations.
along the tape measure (see Figure 2.10) along the front and back of the flume. We use at least 7 pairs of points for each camera. With the table of control points, we use the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox to apply a piecewise linear transformation that removes the distortion in the image caused by shooting from the side of the flume. This transformation morphs the image into a rectangle with a direct linear mapping between pixel space and physical space. Finally, we examine the blue and red channels of the RGB image and select groups of pixels larger than a threshold that have a high amount of blue and a small amount of red. The location of the centroid of each selected pixel group is used as the location of the tracer grain.

Unfortunately, analysis of the data is not yet complete. The image-processing algorithm tends to undercount the number of tracer grains in a frame, particularly when the concentration is high and grains are touching. We anticipate that we will be able to resolve this problem in the near future. We are also limited because we have data from only two runs of the experiment. This is due to an injury that occurred during the experiment and limited the amount of time we could spend at the laboratory in June to two weeks. Once the data we have has been analyzed to our satisfaction, we plan to return to the lab to perform more runs of the experiment.

Despite the limitations described above, we may be able to draw some tentative conclusions if we assume that the undercounts are systematic and that the small data set we have is representative. First, the concentration profiles are approximately steady in time, at least early in the experiment. Figure 2.12 shows the estimated concentration profiles after 8 minutes and 63.6 minutes of elapsed time. Upstream is on the right side of the plot for consistency with the orientation of the cameras and tape measure during the experiment. The flume-wise coordinates of the tracers were binned at 10 cm intervals to compute a number density per unit length. The number density divided by the initial number density is the concentration. These profiles are consistent with our impression during the experiment that the overall spatial distribution of particles was approximately steady and that is consistent with the constant flux across the boundary shown in Figure 2.11. Second, the profiles appear to be consistent with a model in which the entrainment probability of a grain is low, but the probability distribution of travel distance is broad, but more work is required before we can assert this with confidence.
Figure 2.12: Preliminary concentration profiles for two times. Upstream is to the right. a) 18 minutes b) 63.6 minutes.
2.5 Field Experiment in Gravel Transport and Dispersion using Passive Radio Tracking

(Note: the experiment described in this section was jointly funded by this project and by a supporting Innovative Research Grant from the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, which provided funds for the purchase of radio tags and detection equipment).

The most direct way to test the mode of sediment dispersion is with a time series of the positions of uniquely identifiable tracer particles. A sediment pulse that disperses normally will move downstream as a plume of particles in which the mean position and the peak concentration are not far apart and particles do not tend to stray far from the mean position plume. A plume that disperses anomalously will have a much larger fraction of the particles far from the mean, in the tails of the spatial distribution because the particle move at a wide range of velocities. Because anomalous dispersion is most evident in the tails the distribution, an experiment designed to measure the mode of dispersion requires a large number of tracers and a high recovery rate. Until recently, this has been difficult in a long-term study because painted tracers are hard to find and lose their paint over time and tracers such as magnetically tagged stones must be dug out of the streambed to be identified (e.g. Ferguson et al., 2002). The recovery process is time consuming and it disturbs the system being studied.

Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags are a relatively new technology that have been used extensively to monitor migrating fish but only recently as tracers in fluvial systems. A PIT tag is a passive radio transponder encased in small, cylindrical glass case. When the antenna on the detection system passes nearby, the electric field generated by the antenna induces a current in the tag that gives it enough power to transmit its unique identification number to the receiver. Depending on the size of the antenna, the detector has a lateral range of about 1m and can detect buried tracers down to a depth of about 1m. Manufacturers estimate that PIT tags will function for 50 years (Lamarre et al., 2005).

We prepared approximately 900 tracer stones by installing 32mm and 23mm PIT tags (Figure 2.13) into coarse gravel ($D_{50} = 57$ mm). We used a hammer drill to drill a small hole, inserted the PIT tag and sealed the hole with marine epoxy putty. We weighed the stone, measured the A, B, and C axes, and recorded the unique identifier of the PIT tag. Approximately 10 of the tags were defective and had to be replaced. This failure rate is consistent with the manufacturers estimate of a 1% failure rate.

On May 13th and May 17th, 2007, we arranged 893 tracers on the bed of Half-moon Creek, a small gravel bed river draining Mt. Elbert and Mt. Massive, south-
Figure 2.13: 23mm and 32mm Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) Tags.
west of Leadville, CO. See Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15. Installation took place shortly before the spring peak flow. We established fourteen cross sections at approximately 2m downstream spacing and surveyed the elevation of the streambed with a laser range finder at 0.5m intervals across the stream. The tracers were placed along each cross section to form a deformed grid with approximately 0.5m spacing between tracers in both the downstream and cross stream directions. The bed topography and tracers are shown in Figure 2.16. The original arrangement in comparison to later tracer positions is shown in Figure 2.17a.

We conducted the first survey of the displaced tracers in October 2007. We used a tripod mounted laser rangefinder and an electronic compass to measure the horizontal distance and azimuth from a benchmark and computed the position relative to the first right bank cross section end. We estimate that the accuracy of the location measurements is +/- 0.5 m. In 2007, 836 out of 893 were recovered, a 93.6% success rate. The distribution of the tracers in the channel is shown in Figure 2.17b. Most tracers moved only a short distance, but a few moved tens of meters downstream. The maximum displacement was about 50m.

The second survey took place in early August and late September of 2008 and is not yet complete. We have recovered 853 out of 893 tracers, a 95.5% recovery rate. The preliminary distribution of tracers is shown in Figure 2.17c. We plan to return to Halfmoon Creek in October to survey cross sections downstream of the seed patch and search for the remaining tracers. We estimate that we will be able to recover at least 20 more at that time. If so, our recovery rate for 2008 will be almost 98%. Both the 2007 and 2008 recovery rates compare very favorably to other large-scale tracer experiments (e.g. Ferguson et al., 2002).

The 2008 tracer locations indicate that transport during that season was much more vigorous than 2007. We attribute this to high runoff in 2008 due to a near record snow pack. There is a real-time USGS gauging station approximately 2 km downstream from our study reach and there are no tributaries between our reach and the gauge. The mean daily discharge for late spring and summer of 2007 and 2008 are shown in Figure 2.18. The peak discharge for 2008 was approximately 60% higher than that of 2007. The data from both the 2007 and 2008 transport season appear to indicate that there is a great deal of variability in the velocity of the particles. In 2007, approximately 90% of the particles move less than 12 m, with the remaining 10% moving between 12 and 50 m. Analysis of the 2008 travel distance distribution is still in progress, but the relatively even downstream distribution of particles shown in Figure 2.17c suggests a broad distribution of transport distances in 2008. There also appears to be no correlation between longer than average displacements in 2007 and the location at the end of 2008. The tracers marked in red in Figure 2.17c
Figure 2.14: The Halfmoon Creek study reach. The white rectangle indicates the approximate location of the tracer seed patch.
Figure 2.15: Tracer installation in a May thunderstorm. We placed a stick of four tracers at 0.5 m downstream intervals at 0.5 m spacing along the tape measure.
Figure 2.16: Bed geometry of seed patch with initial position of tracers in red. X is downstream and Y is across the stream.

moved at least 20 m during the 2007 transport season and they are evenly spread out along the stream. Preliminary analysis of the first two seasons suggest that an anomalous transport model may describe the transport and dispersion of the Halfmoon Creek tracers better than a Fickian model. The Halfmoon Creek dataset needs to be augmented by additional transport seasons and requires further analysis.

2.6 Gambler’s Ruin as a Model for Floodplain Sediment Storage

The residence-time distribution appears to be fundamental to predicting the mode of sediment dispersion. The following section presents a theoretical framework for predicting the residence time distribution for a simplified fluvial system that does not rely on the assumption that all particles are equally erodible.

Imagine a meandering channel that moves across its floodplain by cut bank erosion and point bar deposition. If in the long term, the channel location is approximately a random variable (Hancock and Anderson, 2002), then we can deconstruct its motion into a series of random displacements. The channel is taking a kind of
Figure 2.17: a) May 2007. Initial tracer positions. b) Oct. 2007. Tracer position at the end of the first transport season. c) Sept. 2008. Tracer position at the end of the second transport season. Tracer locations are shown in blue. Red dots in c) indicate tracers which moved more than 20 m in 2007. Black dots mark the ends of measured cross sections. Black crosses mark the different instrument locations used to survey the tracers.
Figure 2.18: Mean daily discharge by Halfmoon Creek for May 1 Aug. 1, 2007 and 2008. Peak discharge for 2008 was approximately 60% higher than the 2007 peak.
random walk. Fix the frame of reference on the channel and assume that floodplain is so wide that the channel width can be neglected. Now, the channel location is always zero and it is the sediment particles in the floodplain that are moving randomly. Particles are deposited at the origin when the channel leaves and are eroded when they return to the origin. The time between deposition and the return to the origin is the particle residence time. A process that ends when its value reaches zero is known as gambler’s ruin process. In the simplest case where a particle leaves the origin and moves left or right with equal probability and at a constant speed, the distribution of return times to the origin is a power law with a divergent mean (Newman, 2005). An illustration of this kind of Gambler’s Ruin random walk is shown in Figure 2.19.

A similar distribution of return times results even if the steps in random walk are not completely random, which is probably a more realistic analog of channel motion. In this case, the Hurst exponent \(H\) quantifies the degree of long-term correlation in the time series of steps. As long as the random walk has an overall mean step size of zero, meaning that the average position of the channel doesn’t change, the distribution of return times is

\[
p(t) \sim t^{H-2}, \quad 0 < H < 1
\]  

(2.19)

A Hurst exponent of one-half indicates a perfectly uncorrelated motion. \(H\) greater than one-half indicates long-range positive correlation. \(H\) less than one-half indicates anti-correlation (Ding and Yang, 1995). Any value of the Hurst exponent results in a distribution with an exponent less than two, indicating a divergent mean value. Distributions with divergent first or second moments cause anomalous dispersion. Our conceptual model is illustrated in Figure 2.20 with channel position data from Eliot and Gyetvai (1999).

A tracer module was developed for the landscape evolution model CHILD (Tucker et al., 2001). When a flood deposits a layer of sediment, it adds a uniform concentration of time-stamped tracers. When this layer is touched by erosion, tracers are removed proportional to the amount of material eroded and the time is recorded. The time between deposition and erosion is the tracer residence time.

The floodplain section studied was 5 km long and 5 km wide. When the elevation of channel is held constant, the floodplain volume becomes approximately steady after 4,000 model years. The cumulative residence time distribution of tracers deposited and eroded between the end of the 4,000 year spin up and the end of the model run at 12,000 years are shown in Figure 2.21. Early results are encouraging. The distribution of tracers is approximately an infinite mean power law with an exponential tail caused by the finite length of the simulation. In the CTRW framework, this distribution of residence times would cause anomalous super-diffusion.
Figure 2.19: A one dimensional random walk illustration of the gambler’s ruin concept. Time is on the X-axis and position is on the Y-axis. A particle starts at the origin and moves left or right with equal probability at a velocity of one unit per time step. As the number of particles becomes large, the distribution of return times is a power law with a divergent mean.
Figure 2.20: The gambler’s ruin model illustrated with Eliot and Gyetvai’s (1999) channel position map for a short reach of Elkhead Creek in northwest Colorado. At top, the channel position at six different times mapped. The colored arrows point to the 1937 channel position.
Figure 2.21: Cumulative distribution of residence time for a numerical implementation of a Gambler’s Ruin process (green dots in upper curve) compared with the residence time distribution of numerical tracers in a floodplain erosion-sedimentation simulation run with the CHILD model (blue dots in lower curve). The dashed line shows a least-squares fit (above the truncated region).
This result is interesting because the gambler’s ruin hypothesis does not account for over-bank deposition. The amount of material a flood deposits declines exponentially with distance from the channel in CHILD. It may be that the gambler’s ruin model is not strongly sensitive to the starting position of particles.

### 2.7 Nonlocality in Sediment Transport: Implications of a Particle-Based Hillslope Evolution Model

#### 2.7.1 Introduction

The physical and biological sciences have a long history of describing transport processes using standard differential-equation models. Some classic examples include mass transport by molecular diffusion (Fick’s law), momentum transport in viscous fluids (Newton’s law of viscosity), flow of fluid in porous media (Darcy’s law), and contaminant transport by groundwater flow in porous media (standard advection-dispersion theory). Similar approaches have been used to model sediment transport on hillslopes (such as the linear soil-creep law; e.g., Nash, 1980; McKean et al., 1993; Small et al., 1999) and in stream channels (the many forms of gradient-dependent sediment-transport formulas, e.g. Yalin, 1977). A common ingredient among these disparate systems is that they all involve net fluxes arising from quasi-random motions in a many-particle system. In geomorphology, laws relating mass fluxes to topographic gradient (among other factors) are known as geomorphic transport laws (Dietrich et al., 2003). These laws are the cornerstone of theories and numerical models of landscape development (e.g., Tucker and Hancock, in review).

Continuum models like these are based on the assumption that there is a clear gap between the the micro-scales associated with particle motion (such as the mean free path of a molecule, or the characteristic scale of a representative elementary volume in a porous medium) and the macro-scales associated with the system of interest. However, as West et al. (2003) have pointed out, not all transport systems possess such a scale gap.

This leads one to ask: what sediment systems possess clear scale gaps that allow continuum models, and what systems lack such gaps? Do the scaling properties depend on aspects of the system that can vary in time and space? We address these questions from the point of view of a hillslope on which sediment transport is driven by processes responsible for soil creep. Soil creep, the gradual (and sometimes not so gradual) downslope motion of soil, arises from quasi-random displacements of
soil particles by processes such as animal burrowing, vegetation growth and decay, raindrop impact, dry ravel, expansion and contraction of soil due to wetting and drying, and growth and melting of interstitial ice lenses. On relatively gentle slopes, most of these processes have characteristic length scales that are small relative to the length of the hillslope. For example, animal burrow mounds have length scales on the order of tens of centimeters, while hillslopes typically have characteristic length scales of tens to hundreds of meters. The net rate of downslope transport by these processes depends strongly on the topographic gradient. In making such a statement, however, one has to be careful about scale. In continuum mechanics, we speak of gradient at an infinitesimal point. Strictly speaking, such a gradient is physically meaningless in a system of discrete particles, yet because of the strong scale gap between displacement length and system length, one can still speak of local gradient as one that is measured on a scale larger than the characteristic displacement length but much smaller than the system size.

As slope angle increases, there is evidence for increases in the both the frequency and average displacement distance of transport events in creep-related processes (e.g., Furbish et al., 2007; Roering et al., 2001). Moreover, as slope gradient approaches the angle of repose, various forms of landsliding can come into play, with displacement length scales comparable to that of the hillslope as a whole. Thus, we expect that as gradient increases, sediment transport becomes increasingly non-local. We study the nature and implications of this transition from local to non-local transport using a simple model of sediment-particle motions on a hillslope. We examine the frequency distribution of particle hop length as a function of gradient, and as a function of spatial scale. (Note that this topic is the subject of an abstract submitted to the American Geophysical Union 2008 Fall Meeting by Tucker and Bradley).

### 2.7.2 Particle-Based Model of Hillslope Evolution

The model is designed as a simple analogy for a host of different processes that displace sediment grains on hillslopes. It is similar in spirit to the famous sand pile model of Bak et al. (1987), but in this case the system is driven not by mass input from above but by random, gradient-dependent motions of the particles themselves. The hillslope is represented as a pile of two-dimensional particles with diameter \( \epsilon \). These particles undergo quasi-random motion according to the following rules: (1) during each iteration, a particle and a direction (left or right) are selected at random; (2) the particle hops one particle length in the direction of motion with a probability that depends on the its height relative to that of its immediate neighbor in the direction of travel; (3) the particle continues making hops in the same direction and
with the same probability dependence, until coming to rest or exiting the base of the slope.

The slope is $N$ particles wide plus an additional boundary particle on each side. The model cycles through a series of global iterations. During each global iteration, $N$ sites are selected at random as candidates for particle motion. For each site $i$ selected, a direction ($d$, equal to 1 or -1) is also selected at random. The probability $p$ that the particle will move one space in direction $d$ depends on the height of the particle, $Z_i$, relative to that of the adjacent particle, $Z_{i+d}$, as follows:

$$
p = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } Z_i < Z_{i+d} \\
\frac{1}{8} & \text{if } Z_i = Z_{i+d} \\
\frac{7}{8} & \text{if } Z_i - Z_{i+d} = 1 \\
1 & \text{if } Z_i - Z_{i+d} > 1 
\end{cases} \quad (2.20)
$$

If motion occurs, the particle is moved one unit in the motion direction and the probability of motion is tested again, until either the particle comes to rest or it reaches one of the model edges.

One can explore a variety of different boundary conditions. Here, we focus on the case in which the system is driven by steady lowering at the lower boundaries of the hillslope. The baselevel is lowered by one unit (or equivalently, the interior is raised) every $T$ global iterations, so that the lowering rate is $\epsilon/T$. Starting from a flat surface, the system eventually reaches an equilibrium in which the total flux of particles from the hillslope, $q$ (particles per global iteration), balances the input from below, or $q = N/T$.

The topography and motion statistics that emerge from these rules show a range of behavior that depends on the parameter $\alpha = N/T$, which governs the dimensionless relief $2Z_{\text{max}}/N$ (which is also the average slope angle). At low $\alpha$, hillslope shape is parabolic, reflecting the diffusive character of the system (Figure 2.22). The mean hop length is on the order of two particle widths, and the probability distribution of displacement length is thin-tailed (approximately exponential) (Figure 2.23). The hop-length distribution is largely insensitive to $N$ when $\alpha$ is small, indicating that there is a clean scale break between the motion scale and the system scale.

At high $\alpha$, hillslopes become planar, and average displacement length increases by an order of magnitude (Figure 2.24). In this situation, the system exhibits “angle of repose” behavior in which many particles travel the full distance between their point of origin and the system boundary in one event. The hop-length distribution resembles a truncated, heavy-tailed distribution (Figure 2.25).

Across the spectrum of relief values, the relationship between mean flux and gradient resembles the family of nonlinear flux-gradient curves that has been used
to model hillslope evolution, with a linear relationship between local gradient and flux when gradients are relatively low and a nonlinear relationship when gradients approach a threshold (in this case on the order of unity). However, as gradient increases, the characteristic motion range undergoes a transition from being largely independent of system length to being largely controlled by system length. Particles passing through a given point have an increasingly high probability of originating from a distant ($>>\epsilon$) position. Thus, local gradient plays a decreasing role in controlling flux as $\alpha$ increases.

Further investigation is needed to determine what statistical model, and what corresponding flux law, best describes this transport process. Clearly, Fickian diffusion provides an excellent approximation at small $\alpha$. At high $\alpha$, the hop-length distribution resembles truncated or tempered Lévy motions (Mantegna and Stanley, 1994, 1995; Meerschaert et al., 2008; Rosiński, 2007), though a standard Lévy distribution ($sensu$ Nolan, 2009), when exponentially tempered, does not appear to capture the either “fatness” of the mid-range or the sharpness of the cutoff.

The model we have presented raises an interesting mathematical question that to our knowledge has not yet been explored: what type of model best describes a system in which the motion statistics are themselves dependent on the system state, both in time and space? We suspect that there may be many analogous systems in which transport statistics vary according to system state variables. For example, the rheology of creeping flow in solids can change from Newtonian to non-Newtonian in response to increasing stress, as dislocation creep begins to play a role (e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 2002). Similar behavior can be expected from water-borne sediment transport: as fluid stress increases, grain suspension becomes increasingly important, and grain motion lengths increase. The simple particle model

Figure 2.22: Simulated hillslope with $N = 2561$ and $T = 1000$. 

![Figure showing hillslope simulation](image-url)
Figure 2.23: Normalized frequency distribution of hop length, $\lambda$, for $N = 2560$ and $T = 1000$. Each dot on the curve represents a displacement scale $\epsilon$. Note the exponential tail.
Figure 2.24: Simulated hillslope with $N = 2560$, and $T = 10$. 
Figure 2.25: Normalized frequency distribution of hop length for $T = 10$ and $N = 80$, 160, 320, 640, 1280, and 2560. Note the scale dependence on the distribution.
we have developed provides a useful numerical framework for investigating dynamic transitions in motion statistics in a truncated system.
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Chapter 3

Rangeland Landscapes as a Template for Complex Geomorphic Systems

3.1 Overview

Rangeland landscapes, which consist of low to moderate relief in semi-arid environments, are characteristic of large areas of the western United States and are common in mid-latitude environments worldwide. They are often considered to be somewhat fragile landscapes, vulnerable to rapid soil loss in response to land degradation and possibly climatic change (e.g., Leopold, 1951; Boardman et al., 2003). A number of U.S. Army installations are located in semi-arid to arid landscapes, and management of land resources requires knowledge of how the landscape is likely to respond to different types of management activity (such as mechanized training). However, there are a number of important knowledge gaps regarding how such landscapes respond to changes in vegetation patterns, land use, and climate. While models exist to describe the rate of soil loss on individual hillslopes, there have been relatively few attempts to construct sediment budgets for entire watersheds or to quantify the factors that govern these budgets. In an effort to begin filling this gap, we have analyzed the processes and dynamics controlling erosion and sediment movement at three sites in the Colorado piedmont: the Fort Carson military reservation, the Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site (PCMS, a training area in southeastern Colorado administered by Fort Carson), and an area of intense gullying along the West Bijou Creek escarpment in eastern-central Colorado.

Our efforts have focused on three activities: (1) combining field evidence, aerial
photography, and hydro-meteorological measurements at Fort Carson and PCMS in order to understand the key factors controlling the erosional development of ephemeral channels; (2) using optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) geochronology to discover the history of channel cutting and filling and determine whether it has been synchronous across the region; (3) using numerical models to analyze the dynamics of channel cross-section evolution in cohesive sediment and bedrock. Some of these activities were begun as part of an ARO-supported investigation of gully and arroyo formation (2001 to 2004), and were brought to completion during the course of the current project. Others are new to this project. The activities are described in the sections that follow.

3.2 Dynamics of Headwater Ephemeral Channels

Results from our study of ephemeral channel (gully and arroyo) dynamics are reported in a *Geological Society of America Bulletin* article by Tucker et al. (2006). A reprint of this article is included as Appendix A. In addition, we conducted a model-based analysis of the impact of different storm regimes — small-footprint convective storms versus large, frontal storms — on the shape of drainage networks, using the PCMS area as a test case. Results are reported by Sólyom and Tucker (2007), a reprint of which is attached as Appendix B.

3.3 Luminescence Chronology of Channel Cutting and Filling

One focus of our earlier project on gully erosion was using optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating of channel sediment to build a chronology of channel cutting and filling events at sites in Fort Carson and PCMS. Several aspects of this study have now been brought to completion. Arnold et al. (2007) report an analysis of the apparent ages, bleaching characteristics and age-determination procedures for Colorado samples. A reprint of this article is attached as Appendix C. Additional work is described in a doctoral dissertation by Lee Arnold (Arnold, 2006).

3.4 Data Collection on Rainfall and Flash Floods

One of the findings to emerge from the analysis of ephemeral headwater channel dynamics (Tucker et al., 2006) is the importance of the frequency and magnitude
of flash floods in these channels. While thousands of gauging stations exist in the U.S. for drainage basins of perhaps 50 km$^2$ and larger, there are very few data sets on hillslopes and small (one to a few km$^2$) drainage basins. This motivated us to set up a network of three flash-flood monitoring sites at PCMS and a fourth at the West Bijou Creek site (where proximity to the University of Colorado allows us to easily test data-storage programs and sensor configurations). Each station is equipped with a rain gauge, temperature sensor, and acoustic depth sensor. The data are stored on a programmable datalogger (Campbell Scientific CR800), and the equipment is powered by a solar panel. The Hydrological Sciences siphoning rain gauges are specially designed for accurately measuring heavy rain. The acoustic sensors obtain stage (water-surface height) estimates by measuring the two-way travel time of a high-frequency sound pulse between the instrument and the surface below. Using the temperature sensor data to calculate the speed of sound, the travel time is converted into distance between the sensor and either the ground or the water surface.

We have experimented with a variety of data-acquisition programs. There is a tradeoff between data resolution and storage capacity: high-resolution data are desirable to capture the details of the short-lived flash-flood hydrographs. However, storage space on the dataloggers is limited ($\sim$1 Mb), and in any event the channels are dry most of the time. We experimented with using changes in stage above a threshold for activating high-resolution data collection, but it turns out that this can lead to too many “false positives” — the result of animals passing under the sensor, or wind-blown debris (e.g., tumbleweeds), and so on. The most successful algorithm involves using rainfall to trigger high-resolution recording of stage data. The algorithm takes advantage of the fact that the datalogger continually loops through a sequence at a specified time interval (typically set to 10 or 20 seconds), and it operates as follows:

1. If rain has been detected during this interval, set $event\_flag$ to $TRUE$ and set $event\_counter$ to zero.

2. If $event\_flag == TRUE$, record stage value and set $event\_counter = event\_counter + 1$.

3. If $event\_flag == TRUE$ and $event\_counter \geq EventRecordingDuration$, set $event\_flag = FALSE$.

An example hydrograph from one of the stations at PCMS is shown in Figure 3.1. This particular monitoring station is situated over a shallow, bedrock-floored in-channel depression. The stage curve indicates a peak flow depth between 4 and 11
cm. (The minimum number reflects the possibility that the curve’s tail is simply recording the maximum depth of ponded water). The 2.8-hour rainstorm that triggered this event delivered a peak five-minute intensity of 7.3 cm per hour and a total rainfall depth of 3.1 cm. Interestingly, this particular event illustrates the importance of heterogeneity in surface infiltration capacity and run-on infiltration. The rainstorm was recorded at a second station situated a little over 800m downstream. The maximum intensity (7.6 cm/hr), total depth (2.5 cm), and duration (2.8 hours) were very similar to those measured upstream, yet no flow was detected in this reach of the channel (which is underlain by alluvium rather than bedrock) (Figure 3.2).

Although the formal project has now come to an end, it is our intention to continue collecting data from these instruments to the extent possible given the constraints of time and funding, in order to build up a record of flash-flood occurrence. We have recently teamed up with ARO Investigator Jeffrey Niemann of Colorado State University, who has installed a network of soil-moisture sensors at our PCMS monitoring site.

### 3.5 Scaling Analysis of Microtopography, Infiltration, and Runoff

A guiding theme of this project has been an effort to understand the connection between fine-scale and coarse-scale processes. In Chapter 2, we focused on this connection in the context of sediment motion and dispersion. Scaling also arises in the context of runoff generation in rangeland environments. Landscape evolution models (e.g., Tucker et al., 2001) and distributed hydrologic models (e.g., Ogden and Julien, 1993) typically operate at scales far coarser than the characteristic wavelength of microtopography on hillslopes. Consequently, hillslopes are treated as consisting of a series of hydrologically homogeneous, quasi-planar surfaces upon which runoff occurs as sheet flow. Yet there is evidence that fine-scale variability (on the order of meters) in topography and infiltration capacity can play a fundamental role in altering the hydraulics of overland flow and the partitioning between infiltration and runoff (Figure 3.3).

In order to explore the role of heterogeneity on runoff production, we teamed up with Eric Small, a hydrologist with expertise in arid ecosystems, and his Ph.D. student David Bedford. We developed a 2-D numerical model of overland flow dynamics based on the diffusion-wave approximation of the shallow water equations. Bedford refined this model and used it, together with high-resolution measurements of microtopography and soil infiltration capacity at study sites in New Mexico and
Figure 3.1: Water surface height in cm (black line) and five-minute average rainfall rate in cm/hr (bars) during a rainstorm on May 7, 2008 at Burson West monitoring site at Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site.
Figure 3.2: Surface height in cm (black line) and five-minute average rainfall rate in cm/hr (bars) during a rainstorm on May 7, 2008 at Burson Shed monitoring site at Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site, which lies a little over 800m downstream of the Burson West site (Figure 3.1). Although a flash flood was clearly detected at the upstream station, there is no evidence of flow at this station (the ~1 cm variations in stage are indistinguishable from noise).
Figure 3.3: Photograph of overland flow on a shrubland area in Fort Carson, Colorado, following a 30-minute summer rain storm.
in the Mojave Desert, to investigate the impact of heterogeneity on runoff and infiltration. The results are the subject of a manuscript in preparation by Bedford, Small, and Tucker. In a nutshell, the results of the study indicate that presence of microtopography significantly reduces runoff (on the order of a factor of two to three) by impounding water in shallow depressions. The effect can, at least in principle, be parameterized using representative data on microtopography. The role of variability in soil infiltration capacity appears to be much less significant than that of microtopography at the study sites, for the simple reason that the amplitude of that variability is relatively small. Other workers have reported much larger variations in infiltration capacity at other sites, and the overall importance of these variations remains to be explored.
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Chapter 4

Dynamics of Channel Cross-Section Development

4.1 Model for the Evolution of Channel Shape

Nature gives us many examples of self-organizing transport systems in which the flow of mass and/or energy becomes concentrated into narrow corridors. For instance, one finds examples of flow concentration in river networks, lightning bolts, blood vessels, leave veins, volcanic vents, and sub-glacial tunnels, to name a few. The origins of these self-organizing, often fractal structures have received considerable attention (e.g., Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). They also raise interesting challenges with regard to modeling flows through networks. In the case of river networks, the dimensions and roughness of a channel exert fundamental control on hydraulics, erosion, sediment transport rates, and aquatic ecology. One can therefore ask: what is the nature of the self-organizing system that gives rise to the observed geometry and roughness properties of natural stream channels? It has been hypothesized that both individual channel segments and entire channel networks tend to adjust toward optimal states (e.g., Howard, 1990; Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997; Huang et al., 2004). Yet while optimality frameworks are valuable in understanding general properties, they do not necessarily shed light on the mechanisms by which optimality is achieved, nor do they say anything about the dynamics of channel change in response to external variables (climate, land use, tectonics, and so on) or simply in response to autocyclic variability. A theory of the dynamics behind channel geometry (a phrase which here means shape, size, and roughness characteristics) is an essential component behind models of landscape evolution (which usually rely on simple empirical rules for channel width and shape). Furthermore, from a practical point
of view, such a theory is important for channel engineering. These considerations motivated us to develop a two-dimensional numerical model for channel cross-section evolution under steady, unidirectional flow. The model is designed to operate on time spans long enough for channel shape to come into equilibrium, and to allow multiple cross-sections along a stream to be linked in a series. For reasons of computational efficiency, the flow field is approximated using linear, quasi-1D radial velocity profiles, rather than a complete 2D numerical solution of the flow equations. The model is described by Wobus et al. (2006), a reprint of which is attached as Appendix D.

An interesting prediction of the Wobus et al. (2006) model is that channel cross-sections tend toward an equilibrium state in which width-depth ratio is nearly constant, reflecting an equalization between the rate of bed lowering and the rate of (local) bank widening as the channel incises. This result supports a recent hypothesis (Finnegan et al., 2005). It also appears consistent with some, but not all, data collected along the Rio Torto, a bedrock river in central Italy (Whittaker et al., 2007a). The difference appears to lie in the degree of sediment cover: the morphology lower section of the channel, which is steep, narrow, and sediment-poor as a result of accelerated tectonic motion, shows a roughly constant width-depth ratio, while the upper reach, which is gentler and mantled with sediment, does not (for details of these studies, see Whittaker et al. 2007b, 2008). The results from the Wobus et al. (2006) model prompted us to explore the degree to which stream-power theory, combined with dynamic channel adjustment, could explain the observed longitudinal profile and cross-sectional geometry of the Rio Torto (Attal et al., 2008).

4.2 Numerical Testing by Comparison with a Ray-Isovel Model

In order to test the flow solution scheme used in the Wobus et al. (2006) model (WTA06), solutions were compared with those of a ray-isovel model written Jason Kean of the U.S. Geological Survey (Kean and Smith, 2004). A ray-isovel model is a boundary-value numerical solution to the equations of two-dimensional turbulent flow in a channel cross section. The name reflects the fact that the model iterates between a solution for flow velocities based on a gridded finite-difference scheme (which generates velocity contours, or isovels) and a solution for shear stresses based on curves orthogonal to the velocity contours (known as “rays”) until the solution reaches an equilibrium in which there is no net acceleration on any element of water. The WTA06 algorithm was also modified to enable computation of the flow field in wider channels, in which the high-velocity core extends over a significant width.
of channel. The revised algorithm (WKTA08) does a good job capturing the flow field with significantly less computational overhead than that required by a ray-isovelo model. The results of the analysis are reported by Wobus et al. (2008), a copy of which is attached as Appendix E.

4.3 Using a 2D Flow Model to Analyze the Stability of Bank-Sloped Channels

We also conducted a pilot study to test the feasibility of using a cross-sectional flow model as a decision-support tool for channel modification. On Army training installations such as Fort Carson, steep-sided gullies present a hazard to tracked and wheeled vehicles. A common practice in mitigating this hazard has been to “bank slope” the gullies, which involves using earth-moving equipment to re-grade the channel banks, creating a smoothed cross-section that vehicles can navigate. The banks and channel floor are then re-seeded to encourage growth of a protective vegetation armor. In some instances, this method appears to have worked in the sense that channels have remained stable for years after being re-engineered. In other cases, flash floods have re-incised channels and returned them to their original U-shaped geometry (J. Linn and B. Miller, personal communication).

One risk of bank-sloping is that it can effectively increase the erosivity of flash floods by forcing flow into a narrow thalweg. Ideally, one would like to be able to mitigate this risk by estimating ahead of time the likelihood that a bank-sloped channel will be re-incised by a flash flood. In order to do so, one would have to be able to estimate three quantities for any particular channel: (1) the frequency and magnitude distribution of flash floods, (2) the peak shear stresses produced by floods of a given flood, and (3) the effective threshold shear stress below which erosion would be minimal. Data on flood frequency distribution requires either flow and rainfall monitoring in fairly small basins (as discussed in Chapter 3), distributed hydrologic modeling, or (ideally) both. Up-scaling of soil properties and microtopography also has a role to play here. The best method for estimating peak shear stress depends on the channel shape and roughness. If the width-depth ratio is sufficiently high and the roughness elements (chiefly vegetation) reasonably uniform across the channel, the standard depth-slope product method can be used. However, Wobus et al. (2008) showed that for width-depth ratios less than about ten, the depth-slope product method overestimates the peak shear stress because it fails to account for frictional losses to the side walls. Thus, for narrow, confined flows (or for those in which roughness is highly variable across a channel), a cross-sectional flow model like that of Kean and Smith
Figure 4.1: Flow and shear stress in a gully cross section calculated using the Kean-Smith ray-isovel model. Section is based on typical cross-section measurements of Burson Arroyo, Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site, Colorado.

(2004) or Wobus et al. (2008) would be more appropriate for estimating peak shear shear stresses. Figures 4.1-4.3 show the results of a boundary shear-stress calculation performed by Jason Kean using the Kean-Smith model. The calculations are based on a tributary channel to Taylor Arroyo at PCMS known informally as Burson Arroyo, under three different conditions: natural channel (Figure 4.1), bank-sloped inward (Figure 4.2), and bank-sloped partly outward (i.e., removing excavated wall material from the channel in order to leave a flat channel floor) (Figure 4.3). Parameters used in the calculation include gradient, discharge, and roughness height, which was estimated on the basis of in-channel vegetation. The calculations show that inward bank-sloping raises the peak shear stresses significantly more than the outward bank-sloping because the flow becomes concentrated at the narrow center of the trapezoidal cross section.

In order to estimate the relative stability of a natural or modified channel under
Figure 4.2: Flow and shear stress in a gully cross section that has been banksloped inward, calculated using the Kean-Smith ray-isovel model.

Figure 4.3: Flow and shear stress in a gully cross section that has been banksloped outward, retaining a portion of the original flat channel floor. Flow and stress calculated using the Kean-Smith ray-isovel model.
a given stress field, the effective peak shear stress can be compared with an estimate of the stress required for significant sediment detachment and transport. Two ways of doing this are (1) to calculate the portion of stress applied as skin friction to channel sediment (or rock), as opposed to vegetation or other roughness elements, and compare this with empirical estimates the detachment threshold (e.g., Istanbulluoglu and Bras, 2005), and (2) to compare the total (bulk) stress to estimates of the minimum bulk stress required for erosion as a function of vegetation cover fraction (e.g., Prosser and Slade, 1994). The first approach is potentially more accurate because it accounts for the partitioning of friction between form drag and skin drag, and between plants and sediment, while the latter has the advantage of simplicity. Tucker et al. (2006) provide an example of the latter method, as well as a compilation of published estimates of bulk critical shear stress values.
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Reprint: Headwater channel dynamics in semiarid rangelands, Colorado high plains, USA

ABSTRACT

Incised ephemeral channels provide a window into the fluvial processes that help sculpt rangeland landscapes. This paper presents observations of ephemeral channels and valley networks in the high plains of Colorado, USA, with an eye toward painting a picture of the ingredients that must be included in mathematical models of landscape evolution in such environments. Channel incision in the study area is driven by summer thunderstorms, which can with reasonable frequency (3–5 yr) generate boundary shear stresses high enough to penetrate the highly resistant vegetation armor, but only within erosional hot spots where hydraulic forces are amplified by channel constriction and locally steep gradients. Focusing of erosion at these hot spots (which correspond to knickpoints and channel heads) is amplified by the small areal footprint and short “erosional reach” of most convective storms. Upstream migration of knickpoints creates a pattern of short, active channel reaches separated by unchanneled or weakly channeled, fully vegetated stable reaches. Based on our observations, we interpret the necessary and sufficient conditions leading to the observed channel forms and dynamics as: (1) a resistant vegetation layer overlying an erodible substrate, which sets up a conditional instability through which erosional perturbations can grow by positive feedback; (2) high flow variability; (3) moderate to high substrate cohesion; and (4) a high volume fraction of fine-grained erodible material. Concave-upward valley long profiles are interpreted as a trade-off between downstream-increasing flood frequency and downstream-decreasing flood effectiveness. The observed process dynamics imply that long-term rates of valley incision should be especially sensitive to climatic oscillations between episodes of drought and warm-season convective rainfall.

Keywords: arroyos, climate, erosion, gullies, networks, streams.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding erosion and sediment transport in rangeland landscapes is important for a variety of reasons. From the perspective of land management, effective erosion control requires an understanding of the nature, frequency, and magnitude of the climatic, hydrologic, biotic, and geomorphic drivers. From the perspective of long-term landscape evolution, a quantitative understanding of the “rules of the landscape” is needed in order to answer questions such as: What are the frequency and magnitude properties of sediment movement, and how do these change with spatial scale? How sensitive are rates of sediment movement and topographic change to climatic, tectonic, or human forcing? What interpretations of the Quaternary landscape-change record are consistent with the mechanics and chemistry of the driving processes? In addition, in the particular case of the high plains bordering the Colorado Front Range, which we investigate here, quantitative models of rangeland dynamics are needed to test the plausibility of the hypothesis that climatic oscillation has driven late Cenozoic accelerated denudation along the margins of the Colorado Rockies (e.g., Gregory and Chase, 1994; Zhang et al., 2001).

In this contribution, we focus on the dynamics of low-order ephemeral channel networks. Ephemeral headwater channel systems are important to understand because they are primary conduits for water and sediment movement in arid and semiarid landscapes. They also tend to be highly dynamic, with gully systems capable of growing rapidly into formerly unchanneled valleys (e.g., Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992; Prosser et al., 1994; Bull, 1997; Fanning, 1999; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997; Boardman et al., 2003; Istanbulluoglu et al., 2004) and generating high sediment yields.
Modern gully networks are often attributed to human impacts (typically livestock grazing; e.g., Graf, 1988; Fanning, 1999). For example, Dietrich et al. (1993) argued that the extent of channels in a California grassland catchment could only be explained by past vegetation disturbance; the extent of the mapped channel network corresponded to an overland flow erosion threshold of 16–32 Pa, while a flume study in the same catchment suggested an effective erosion threshold of over 100 Pa under complete grass cover (Prosser et al., 1995). Montgomery and Dietrich (1992) interpreted the extension of gullies in the same setting as a response to overgrazing. Yet the fact that this and other gully networks typically occupy preexisting valley networks (as opposed to hillslopes) suggests that periodic sediment evacuation by channel extension is a common natural process that does not require human disturbance (e.g., Renneau et al., 1990). In order to understand the dynamics of valley network extension and retreat over geologic time scales, and the sensitivity of the system to environmental change (e.g., Rinaldo et al., 1995; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997), we need to understand the natural trigger factors for channel growth and retreat. To what degree is channel network extension driven by rare, intense storms, as opposed to episodes of vegetation disturbance due to drought, grazing, and disease? What controls the frequency and magnitude of extension events? And what are the implications of these controls for catchment sensitivity to climate change?

Here, we report observations from ephemeral channel networks in Colorado, USA, to address these questions and provide data for testing quantitative models. Our aim is to paint a picture of the morphology, driving processes, and dynamics of low-order ephemeral streams in this region. Analyses of aerial photographs and recent erosion events provide insights into the tempo of channel extension. Paleohydrologic reconstructions provide evidence for the magnitude of shear stresses generated during convective summer storms, and the relative frequency of these events. From these observations, inferences are drawn regarding the geomorphic impact of localized, high-intensity storm cells. Collectively, these observations and inferences provide a necessary backdrop for developing process-based mathematical models to describe channel network dynamics in this type of setting.

BACKGROUND

The term rangeland is usually defined on the basis of vegetation (predominantly grasses, shrubs, and similar groups) or land use (suitable for grazing animals but not arable agriculture) or both. Here, we use a looser, geomorphically based definition: terrain with low to moderate relief in which either present-day or glacial maximum climate supported a climax vegetation of predominantly low-growing species such as shrubs and grasses. This definition includes the high plains and plateau landscapes of the North American west, much of southern Africa, the central Asian steppes, large areas of the Austral-Asian lowlands, Mediterranean regions, South American pampas, and similar regions.

The geomorphology of rangelands is commonly characterized by ephemeral or intermittent stream channels and unchanneled valleys. Dry channels, variously called “gullies,” “arroyos,” “wadis,” or other regional terms, are common. Whatever the name, ephemeral channels in rangelands are often incised into valley-floor alluvium or occasionally bedrock (e.g., Cooke and Reeves, 1976; Graf, 1983; Bull, 1997; Prosser and Slade, 1994; Boardman et al., 2003). Some of these incised dry-land channels are continuous, while others (generally in smaller basins) are discontinuous, with entrenched reaches separated by nonincised valley segments (Bull, 1997). Here we use the term arroyo to refer generally to incised, ephemeral channels with steep sidewalls and a rectilinear to U-shaped cross section. (Note that by including incised ephemeral channels of all sizes, we depart from the definition of Graf [1988], who preferred the term “gully” for smaller channels. However, “gully” is commonly used to refer to any small, incised channel regardless of morphology, and is therefore too general for our purposes.)

Arroyo networks are zones of concentrated geomorphic activity, and an understanding of sediment budgets and landscape sensitivity therefore requires a quantitative understanding of their governing mechanisms. A great deal has been written on arroyo networks, particularly those in the western United States. The bulk of the literature, however, has concentrated on understanding the trigger factors (e.g., grazing, subtle climate change, or other causes) for widespread arroyo incision in the American west near the close of the nineteenth century (e.g., Antevs, 1952; Cooke and Reeves, 1976; Graf, 1983). Although “ultimate causes” have proven difficult to untangle, it is clear that there usually is a strong correlation between the advent of intensive grazing and widespread channel incision (e.g., Graf, 1988), but equally, in some parts of the world, ancient filled channels indicate that incision has occurred repeatedly during the late Quaternary, indicating that intensive livestock grazing is not the only possible trigger (e.g., Waters and Haynes, 2001).

A number of studies have focused on documenting patterns of channel change in dry lands, using repeat channel surveys, space-time substitution, and other methods. These studies resulted in a valuable database of observations and led to the development of conceptual models to describe a typical “arroyo cycle.” Schumm (1977) argued that arroyos commonly undergo a phase of rapid incision, followed by widening and subsequent aggradation as stream power decreases and sediment supply from side walls increases. This view was modified by Elliott et al. (1999) to include the possibility of subsequent phases of incision. Leopold (1951) correlated arroyo trenching in the southwestern United States with a period of increased rainfall intensity and decreased mean rainfall, and argued that this subtle climate change was sufficient to drive widespread incision. This view was challenged by Schumm and Parker (1973) and Patton and Schumm (1975), who argued on the basis of field observations and laboratory experiments that repeated episodes of incision and infilling can occur due to internal dynamics within a drainage network and do not necessarily require direct external forcing. Likewise, Schumm et al. (1987) found experimental evidence for a “complex response” to external forcing, in which a single base-level fall stimulated a series of complex, localized erosion-deposition reverberations that were superimposed on an overall exponential-like decline in sediment yield. Slingerland and Snow (1988) later established a theoretical basis for these fluctuations. In a similar vein, Bull (1997) developed a conceptual model for discontinuous ephemeral streams in which deposition of a fan-like deposit below a discontinuous channel leads to a gradual increase in gradient, until stream power is sufficient to drive renewed incision.

Collectively, the evidence for complex internal dynamics in a drainage network implies that past episodes of incision or infilling will not necessarily provide much information about environmental change. It does not, however, imply that channel incision is unpredictable, but simply that the proximal causes are at least partly internal (e.g., variations in channel width, gradient, stream power, etc.) rather than external.

Despite these advances, we still lack a quantitative, process-based theory for arroyo formation and development, though recent models have begun to address this issue (Howard, 1999; Kirkby and Bull, 2000; Istanbulbulluoğlu et al., 2004, 2005) and related problems, such as the role of vegetation dynamics in ephemeral channel networks (Collins et al., 2004). To develop and test a comprehensive, process-based theory, we require quantitative observations of arroyo hydrology, kinematics (rates of
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morphologic change), vegetation patterns, and erosion and sedimentation rates. Here we report on observations collected from arroyo networks in central and southern Colorado, USA. These observations, together with inferences drawn from numerical modeling, point toward (1) an episodic pattern of arroyo initiation and growth in both time and space, (2) the importance of intense, convective storms in driving channel incision and advance, and (3) the central role of rangeland vegetation as an erosion mediator.

FIELD SETTING

We focus on two field areas in the Colorado high plains. The first lies in the Red Creek and Dry Creek drainage basins, just east of the central Colorado Front Range and south of the city of Colorado Springs (Figs. 1A and 1B). Topography comprises a mixture of rugged foothills, reflecting the progressive dissection of deformed Paleozoic through late Mesozoic sedimentary rocks, and open rangelands. The landscape is adorned with remnants of Quaternary gravel-capped terrace surfaces, which generally decrease in age, altitude, and extent from west to east. Valley networks in the more cohesive soils and/or lithologies are typically veined with steep-walled incised channels. The bulk of the underlying lithologies are sedimentary rocks related to the Cretaceous Western Interior Sea-way. Mean annual rainfall in nearby Colorado Springs is 41 cm, with a late summer maximum. Most summer rain arrives in the form of convective thunderstorms, which can generate short-term (1–5 min) peak rainfall intensities ranging from a few tens of millimeters per hour to as high as 300 mm/h within the core of the cell (e.g., Goodrich et al., 1997; Bull et al., 1999; Ogden et al., 2000).

The second site lies along the northern margin of the Purgatoire River, a large tributary of the Arkansas, and includes Big Arroyo (40 km²; tributary of Timpas Creek) and Taylor Arroyo (125 km²; tributary of the Purgatoire River) drainage basins (Figs. 1A and 1C). The landscape is one of open, gently rolling rangelands interrupted by prominent bedrock scarps. Vegetation is primarily a mix of grassland and open piñon-juniper woodland. The Purgatoire River and the lower parts of its tributaries occupy steep-walled bedrock canyons. The bedrock geology consists of a subhorizontal sequence of Jurassic through late Cretaceous sedimentary rocks. To the northeast, an anticline belonging to the Apishapa Arch forms a dome slivered by steep-walled box canyons. Mean annual rainfall is ~30 cm, with a July maximum. Each year the area receives ~60 convective thunderstorms on average (von Guerard et al., 1987). Figure 2 shows the cumulative (one day) rainfall pattern of a typical summer thunderstorm system. All or most channels, except the Purgatoire itself, are ephemeral and often clearly incised into the underlying alluvium or bedrock. Based on U.S. Geological Survey flow records, Big and Taylor Arroyos convey an average of 5–6 flash floods each year. An overview of the hydrology and physiography of the area is given by von Guerard et al. (1987).

CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY

Occurrence and Lithology

A variety of different channel forms has been observed in these field areas and similar environments in the Colorado piedmont. As discussed above, we focus here on ephemeral valley networks containing incised channels with distinct, steep to vertical side walls (Fig. 3). Often, these incised channels are discontinuous, with segments terminating at their upstream end in an abrupt head scarp abutting...
a plunge pool (cf. Bull, 1997). Based on aerial photograph analysis and field reconnaissance, it is clear that these channels occur predominantly in cohesive valley alluvium and/or shale bedrock. Texture analysis shows that valley fills typically range from clay to sandy loam; the average median grain size from 41 field samples is 0.03 mm (medium silt; $\phi = 5.9 \pm 1.8$; Flores, 2004). Incised channels are rare or absent in more competent lithologies (e.g., the Fort Hayes limestone member of the Niobrara Formation), though they often occur in alluvial valley fills that overly these lithologies. Where channels have been observed to cut into bedrock, the bedrock is typically shale-rich. In several cases, we have observed vertical walls of alluvium overhanging fissile shale bedrock, suggesting that the fill is often more cohesive than the shale (Fig. 3C). Steep-walled ephemeral channels are also rare on the Quaternary gravel-capped pediments that drape the skirts of the Front Range, presumably due to lack of cohesion in the gravels (Istanbulluoglu et al., 2005).

Cross-Sectional Geometry and Side-Wall Stability

By definition, the channels investigated here are rectilinear to U-shaped in cross section. Side walls often show a near-vertical wall section above a sloping rampart (Fig. 3C). Vertical wall height is correlated to substrate cohesion (Fig. 4), and Istanbulluoglu et al. (2005) showed that this material control on wall stability can have a first-order impact on the morphological style of channel propagation. Unlike the valley and channel floors, and to a lesser extent ramparts, steep channel walls are nearly always devoid of vegetation (Fig. 3). Vegetation on channel floors ranges from essentially absent (Figs. 3C and 3E) to a full cover of woody and herbaceous riparian species (Fig. 3B).

Channel Heads

We have observed three types of channel head morphology, which often intergrade with one another:

1. Channels or channel segments that terminate abruptly with steep, vertical headcuts (ranging from “large step” to “large headcut” in the classification of Dietrich and Dunne, 1993, and corresponding to the “abrupt” channel-head morphology of Oostwoud Wijdenes et al., 1999) (Figs. 3A and 3D).

2. Channels in which a narrower, shallower reach extends tens of meters above a prominent, broader and deeper head scarp. In these cases, the head scarp is typically supported by tree roots or by a resistant rock stratum. This morphology corresponds to the “rilled-abrupt” classification of Oostwoud Wijdenes et al. (1999).

3. Flights of arcuate, discontinuous steps (Fig. 5). Steps often lack discernible banks; where present, these rarely extend more than a few meters below the step. Step flights often occur up-valley from a longer channel segment showing morphology type 1 or 2. In other cases, they grade gradually downstream into increasingly long discontinuous channel segments. Evidence from historical air photos (discussed in the following) shows that step flights are sometimes precursors to continuous incised channel segments.

Longitudinal Profiles

The longitudinal valley profiles are generally straight to moderately concave-upward (typical concavity index between 0.1 and 0.4, as defined by Whipple and Tucker, 1999), and often show lithologic control (Fig. 6). In some cases, the upward-concave profiles extend upstream of the modern channel network. For example, in the valley shown in Figures 6C and 6D, the upper portion of the valley is decorated with a flight of steps (Fig. 5), but is otherwise unchanneled.

Discontinuous incised channels with lengths on the order of a few hundred meters are often deepest at their head, and grade into the valley surface at their terminus (Figs. 3C and 6G). In some cases, the lower portion of the incised channel grades into a fan within the valley. Next, we explore the origins of this pattern.

RATES AND PATTERNS OF CHANNEL GROWTH

Cut-and-Fill Cycles

Several lines of evidence indicate that arroyos in the study area undergo alternating periods of channel incision and valley/channel aggradation, a behavior that is common to arroyo systems elsewhere in the western United States (e.g., Patton and Schumm, 1975; Cooke and Reeves, 1976; Graf, 1983; Bull, 1997; Elliott et al., 1999; Waters and Haynes, 2001). Unchanneled valley segments often alternate with incised channels (Fig. 7). Ancient, infilled channels are commonly observed in channel side walls (Fig. 3C). Optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating of basal fills in paleochannels in the study area yields ages ranging from early to late Holocene (Arnold, 2006).

Historic Aerial Photograph Analysis

In order to estimate rates of gully-head advance, we compared historic and modern aerial photographs covering two quarter-quadrangles (3.75° × 3.75°) that fall within the northern study area. The northeast quadrant of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Pierce Gulch 7.5’ quadrangle and the northwest quadrant of the Steele Hollow 7.5’ quadrangle were chosen because they include arroyo networks that we have examined closely in the field. Two photograph series were used: 1937 USDA (U.S. Department of Agriculture) 1:20,000 photographs, and
Figure 3. Examples of channels, channel heads, and discontinuous scarp flights. (A) Typical head scarp, West Bijou Creek drainage, central Colorado. The valley above is unchanneled. Note tension crack and incipient slab failure at center right. (B) Grass-lined channel in the Dry Creek drainage basin. Backpack is about half a meter high. (C) Deeply incised, scoured channel in the Red Creek basin. Along the right-hand wall, top center are two large paleochannels, marked by the light-colored fill inset into dark shale bedrock. (D) Head scarp with plunge pool along Big Arroyo (Fig. 1B). Above, the channel consists of a shallow, fully vegetated swale; below is an incised reach that grades downstream into a shallow, overgrown swale before reaching another head scarp. The drainage area here is ~15 km². (E) Close-up view of scoured channel in the Red Creek drainage (same channel as C).

Figure 4. Vertical channel wall height as a function of cohesion (after Istanbulluoglu et al., 2005).
Role of Vegetation

The study areas are mantled by grasslands and, to a lesser degree, shrub lands and piñon-juniper woodlands. Grassland cover is known to be highly resistant to overland flow erosion. A common and simple way to describe the erosion resistance of a soil or bedrock is in terms of a threshold shear stress, $\tau_c$, below which the rate of material detachment is negligible:

$$D_e \propto \tau^\alpha - \tau_c^\alpha, \quad (1)$$

where $D_e$ represents the detachment capacity (L/T), $\tau$ is bed shear stress, and $\alpha$ is a parameter that depends on the derivation of equation 1 (for example, $\alpha = 1$ for a linear shear-stress model [Howard and Kerby, 1983] and $\alpha = 3/2$ for a unit stream-power model [Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Moore and Burch, 1986]).

In the presence of vegetation, some portion of the applied fluid shear stress will be expended on plants rather than on the soil directly; this effect is especially pronounced when grasses are flattened by overland flow, forming a barrier between the flow and the soil surface. Shear stress partitioning between plants and soil has been formalized in some models (e.g., Foster, 1982). Here, for consistency with field experiments, we adopt a simpler formalism in which $\tau_c$ is considered a bulk “effective” value that depends on vegetation cover and encapsulates the degree to which fluid shear is expended on stems, branches, etc., rather than directly on the soil surface. The erosion threshold will also reflect both intrinsic soil cohesion and effective cohesion imparted by roots.

Field studies conducted on grasslands in Australia (Prosser and Slade, 1994) and California (Prosser and Dietrich, 1995; Prosser et al., 1995) suggest that nondegraded grasses and similar herbaceous carpets are able to withstand overland flow shear stresses of a hundred or more pascals without significant erosion (Table 1). Clipping, grazing, and similar damage can apparently reduce this threshold by up to an order of magnitude. The very high resistance of intact herbaceous cover contrasts markedly with bare soils, on which soil detachment and rilling can occur at shear stresses on the order of a few pascals (Table 1).

This hundredfold contrast in erosion threshold between bare soil and full herbaceous cover implies a significant role for vegetation as a mediator of channel formation and development. We have observed a variety of vegetation states in channel floors, ranging from essentially bare to a full cover of herbaceous and woody riparian species (Fig. 3). We have also observed
Ephemeral channel dynamics
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plants recolonizing channel floors following scour or burial by flash floods. These observations imply a dynamic interaction between flash-flood erosion/deposition and channel-floor vegetation growth (Collins et al., 2004). A sufficiently powerful flash flood can damage or eliminate channel-floor vegetation. The resulting decrease in effective erosion threshold increases the frequency of channel erosion and/or deposition events, which in turn inhibits vegetation growth.

Collins et al. (2004) used a numerical model to examine some geomorphic consequences of this vegetation-erosion interaction. Here, we use a simple, zero-dimensional version of that model (i.e., a single point in a channel) to show how the vegetation state of the channel floor depends on the relative time scales of vegetation growth and flash-flood occurrence, which in turn is a function of climate and drainage-basin scale. The model rules are summarized in Table 2. The state variable, \( V \), represents the degree of proportional vegetation cover in a single channel reach. The model calculates variations in \( V \) over time in response to a random, exponentially distributed (i.e., Poisson) sequence of flood events. Flood magnitude and duration also follow exponential distributions. When flood discharge exceeds a threshold value that depends on \( V \) (Table 2, rule 1), vegetation is damaged to a degree that depends on excess discharge (over and above the threshold; rule 2) and event duration. Between events, vegetation recovers at a rate that depends on the fraction of vegetation remaining and a specified regrowth time scale (Table 2, rule 3).

Results from three calculations are shown in Figure 10. When floods are rare relative to vegetation regrowth time scales (\( T_g < T_b \), where \( T_g \) is average flood recurrence interval), the channel floor remains vegetated except in the immediate aftermath of exceptionally large floods, and there is no correlation between one event and the next (Fig. 10, top). When the flood recurrence interval is short relative to vegetation regrowth time (\( T_f > T_g \)), the vegetation remains sparse because it is frequently disturbed (Fig. 10, bottom) (such a cover might correspond to a thin carpet of young, fast-growing annuals and seedlings of slower-growing species, with seed stock provided from surrounding banks and hillslopes). Between these end cases, there is an interesting realm of behavior in which flood recurrence interval is comparable to vegetation regrowth interval (Fig. 10, center). When \( T_f \geq T_g \), the effectiveness of any given flood varies considerably, depending on the antecedent history of erosion and vegetation growth. Autocorrelation analysis reveals that when \( T_f \geq T_g \), the modeled vegetation time series are autocorrelated on a time scale comparable to the regrowth time.

The ratio \( T_f/T_g \) will depend on several factors, including climate, soil moisture, vegetation type, soil physical properties, and catchment scale. In the southern study area, experience with vegetation restoration suggests that locally disturbed grassland can reach near-full recovery in about three years when reseeded, watered, and covered (B. Miller, 2002, personal commun.). This represents an \( e \)-folding time scale (\( T_g \)) on the order of one year, which is a minimum regrowth time; natural regrowth presumably can take longer, depending on the history of rainfall and soil moisture following disturbance. It is reasonable to suppose that vegetation properties and regrowth time \( T_g \) will vary somewhat between an open, unchanneled valley floor, and an incised channel floor. In the study region, incised channels tend to host more woody species (e.g., the invasive exotic Tamarix) relative to grasses, and contain higher soil moisture. Such effects are obviously not incorporated in the simple model summarized in Table 2. It would be interesting to discover the extent to which the interaction of soil moisture, topography, and species competition influences geomorphic behavior. This could be done with a combination of monitoring of vegetation type and density and greater attention to the role of soil moisture and plant species composition in an improved erosion-hydrology-vegetation model.

Vegetation regrowth time can be compared with flash-flood recurrence interval, which varies significantly with both climate and basin size. Table 3 shows a sample of recurrence-interval estimates for flash floods in ephemeral basins smaller than 150 km² in south-central Colorado. These are generally shorter than the time scale for vegetation regrowth, though it is likely that the recurrence interval for erosionally effective events is larger, perhaps on the order of regrowth time. These data indicate that ephemeral channels in the study area tend to lie in the realm of behavior corresponding to \( T_f/T_g \geq 1 \) (Fig. 10, middle and bottom).

The foregoing observations and analysis indicate that the role of vegetation in arroyo dynamics varies systematically with basin scale, among other factors. Because of the surprisingly high erosional resistance of grassland vegetation, channel initiation in semiarid grasslands is likely to require either very intense storms or significant degradation of the vegetation armor. In the next section, we examine, via two case studies, the necessary conditions for generating sufficiently high shear stresses to penetrate an intact turf cover.

**Figure 7. Example of multiple, discontinuous channel segments along a drainage, West Bijou Creek basin, Colorado. Circles show the positions of active channel heads (source: U.S. Geological Survey digital orthophoto, 1999; latitude 39.458°N, longitude 104.327°W).**
HYDROLOGY AND FLASH-FLOOD DISCHARGE RECONSTRUCTION

Runoff Generation

Observations at the study sites indicate that rainfall generated by summer convective storms can generate large volumes of infiltration-excess overland flow within the storm core (Fig. 11). Because the water table in the study sites is normally tens of meters below the ground surface (von Guerard et al., 1987), saturation-excess overland flow is likely to be rare.

Measurements of soil infiltration capacity were obtained using a Guelph permeameter at several locations within the study area (Table 4). These point-estimates of final infiltration capacity range widely, from <1 to ~300 mm/h, with mean values by site on the order of a few tens to ~100 mm/h. By comparison, inspection of USGS 2004 peak rainfall and runoff data for three ephemeral tributaries of the Purgatoire (Bent Canyon Creek, Lockwood Arroyo, and Taylor Arroyo) shows that storms with a peak 5 min intensity as high as several tens of mm/h and total rainfall depths of 1–2 cm measured at a stream gauging station can nonetheless fail to generate measurable flow. Thus, although we do not have very good estimates of effective infiltration and interception capacities at scales comparable to the width of a convective cell’s core (say, hundreds of meters to a few kilometers), flash-flood generation in the study area is likely to require peak rainfall intensities of a few tens of mm/h at a minimum.

Case Studies of Flash-Flood Occurrence

Given that grassland vegetation imposes a significant threshold for runoff erosion—up to two orders of magnitude higher than that for bare soil—it is important to consider under what conditions runoff of sufficient magnitude can be generated. If, given the topography of the region, flow events capable of generating hundreds of pascals of bed shear stress are common, then it is likely that arroyo initiation in the region would also be common under modern climate conditions, even in the absence of land disturbance. On the other hand, if the recurrence interval of events large enough to cut channels is comparable to or greater than the time scale of significant climate shifts, major droughts, and/or vegetation changes ($10^3$–$10^4$ yr), this would suggest that some form of disturbance is needed for the formation of widespread channel networks under modern climate conditions. To some extent, this is a question of basin scale. In this section, we examine documented examples of flash-flood occurrence.

An intense convective storm struck a group of small watersheds in the Sullivan Park area of the Red Creek basin (Fig. 1B) in August 1999. A second one hit the same area on 13 July 2001. Both events caused check dams to overspill, and the spillways of at least two of these dams were heavily damaged (Fig. 12). The first event was sufficient to cut through the turf mat lining the spillway and carve a channel ~4 m deep and ~7 m wide (Fig. 12A).

Between the two events, the spillways had been lined with geotextile and armored with ~21-cm-diameter granite boulders. During the 2001 event, at one location, the boulder armor and geotextile were completely undermined and eroded. At a second location, the armor was stripped off only from the steepest portion of the spillway; it remained intact on the lower-gradient upper portion (Fig. 12B). Observation
of flood marks along the throat of one spillway immediately after the 2001 event (J. Kulbeth, 2001, personal commun.) allows estimates to be made of peak discharge and runoff intensity. The gradient along the spillway was measured using a hand level, which is accurate to about ±0.5 degrees. Spillway throat dimensions were provided by J. Kulbeth. The mean flow velocity, $U$, and peak discharge, $Q_p$, at the spillway throat were estimated using the Law of the Wall for fully turbulent flow:

$$Q_p = QA \frac{A U}{\kappa H} \int_{z_0}^{H} \frac{z}{z_0} dz,$$  

(2)

where $A$ is channel cross-sectional area, $\kappa$ is von Kármán’s constant, $H$ is flow depth, $U = \sqrt{gRS}$ is shear velocity, $g$ is gravitational acceleration, $R$ is hydraulic radius, $S$ is gradient, $z$ is height above the bed, and $z_0$ is roughness length. Measured bed slope was used as an estimate of hydraulic gradient, and $z_0$ was taken to be 1/30th of the boulder diameter. Allowing up to 50% error in hydraulic gradient (i.e., $1 \pm 0.5^\circ$), the estimated peak discharge ranges from 9 to 16 cm (Table 5). This corresponds to a peak effective runoff rate, averaged over the ~0.5 km² catchment, of 65–113 mm h⁻¹. By comparison, a tipping-bucket rain gauge ~1 mile to the north recorded a peak 5 min rainfall intensity of 78 mm h⁻¹. The low end of the runoff estimates is comparable to measured peak rainfall and allows a plausible ~10 mm h⁻¹ infiltration rate. The upper end requires rainfall to have been several tens of mm h⁻¹ higher than the catchment; given the small radius and high spatial variability typical of thunderstorm cells, this is also plausible.

The estimated peak shear stress at the spillway throat falls in the range 40–130 Pa. The equivalent shear stress at the steepest ($5^\circ$) portion of the spillway channel was estimated using the Manning equation with roughness coefficient $n = 0.033$, which most closely matches the previous Law of the Wall calculation. For a $5^\circ$ gradient, the estimated peak shear stress is just short of 300 Pa. By comparison, the critical shear stress for entrainment of 21 cm boulders on a uniform bed (as this was) ranges from ~100–200 Pa for critical Shields stress values of 0.03–0.06 (cf. Buffington and Montgomery, 1997). Thus, our discharge and shear stress estimates are consistent with the fact that boulders were entrained and removed only on the steeper section of the channel.

These two case studies provide an example of the dramatic form and magnitude of incision that can occur when the vegetation armor (or, in the case of the 2001 event, artificial cover)

#### TABLE 1. ESTIMATED EROSION THRESHOLDS FOR BARE AND GRASS-COVERED SOIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Estimated threshold shear stress (Pa)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bare agricultural soil</td>
<td>3.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td>Elliott et al. (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare agricultural soil</td>
<td>1.7–10.6</td>
<td>Gilley et al. (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare, poorly cohesive soils</td>
<td>0.6–4.4</td>
<td>(see note 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare clay</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Reid (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightly disturbed tussock grass and sedge</td>
<td>&gt;180</td>
<td>Prosser and Slade (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass and sedge</td>
<td>&gt;240</td>
<td>Prosser and Slade (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass</td>
<td>&gt;80–200</td>
<td>Reid (1989)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Mean and standard deviation from 32 soil-plot experiments on different soils; each data point represents an average of six runs at the same site.
3. Prosser and Slade (1994) found that flows generating basal shear stresses between 160 and 330 Pa were unable to cause incision in a cover of dense grass and sedge; when the cover was lightly disturbed, flows greater than 180 Pa caused patchy scour without incision.
4. The first values represent thresholds for sediment transport, while those in parentheses indicate minimum thresholds for incision into the vegetation mat, which Prosser and Dietrich (1995) estimated as at least 50–60 Pa higher than the sediment-transport threshold.
5. Reid’s (1989) estimate combines Ree’s (1949) estimates of nonerosive flow velocities with velocity-stress relationship. They are thus minimum estimates for $\tau_c$. 

#### TABLE 2. VEGETATION GROWTH-EROSION MODEL FOR EPHEMERAL CHANNEL FLOORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governing equations</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. VEGETATION INCREASES EROSIONAL RESISTANCE</td>
<td>$H = H_t + H_{v}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. VEGETATION IS DAMAGED BY EROSIONAL FLOODS</td>
<td>$\frac{dV}{dt}_\text{erosion} = \frac{PV}{T_v} - \left(\frac{H - V}{T_v}\right)^W$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. VEGETATION GROWS BACK BETWEEN FLOODS</td>
<td>$\frac{dV}{dt}_\text{regrowth} = \frac{1 - V}{T_r}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$V$ = Proportional surface vegetation cover; $H$ = Flood depth (stress per unit water weight per unit hydraulic gradient) normalized by threshold depth for $V = 1$; $H_t$ = Threshold flood depth relative to maximum threshold at $V = 1$; $H_{v}$ = Proportion of erosion threshold due to soil cohesion and vegetation resistance, respectively, at $V = 1$; $t$ = Time; $E$ = Vertical erosion/sedimentation rate [L/T]; $L = \text{Characteristic root depth [L]}$; $T_r$ = Time scale for vegetation erosion/damage; $T_v$ = Time scale for vegetation regrowth.
is penetrated. It is worth asking: what is the typical recurrence interval for a gully-forming event in an unchanneled valley (or, as is common in basins of several km² or larger, a valley containing a shallow and fully carpeted swalelike channel form that lacks sharp banks)? The estimated recurrence intervals for the 1999 and 2001 Sullivan Park storms, recorded at a station ~1 mile from the erosion site, are listed in Table 5. The recorded peak rainfall intensity for both events has an estimated return period of 1–3 yr based on the NOAA Atlas 2 database (Miller et al., 1973; Arkell and Richards, 1986). Thus, these two channel-forming events were reasonably common, and they suggest that localized convective storms can, with reasonable frequency, generate Hortonian runoff with short-term peak runoff rates of several tens to possibly over 100 mm/h in small (order 1 km²) basins. However, because gully formation occurred in the spillways of check dams, where the gradient is significantly steeper than the valley gradient, the recurrence interval for the Sullivan Park events is not necessarily indicative of the frequency of gully-forming events in natural valleys.

### Peak Discharge Reconstruction in Existing Arroyo Networks

Because rangeland vegetation is such an effective barrier to runoff erosion, it is also worth asking: what are typical recurrence intervals for flash floods in small basins (~0.5–15 km²)? This is not easy to determine without gauging data, which do not exist in our study areas for basins smaller that 40 km². However, estimates can be obtained by combining rain gauge data with estimates of peak discharge obtained from flood debris. To that end, we measured high-water marks, channel cross sections, and channel gradients along reaches of two arroyos that conveyed flash floods in August 2003 (Fig. 2). Using the Law of the Wall method (equation 2) to estimate flow velocity and discharge, the estimated peak discharge, based on three cross sections, was on the order of 3–4 m³/s along the lower reach of Burson Arroyo (drainage area ~7 km²; see Fig. 1C). A central reach of Big Arroyo, which is both larger (drainage area ~15 km²) and appears to have been closer to the storm core (Fig. 2), had a peak discharge on the order of 50–60 m³/s.

The floods were triggered by a thunderstorm with a peak 15 min rainfall intensity of 86 mm/h recorded at a rain gauge located ~1.5 km and 3.5 km from the Big Arroyo and Burson Arroyo sites, respectively (Fig. 2). This rainfall intensity has a 3 yr recurrence interval (Table 5). In Burson Arroyo, the flood produced an estimated cross-section–averaged shear stress of 40–50 Pa, and a peak (thalweg) shear stress of 50–90 Pa. These shear stresses fall below the estimated minimum vegetation-undermining stress in Table 1, and indeed evidence of scour was limited to occasional patches along the channel thalweg. Based on three cross sections, the larger flood in Big Arroyo produced cross-section–averaged shear stresses on the order of 85 Pa in two sections with gradients typical of this stretch of the valley (~0.013), and ~170 Pa in a locally steeper (slope = 0.03) section. Corresponding estimated peak thalweg shear stresses are ~130 and ~350 Pa, respectively. Thus, this roughly 3 yr event produced peak shear stresses that begin to approach, and locally exceed, the minimum threshold for undermining an intact turf mat. These estimates are consistent with an observed pattern of localized intense scour around knickpoints but limited channel incision elsewhere, as discussed below.

Next, we briefly consider the extent to which a 100 yr flood might be capable of driving large-scale channel incision in the study areas. Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that flood magnitude scales with recurrence interval in the same way that rainfall magnitude does—that is, for example, \( Q_{100}/Q_j = P_{100}/P_j \). This probably underestimates flood magnitude, given likely nonlinearities in rainfall–runoff transformation, but is about the best we can hope for, given the uncertainties. Based on this, a rough estimate of the equivalent 100 yr flood in the studied reach of Big Arroyo is ~120 m³/s. Calculating the likely impact of such an event using the same three cross sections in Big Arroyo reveals...
the critical role played by locally constricted and oversteepened reaches. The role of channel constriction can be appreciated by comparing the impact on representative incised versus unincised sections (Fig. 13). Assuming for the moment that the gradient is the same in both reaches (equal to the reach average channel gradient of 0.013), we find that our estimated 100 yr event produces a 73% higher section-averaged shear stress in the incised channel as compared to the unincised valley floor upstream (Figs. 13A and 13B). The incised reach also happens to be steeper by a factor of >2 relative to the average valley gradient. Accounting for this oversteepening (Fig. 13C), peak shear stress in the incised reach is nearly twice as large as it would otherwise be; in this case, the estimated 100 yr mean and peak stresses both exceed the estimated threshold for ripping out the turf cover (Table 1).

This example illustrates the importance of local channel slope and constriction in generating shear stresses sufficient to drive significant erosion during flash floods. What does it mean for channel form and dynamics? A common channel pattern in the study area is the presence of stretches of incised channel with an active headcut and plunge pool, or sequence of these, at the upstream end (Figs. 3A, 3D, and 7). Above this, there is usually a nonincised valley segment that is either completely unchanneled (common in basins on the order of 1 km² or less) or contains a shallow and subtle channel form that is completely mantled by vegetation (e.g., basins on the order of several tens of km²) (Fig. 7). Next, we interpret this pattern in terms of hydraulic force and erosional susceptibility.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

**Form and Dynamics**

The foregoing observations provide a picture of the dynamics of these ephemeral channel networks and lead to the following interpretation. Consider an unchanneled, grass-carpeted rangeland valley floor underlain by cohesive alluvium and/or friable bedrock. Based on the field studies listed in Table 1, the vegetation carpet will have an effective erosion threshold comparable to that of decimeter-scale boulders, while the threshold for eroding the underlying material is up to two orders of magnitude lower (Table 1). Thus, the valley floor is conditionally unstable, in the sense that any local perturbation sufficient to break through the vegetation armor will tend to grow by positive feedback. As the depth of erosion increases and root density decreases, the substrate will tend to weaken, and the gradient above the growing scour will grow, possibly forming a “shock” with a vertical scarp and plunge pool (Figs. 3, 5, and 11B). However, there are several negative feedback mechanisms that prevent runaway growth. Scour depth will be limited by the need to maintain a downslope hydraulic gradient sufficient to transport eroded material. If a plunge pool forms, its depth will be limited by subaqueous diffusion of the incoming turbulent jet (e.g., Stein et al., 1993). Headward retreat of the growing scarp will also inhibit concentrated deepening in one spot. The importance of headward retreat as a negative feedback to local deepening is supported by the observation that the deepest head scarps tend to form where headward retreat is inhibited, for example, by an outcrop of locally resistant bedrock (Fig. 3C) or by tree roots. In addition, the short duration of flash floods limits the depth of scour during a single event. Finally, any lateral widening immediately below a head scarp can lead to reduction in mean and maximum bed shear stress.

The latter negative feedback also illustrates the important role of substrate cohesion. In noncohesive sediment, rapid and efficient channel widening would act as a powerful negative feedback against focused scour. Istanbulluoglu et al. (2005) provided numerical examples of how low cohesion is associated with significant gully-head widening, and vice versa. Thus, a cohesive substrate is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the observed morphology and dynamics of incised arroyos.

Sediment concentration is another factor that promotes focusing of erosion around a retreating head scarp. A flash flood moving along an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$D_n$ (mm)</th>
<th>Field-saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm/hr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRT</td>
<td>0.028 ± 0.025 ($n = 9$)</td>
<td>10.3 ± 5.2 ($n = 5$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV</td>
<td>0.046 ± 0.069 ($n = 6$)</td>
<td>4.1 ± 2.4 ($n = 2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGC</td>
<td>0.012 ± 0.012 ($n = 6$)</td>
<td>2.2 ± 2.0 ($n = 5$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA1</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.022 ($n = 7$)</td>
<td>6.4 ± 10.8 ($n = 7$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA2</td>
<td>0.044 ± 0.029 ($n = 5$)</td>
<td>4.5 ± 2.5 ($n = 4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW</td>
<td>0.054 ± 0.069 ($n = 6$)</td>
<td>11.7 ± 10.2 ($n = 6$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Table shows mean and standard deviation. Data are from Flores (2004).
unchanneled valley segment will tend to have negligible bedload concentration, because any coarse sediment entrained from an upstream incised segment will tend to come to rest near or above the termination of the channelized reach, where channel widening leads to a reduction in boundary shear stress. Thus, flow entering the head of an incised reach will tend to have a high transport capacity for coarse sediment. Sediment concentration will rapidly increase where the flow crosses an actively eroding/retreating head scarp, and the resultant reduction in excess transport capacity—together with downstream channel widening and the consequent reduction in boundary shear stress—will further inhibit scour downstream. This interpretation is supported by the observation in our study areas that gravel bars forming near active scarp heads near long-term rate of incision to equilibrate along a channel network.

High flow variability (e.g., a high ephemeral channel subject to occasional flash floods) allows for vegetation growth between flood events, while providing erosive floods with great enough frequency to maintain a valley form. Moderate to high substrate cohesion (on the order of several kPa or higher; Istanbulluoglu et al., 2005) is necessary to prevent a growing erosional perturbation from being rapidly dissipated by bank collapse and channel widening. A high volume fraction of fine-grained material allows for significant, long-distance removal of sediment away from the zone of focused erosion (Kirkby and Bull, 2000), while the presence of a minor but not negligible coarse (bedload) fraction tends to inhibit further sediment entrainment and channel incision downstream of an active headcut.

Role of Convective Storms and Implications for Long-Profile Evolution

Our observations of recent flash-flood events show that despite the low relief and gentle valley gradients in the study areas, convective summer storms are able to generate tens to hundreds of pascals of shear stress, depending on channel or valley morphology and local gradient. In locally steep and/or constricted channel reaches, fairly common (3–5 yr) events appear to be able to locally exceed the significant erosion thresholds associated with grassland vegetation (~200–300 Pa; Table 1). On the other hand, the analysis in Figure 13 suggests that even very large and rare (100 yr) events are generally incapable of generating widespread incision of open, essentially unchanneled valley segments. Thus, valley incision appears to be driven primarily by episodic retreat of channel heads and within-channel knickpoints.

The limited footprint of most convective storms has important implications for the style of valley evolution. The core of a convective cell may cover only several square kilometers (Fig. 2; Goodrich et al., 1997; Bull et al., 1999). Below their source area in the storm core, flash floods will also attenuate due to in-stream infiltration; for example, the Big Arroyo flash flood of 2003, which produced an estimated peak flow of 50 m$^3$/s of rainfall in its middle reaches (see rainfall pattern in Fig. 2), generated a peak flow of less than 1 m$^3$/s at the catchment outlet (D. Sharps, 2003, personal commun.). Thus, the common assumption in landscape evolution models that channel-forming discharge is proportional to basin area is inapplicable in this type of setting. However, although flood magnitude will tend to diminish rather than increase downstream (outside of the storm core), flood frequency will still increase with basin area. This downstream increase in flood frequency is a likely explanation for the upward concavity of channel profiles (Fig. 6), for the following reason: Over time, and in the absence of strong local forcing (e.g., an active fault), there is a natural tendency for the long-term rate of incision to equilibrate along a channel network (e.g., Hack, 1960; Snow and Slingerland, 1986; Willgoose, 1994). In a convective-dominated

---

**TABLE 5. ESTIMATED RECURRENCE INTERVALS OF FLASH FLOODS, 1999–2003**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Peak rainfall rate (mm/hr): 15 min / 30 min / 60 min</th>
<th>Recurrence interval (yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Park</td>
<td>4 August 1999</td>
<td>61 / 42 / 22</td>
<td>1.3 / 1.3 / 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Park</td>
<td>13 July 2001</td>
<td>78 / 60 / 34</td>
<td>2.3 / 3.4 / 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burson Well</td>
<td>8 August 2003</td>
<td>86 / 70 / 36</td>
<td>3.1 / 5.0 / 3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 12. (A) Gully carved in check-dam spillway by convective storm in August 1999. The spillways had recently been worked on, so that the turf mat was weaker than a mature cover (B. Goss, 2005, personal commun.). (B) Damage to a boulder- and geotextile-lined spillway by convective storm on 13 July 2001.
climatic conditions like that of the high plains, higher-order valley segments experience more frequent flash floods than lower-order ones. If denudation rates are similar throughout a given network, then greater flood frequency in the higher-order branches must be balanced by reduced average flood effectiveness. Downstream reduction in gradient ensures this. Thus, we interpret the concave-upward valley profiles in our study area as a delicate adjustment between flood frequency and valley gradient, which controls average flood effectiveness. Erosional "punches," according to this interpretation, become stronger but less frequent with decreasing basin size. A corollary is that time-variability in sediment yield will tend to decrease systematically with basin size, a behavior that appears generally applicable to fluvial systems (e.g., Farnsworth and Milliman, 2003).

Our findings also support the view that relatively small variations in valley gradient can have a large impact on susceptibility to channel incision (e.g., Patton and Schumm, 1975; Dietrich et al., 1993; Bull, 1997). This sensitivity is a direct reflection of the nonlinear relation between boundary shear stress and erosion rate (represented here by an erosion threshold).

Scaling Analysis of Long-Profile Concavity

Is there a balance between flash-flood frequency and geomorphic effectiveness a plausible explanation for long-profile concavity in this field setting? The following is a brief justification based on scaling arguments. We wish to examine the relative importance of valley slope versus basin size in controlling the average rate of geomorphic work. A simple way to describe the average rate of geomorphic work done by flash floods is \( P = F \cdot M \), where \( F \) represents the average rate of work per unit channel length, \( M \) is the frequency of flash floods \( (T^{-1}) \), and \( M \) is the average work per unit channel length performed by a single flood (which might be taken to scale with the product of event duration and stream power per unit channel length). (Note that work, in the mechanical sense, is only one possible measure of geomorphic effectiveness; but it is adequate for this demonstration.) The goal is to estimate how \( F \) and \( M \) will vary with basin area and gradient, and whether it is reasonable to expect a balance between these two quantities given the characteristic topography in our study areas.

Consider a dryland catchment in which the predominant rainfall events have a small footprint relative to basin size. Assume that the events are short enough such that, beyond a relatively small length scale \( (10^2 - 10^3 \text{ m}) \), peak discharge and flood duration are roughly independent of drainage area. Implicit here is the assumption that in-stream losses are small; although this is not necessarily true of typical dryland streams, one might imagine that, on average, in-stream losses (leading to downstream reduction in discharge) might be roughly compensated by a tendency toward increasing runoff downstream even for small-footprint convective storms. If the at-a-point storm arrival rate is homogeneous (that is, the average arrival rate at a point is the same across the basin), then the total storm arrival rate, and thus flood frequency, for the catchment as a whole will be proportional to drainage area. Thus, we can express flood frequency as \( F = bA \), where \( A \) is basin area and \( b \) is the arrival rate of flood-producing storms per unit area.

The average effectiveness of a given flood discharge \( Q \), in terms of potential geomorphic work, will depend on a variety of factors, including slope, valley/channel geometry, substrate (rock or sediment) properties, and surface roughness. Let us suppose, however, that all of these effects except slope are similar throughout the network. To what extent does the average erosional work performed by a flash flood depend on slope? This issue is a matter of some debate—different erosion models have different implications—but for our purposes, the important

**Figure 13. Cross sections in the central reach of Big Arroyo, showing calculated 100 yr flood inundation; there is no vertical exaggeration (but note scale difference in top figure). (A) Shallow, fully vegetation-draped upstream section. (B) Downstream section, with flow parameters calculated using the same reach average valley gradient as in A. Increased shear stress relative to upstream section is solely due to channel constriction. (C) Same as B but using local channel gradient of 0.03.**
thing is that, due to the presence of an erosion threshold, the relationship is both positive and nonlinear: doubling the channel or valley slope will tend to produce more than twice the erosive potential (e.g., Tucker, 2004). A simple way to approximate such nonlinearity is with a power law: \( M = cS^\theta \), where \( S \) is valley or channel gradient, \( d \) is an exponent \( >1 \), and \( c \) is the average work done at unit gradient. This power law is a purely heuristic device designed to capture the fact that an increase in gradient both increases the erosive potential of a given flood (all else equal) and increases the fraction of floods that generate boundary shear stresses sufficiently high to cross the resistance threshold. Based on the arguments advanced in several recent papers (Snyder et al., 2003; Tucker, 2004; Lague et al., 2005; Molnar et al., 2006), the value of \( d \) that best approximates the threshold effect will vary according to the strength of the threshold relative to a characteristic shear stress; as an example, data on gradient versus incision rate from a set of catchments along the northern California coast will tend to produce more than twice the erosive threshold, the relationship is both positive and nonlinear.

However, the relationship between gradient and erosive potential can be particularly sensitive to convective activity and to drought-induced vegetation disturbance (Table 1). In the context of the American west, it is logical to expect that the greatest susceptibility to channel incision will occur when the return of convective summer rain marks the end of a significant drought cycle.

Holocene climate records from the southwestern United States are sometimes contradictory; for example, while the middle Holocene (ca. 5–7 ka) has historically been considered a warm and dry period in the southwestern United States (e.g., Waters, 1989; Davis and Schaefer, 1992; Waters and Haynes, 2001; Menking and Anderson, 2003), a variety of reconstructions point toward a maximum in summer monsoon rainfall during that period (Thompson et al., 1993; Metcalfe et al., 2000; Harrison et al., 2003; Poore et al., 2005). In any event, the predicted sensitivity of arroyo incision rates to both drought (via vegetation weakening) and summer thunderstorms is consistent with the observation of Waters and Haynes (2001) that arroyo activity in Arizona correlates with the strength of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycles. It is also broadly consistent with dating of Holocene channel fills in the study areas (Arnold, 2006; Arnold et al., 2006), the results of which suggest more vigorous cut-fill behavior during the early-middle Holocene (as well as near the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary and the late Holocene neoglacial).

Given the apparent importance of short-term climate variability, it is interesting to speculate on how longer-term variations in the degree of climate variability might impact denudation rates in rangeland settings. Significant denudation—on the order of several hundred meters (Leonard, 2002)—has occurred along the high plains east of the southern Rockies since the end of deposition of the Ogallala Group, ca. 5 Ma (e.g., Trimble, 1980). The mechanism for this denudation is the subject of much debate; some have attributed it to increased climate variability and/or storminess beginning in the Pliocene (Molnar and England, 1990; Gregory and Chase, 1994; Zhang et al., 2001). The apparent sensitivity of ephemeral channel incision rates to climate variability—specifically, alternating episodes of drought, which damages vegetation and can potentially reduce erosional resistance by an order of magnitude (Table 1), and intense summer convective storm activity, which generates high boundary shear stresses—provides a plausible mechanism for a climate-driven acceleration in denudation rates in the high plains. In order to properly evaluate this hypothesis, it will be necessary to quantify the relation between climatology and long-term rates of hillslope and valley sediment transport and erosion in rangelands.
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Abstract

Analytical and numerical models of landscape evolution in general either assume steady state hydrology or use empirically based functions in the form of a drainage area power law to model runoff. A method to compute non-steady state runoff on the basis of the area–length relationship of river basins is proposed, for application in landscape evolution models. This shape-sensitive runoff function is derived analytically for environments with short storm duration (storm duration < concentration time) and it is supported numerically for environments with small storms (storm cell size < basin size). The effect of these area–length dependent relationships on drainage network development is analysed. The methodology is optimization through stream power minimization both on the level of individual junctions and on the level of the entire network. It is demonstrated that the way the area–length dependent runoff function influences the stream power of the network yields a systematic downstream increase of the network’s optimal junction angles. An example for this prediction is given by a DEM-derived network from the Colorado High Plains. The inverse dependence of the runoff rate on the basin’s flow path length implies that minimum total stream power is achieved through maximizing the flow path length of the system. This effect is responsible for the lateral instability of junction positions when runoff conditions shift from steady towards non-steady state. We offer this phenomenon as an explanation for the lateral instability and pronounced planation activity of semi-arid channels, especially on gently sloping piedmont surfaces. Finally throughout the paper much attention is paid to the runoff character in terms of advectivity vs. diffusivity, defined as the ratio between instream flow and lateral inflow. It is shown how optimal network pattern also relates to the advectivity/diffusivity of the runoff conditions.
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1. Introduction

Many drainage basins worldwide are shaped in part by runoff generated during high intensity, short duration convective storm cells. The characteristic diameter of convective cells can be as small as a few kilometers, and the duration of the high intensity storm period is on the order of minutes to hours (e.g., Ogden and Julien, 1994; Goodrich et al., 1997; Ogden et al., 2000). Runoff generated in larger catchments of these landscapes cannot be treated as steady and uniform, because in many...
cases the storm cell does not cover the entire catchment, and the duration of the storm is usually shorter than the time needed for the water particles from the most distant locations of the catchment to reach the outlet. Therefore hydrologic steady state rarely occurs in either (a) catchments larger than the typical areal extent of storms, or (b) catchments with concentration times longer than the duration of typical rainfall or snowmelt events (e.g., Dick et al., 1997; Sólyom and Tucker, 2004).

Convective storms are well known to be significant in terms of extreme runoff production, and therefore they represent significant potential erosive power despite their short duration. Given that in arid and semi-arid regions characterized by convective storms, surface vegetation cover is typically low and soils are crusted, the geomorphic impacts of high intensity storms are even further accentuated through low infiltration capacity and consequently high runoff rates (e.g., Langbein and Schumm, 1958). Convective cells often represent a serious hazard to human life and goods in the form of severe flash floods accompanied by intense erosion or sedimentation (e.g., Ogden et al., 2000; Cuppas and Imeson, 2002; Eaton et al., 2003). A more precise understanding of runoff production in these environments is important to produce flood sensitivity maps and to help design land management policies.

Describing the space-time variability of runoff production is one of the challenges in long-term landscape evolution modelling. Ultimately erosion models depend heavily on the treatment of runoff production (Ijjasz-Vasquez et al., 1992; Dietrich et al., 1993; Kirkby, 1993; Tucker and Bras, 1998; Sólyom and Tucker, 2004; Tucker, 2004). Landscape evolution models over the past 20 years have successfully reproduced different types of landforms (e.g. Ahnert, 1976, 1987; Willgoose, 1991a,b; Howard, 1994b; Tucker and Bras, 1998) and have provided mechanistic interpretations for landforms in terms of the dominant erosive processes (e.g. Kirkby, 1971, 1986; Howard, 1994a, 1997; Tucker and Slingerland, 1997; Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Tucker and Bras, 2000). Runoff production, particularly in channel network models, is usually modelled on the assumption of steady flow, in the sense that effective discharge is assumed equal to the product of runoff rate and catchment area (e.g., Ahnert, 1987; Tucker and Bras, 1998). Some studies have used a power-law relation between basin area and peak discharge (e.g., Willgoose et al., 1991a,b; Howard, 1994b), which is supported by theoretical studies (e.g., Huang and Willgoose, 1992, 1993; Gupta et al., 1996). This approach, however, omits possible basin-shape, network-geometry, and storm-pattern effects. Given that non-steady state runoff is likely to dominate and to shape extensive areas on the Earth surface, especially in arid and semi-arid environments, it is essential that the landscape evolution theory takes into account the significant hydrologic properties of these environments.

The central aim of this paper is to explore the effects of steady state versus non-steady state runoff in drainage network evolution. We present numerical junction-angle and network-optimization analyses to study the long-term effect of runoff production triggered by convective storm bursts on drainage network evolution. The effect of small convective storms on runoff production and erosion will be broken up into two distinct phenomena: the case of the limited storm cell size and the case of the limited storm duration. In both cases it is shown that runoff production both influences and is influenced by the shape (specifically, area–length properties) of a catchment. We use network-optimization theory to demonstrate how predicted junction-angle characteristics and network patterns change as a function of runoff state (size or duration of typical storm).

The Theory section develops a relationship between storm properties (size and duration) and the distribution of peak discharges within a drainage basin. In the two Methods and Results sections, we first review the general dynamics of these optimised systems, and then clarify characteristics of source-dominated vs. lateral inflow-dominated runoff. Finally, the effect of non-steady state runoff is analysed. Wherever possible we try to link the numerical results to prevailing landforms and processes in order to further the understanding of dryland morphogenesis.

2. Theory

The analysis consists of three parts: first, construction of a means to approximate peak discharge as a function of catchment shape and rainfall pattern; second, an assessment of the impact of storm size and duration on junction angle at a single channel junction, using optimal junction angle theory (Roy, 1984; Howard, 1990); and third, an evaluation of impacts of storm size and duration on drainage network patterns, using the Optimal Channel Network (OCN) concept (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1992). This section describes the theoretical framework, and the following sections present the results of the analyses.

2.1. Hydrologic theory: geometric controls on peak discharge distribution

2.1.1. The limited storm size case

We consider first the manner in which storm size and basin shape together influence the spatial distribution of
peak discharges. Our objective is to identify an approximate scaling function for peak discharges of the form

\[ \frac{Q_p}{I_0A} = f \left( \frac{L}{W}, \frac{L_0}{A} \right) \]  

(1)

where \( Q_p \) is peak discharge, \( A \) is basin area, \( L \) is basin length, \( W \) is basin width, and \( I_0 \) and \( L_0 \) describe the characteristic intensity and size of a rainfall cell, respectively, as described below (Eq. (2)). The term on the left is a dimensionless peak discharge, while the two terms on the right represent, respectively, the catchment’s shape and its size relative to storm-cell size.

For spatially homogeneous rainfall and infiltration fields, the storm runoff volume produced in a catchment is linearly proportional to the catchment’s size and independent of its shape. Furthermore, if the rainfall duration is long relative to the maximum travel time in the catchment, the resulting discharge will be steady and peak flows will be linearly proportional to catchment area. However, both of these conditions are unusual in large catchments. If, on the other hand, the rainfall distribution is inhomogeneous in space, runoff produced in the catchment not only depends on the size of the catchment but also on its ability to capture the areas of intense rainfall. This means that a basin’s “capture efficiency” will depend on its shape relative to the footprint of a storm system. For example, storms with round footprints would be most effectively captured by round catchments.

In order to be able to deal with an idealized inhomogeneous rainfall field, we represent storm footprints as circular patterns in which rainfall intensity decreases exponentially outward from a peak at the storm’s centre. We also exclude orographic effects, aspect controls, and directionality in storm tracks, by either assuming stationary storms or assuming random and therefore on the average balanced storm cell movements during the precipitation events. The idealized “wizard’s cap” storm intensity field is represented mathematically as

\[ I = I_0 \exp \left( -\frac{L_s}{L_0} \right) \]  

(2)

where \( I \) is at-a-point rainfall intensity, \( I_0 \) is storm intensity in the centre of the storm, \( L_s \) is Euclidian distance from the centre of the storm, and \( L_0 \) is a characteristic length scale associated with the spatial decline rate of the storm intensity.

Total storm runoff in a given catchment is the integral of the intensity function over its duration and over the catchment area. The runoff produced according to the model in a given catchment during a particular storm depends on the position of the storm relative to the catchment and the shape of the catchment. With all else equal, volumetric runoff is the highest if the centre of the storm is at the centre of the catchment. In this analysis we trace the maximum possible discharge value that a catchment can produce under a given storm size and intensity. We term this the maximum peak discharge. The maximum peak discharge is of crucial importance from both the hydrological and geomorphological point of view: obviously it is responsible for the most devastating flood events, and high discharge values are often considered to be the major geomorphological agents (e.g., Wolman and Miller, 1960; Baker, 1977; Wolman and Gerson, 1978). Unlike the mean discharge, the peak discharge is sensitive to the basin shape. Basins with near-circular form in a small-storm dominated environment tend to produce higher peak discharges than elongated basins with the same size (Strahler, 1964). The relation between storm footprint and catchment shape counts. At the same time mean discharge production is shape independent; if we assume that there is no water stored in the basins and the time-integrated intensity of the precipitation is spatially homogeneous, mean discharge relates merely to the basin size (and altitude distribution, if orographic precipitation is a factor). An implication of these effects is that the frequency distribution of runoff rates for round catchments will show higher variance than the frequency distribution for elongated catchments: round catchments tend to produce more extreme discharges than elongated ones, although total runoff over a longer period can be equal. In the following we evaluate and quantify these statements via numerical integration of rainfall fields over differently shaped idealized catchments.

To simplify the analysis, we examine the hydrologic response of idealized, rhomboid (diamond-shaped) catchments with equal size but different length-to-width ratios (elongation). Each catchment is subjected to a steady, non-uniform rain field (Eq. (2)) with the middle of the storm sitting at the point of intersection of the rhomboid axes. The resulting steady (maximum peak) discharge is computed by numerically integrating the rain field over the rhomboids.

Fig. 1a presents the results and illustrates the tendency of skinnier basins to produce smaller peak discharges for a given basin size. Obviously real basins are not exactly rhomboid shaped, and neither are storms stationary or perfectly circular. Nonetheless, this idealized analysis shows that, in general, non-uniform rainfall patterns introduce catchment shape sensitivity into the rainfall-runoff relationship, and therefore influence the geomorphic system. Other effects, such as...
prevailing wind direction which shifts the characteristic effective storm shape from circular to oval, and an inhomogeneous infiltration field, would be superimposed onto this basic catchment shape sensitivity of runoff production.

The experiment in Fig. 1a was performed with a fixed storm intensity decline rate \( L_0 \) in Eq. (2)). The numerically obtained peak discharge values for a given catchment size and storm intensity decline rate can be approximated e.g. with a power law function of catchment elongation \( L_0 \sqrt{A} \). We propose the power law form in order to fit the conventional form of empirical relationships in hydrology, but other decreasing functions could also express the effect of basin geometry on peak discharge.

The power is termed here the shape exponent \( k \) and gives the degree of runoff production dependence on catchment shape. The shape exponent depends on the ratio of storm scale to basin scale \( L_0 \sqrt{A} \). For a given basin scale there is a specific storm intensity decline rate (or for a given decline rate a specific basin scale) that induces the highest elongation sensitivity (Fig. 1b). Both below and above this spatial scale, shape sensitivity decreases and the power law exponent \( k \) goes to zero.

For comparison to Fig. 1b, observed elongation ratios \( L_0 \sqrt{A} \) appear to range typically between about 1 and 3. The empirical relation \( L = \sqrt{3A} \) derived by Montgomery and Dietrich (1992) implies an average elongation ratio of about 1.7. Some basins show marked elongation due to structural or other controls. For example, Table 1 lists shape data for eight unusually elongated drainages (> 100 km²) in east-central Utah, USA (note that length shown is the maximum distance to the basin outlet rather than the length of the main stream). The highest elongation ratios are on the order of 2.5. It seems unlikely that elongation ratios ever exceed 3.0.

According to Fig. 1b the greatest shape-sensitivity occurs when the storm decline rate \( L_0 \) is about half of the catchment radius. In this case storm intensity at the edges of the catchment is about 14% of the intensity in the middle of the storm \( I_0 \). Based on this we can give the rough estimate that the highest shape sensitivity is present when characteristic catchment and storm diameters are equal.

The physical interpretation of this numerical result is that if storm intensity declines very fast in space (i.e., storm area is small), the overwhelming proportion of runoff is produced in the vicinity of the storm centre, and total runoff is relatively insensitive to the shape of the catchment as long as the storm centre falls near the middle of the catchment. In contrast, if the spatial storm decline is small relative to catchment scale, total runoff is primarily influenced by the area of the catchment and

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drainage basin</th>
<th>Drainage area (km²)</th>
<th>Euclidean basin length (km)</th>
<th>( L_0 \sqrt{A} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Willow Creek</td>
<td>113.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber Canyon</td>
<td>116.8</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avintaquin Canyon</td>
<td>346.3</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Canyon</td>
<td>109.4</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Canyon</td>
<td>250.5</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canyon Sowers</td>
<td>316.1</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antelope Canyon</td>
<td>142.3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argyle Creek</td>
<td>202.9</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 1. a) Numerically integrated dimensionless peak discharge \( Q_p/(A \cdot I_0) \) values for rhomboid shaped catchments. Catchment area is kept constant, the nondimensional length over area ratio \( (L_0 \sqrt{A}) \) is changed over the x axes. Nondimensional storm intensity decline scale \( (L_0 \sqrt{A}) \) is unity. b) Peak discharge decline rates \( k \) for different relative storm decline rates \( (L_0 \sqrt{A}) \). Note that shape sensitivity shows a distinct maximum and decreases both towards very small and very large relative storm scales.*
it is only slightly dependent on its shape. This storm-size effect on runoff-area sensitivity has been demonstrated empirically. For example, Goodrich et al. (1997) presented data from Walnut Gulch, Arizona, USA, showing a strong departure from near-linear \( Q_p - A \) scaling that coincides with the point at which storm-core area drops below about half of the basin area. Shape dependency goes to zero when rainfall rate is spatially homogeneous.

Between these two end cases there is an optimum, a spatial scale that exhibits the greatest shape sensitivity. Fig. 2a,b show families of curves for different elongation and storm size values. This discontinuous shape sensitivity represents a significant difference between the two runoff environments dealt with in this paper: one dominated by spatially inhomogeneous rainfall fields, and the other in which characteristic storm duration is below the concentration time, called here the relative storm duration environment. As will be shown in the next section, shape sensitivity of runoff production within the relative storm duration environment is continuously increasing with catchment scale.

To illustrate the effect of catchment shape in determining peak discharge, non-steady runoff simulations were conducted on a synthetic topographic surface. The topography used for this simulation was produced with a landscape evolution model, but the experiment can be readily reproduced on real world DEMs or on any other topography, as long as the topography is organized into drainage basins with typical drainage-network properties. The simulation window was subjected to storms with a spatially declining rain field such that the storm centre was varied iteratively and runoff was recorded for each pixel and for each iteration. The highest runoff on each pixel that occurred during the course of the simulation was chosen as the maximal peak discharge.

Fig. 3 shows the resulting distribution of peak discharge values as a function of the contributing area. The overall tendency of Fig. 3 illustrates well the nonlinear discharge-area relation that results from nonuniform rainfall distribution. For small contributing areas (large \( L_0/\sqrt{A} \)) peak discharge goes linearly with contributing area, whereas for higher contributing area this positive relationship breaks down. The more important message of Fig. 3 is that for higher contributing areas there are separate dot clusters showing the different position of individual subcatchments in the dot cloud. These differences are caused solely by the varying geometry of the individual subcatchments.

The numerical calculations discussed above can be used as the theoretical basis for an analytical approximation for peak discharge distribution. A good approximation is given by:

\[
Q_p = K_j I_0 A (L/L_0)^{-j}
\] (3)

where \( K_j \) is a dimensionless proportionality constant, and \( j \) is an exponent. This yields a better correlation than the simple power law expression \( Q_p \sim A^{-j} \), because runoff production in the limited storm size environment depends on both the shape and size of the drainage area. Using the dataset underlying Fig. 3 best correlation with peak discharge is achieved for the product: \( A L^{-0.3} \). This example also illustrates that non-steady state runoff

Fig. 2. a) Numerically integrated peak discharge values for different relative storm sizes as a function of catchment shape. Note that elongation sensitivity goes to zero for very small and very extensive storms, while in between there is a privileged scale showing the strongest shape sensitivity. b) Numerically integrated peak discharge values for differently shaped catchments as a function of relative storm scale. Among the rectangular rhomboids, squares show the highest sensitivity to the storm size, due to the fact that squares are the closest footprints of the circular storms among the rhomboids.
approximation for small sized convective storms is recommended to use a function with the basic form: 

$$Q_p \sim AL^{-1.3}$$

### 2.1.2. The limited storm duration model

An earlier paper by the authors (Sólyom and Tucker, 2004) deals with the morphological outcomes of the limited storm duration environment, such as the effect of storm duration on equilibrium profile concavity and valley density, and the interactions between storm duration, hydrograph shape and landform development. Here we briefly review the runoff model presented in that paper and investigate an aspect that was not dealt with earlier, the relationship between storm duration and the drainage network pattern. Runoff production of short storms is also compared to runoff generated by spatially limited storm duration environment, such as the effect of application of an extra constant for overland flow runoff velocity decreases the bracket part of Eq. (7), but does not alter the dynamics of the system. Hydrograph shape $F_{hs}$ is also considered to be constant. It again can be shown that in channels $F_{hs}$ stays relatively stable around 0.4 as long as $T_s < T_r$ (Sólyom and Tucker, 2004, Fig. 3), so that we approximate $F_{hs}$ with this characteristic value. The ratio $T_s/(T_r + L_c/U_t)$ is termed the storm duration number ($N_{SD}$). It is a spatially inhomogeneous nondimensional variable expressing the united effect of storm duration, flow path length, and routing velocity on peak discharge. We also define here a characteristic storm duration number, $N_{SD0}$ as $T_r/(T_r + L_c/U_t)$ where $L_c$ is a characteristic horizontal scale, and the storm duration number is defined from this window, that is why the best fit curve can deviate from the within the high drainage area region.

The runoff model for “short storm” conditions (i.e., duration $\ll$ travel time to the outlet) makes use out of the fact that runoff can be calculated both via the hydrograph volume and via the contributing area. Hydrograph volume can be given by:

$$V = Q_p T_h F_{hs}$$

where $T_h$ is hydrograph duration and $F_{hs}$ (which ranges from 0–1) is a hydrograph shape factor giving the proportion of the hydrograph in the $Q_p T_h$ window.

Flood hydrograph duration can be given as:

$$T_h = T_r + T_i$$

where $T_r$ is storm duration, and $T_i$ is travel time of a water particle from the most distant location of the catchment to the outlet. If runoff is steady and spatially uniform, storm runoff volume in a catchment can also be calculated from the runoff rate, basin area, and storm duration:

$$V = RAT_r$$

where $R$ is runoff rate per unit area.

Here we assume that travel time is expressed as $L_c/U_t$, where $L_c$ is the longest flow path length within the basin and $U_t$ is a spatially constant routing velocity (ignoring the very slight flow path length within the basin and $U_t$ is a spatially constant routing velocity (ignoring the very slight flow path length within the basin and $U_t$ is a spatially constant routing velocity (ignoring the very slight flow path length within the basin).

No separate routing velocities for hillslopes and for channels are applied to the case above. It can be shown that applying an extra constant for overland flow runoff velocity decreases the bracket part of Eq. (7), but does not alter the dynamics of the system. Hydrograph shape $F_{hs}$ is also considered to be constant. It again can be shown that in channels $F_{hs}$ stays relatively stable around 0.4 as long as $T_s < T_r$ (Sólyom and Tucker, 2004, Fig. 3), so that we approximate $F_{hs}$ with this characteristic value. The ratio $T_s/(T_r + L_c/U_t)$ is termed the storm duration number ($N_{SD}$). It is a spatially inhomogeneous nondimensional variable expressing the united effect of storm duration, flow path length, and routing velocity on peak discharge. We also define here a characteristic storm duration number, $N_{SD0}$ as $T_r/(T_r + L_c/U_t)$ where $L_c$ is a characteristic horizontal scale, here set equal to the width of the simulation domain. Finally, it is convenient to simplify the storm duration number by defining a dimensionless mainstream length as, so that $N_{SD} = 1/(1 + L_c/U_t)$.

Eq. (7) is sensitive both to the storm duration-concentration time relationship and to the length–area relationship. Both of these relationships depend on catchment geometry. Note that mainstream length, $L_t$, typically grows with catchment size as $L_t \sim A^h$, where $h=0.5–0.6$ (Hack, 1957; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1992; Rigon et al., 1996). Thus, in the case of short storms or big catchments, the (flow path length related) concentration time will tend to be greater than the storm duration, and peak discharge will increase only less than linearly with the contributing area (see, e.g., Goodrich et al., 1997; Finlayson and Montgomery, 2003). At the same time peak discharge is also a function of the overall geometry of the flow path structure defining the area–length relationship of catchments. The physical
explanation behind the geometry sensitivity of peak discharge within the relative storm duration environment lies in the difference of the concentration times among differently shaped basins, with round catchments showing shorter concentration times than elongated catchments (Strahler, 1964). Therefore basins with higher area–length ratios produce higher peak discharges for the same area and precipitation input than elongated basins. This basin-shape dependence is also often incorporated in empirical unit hydrograph models (e.g., Bras, 1990).

Fig. 4a illustrates peak discharge as a function of the nondimensional flow path length. Fig. 4b shows a family of curves of peak discharge values against catchment
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Fig. 4. a) Peak discharge values in the limited storm duration environment as a function of the relative flow path length. b) Peak discharge values in the limited storm duration environment as a function of catchment shape. The curves correspond to different storm durations invoking different ranges in the storm duration number over the plotted profile. The high shape sensitivity for low storm duration dissepares as storm duration increases.

shape and demonstrates the elongation sensitivity of runoff production within the limited storm duration environment. This finding is in accordance with the message of the previous section where it has been shown that basin shape under an inhomogeneous rainfall field influences peak discharge production. Hence runoff computation for both of these cases of non-steady state discharge production is physically better founded if based on the length–area relationship and not only on an area power law relationship as used in conventional approximations.

There is a significant difference, however, between runoff production of the two environments (“short storm” versus “small storm”). In the short-storm case, sensitivity to catchment shape grows monotonically, continuously with basin size (Fig. 4b), in the sense that \( N_{SD} \) shrinks with increasing basin size, and sensitivity is highest for the lowest \( N_{SD} \). By contrast, the discontinuous shape sensitivity in the small-storm case shows a distinct maximum and goes to zero for both relatively very small and very large storms due to the spatial interrelationship between the characteristic storm size and catchment size (Fig. 2a).

Below we consider the effects of the shape sensitive non-steady state runoff production on drainage network development, using the stream power minimization concept for junction angle and network optimization.

2.2. Optimization theory

Drainage network pattern is one of the most characteristic features of fluvially shaped landscapes. Already the very first papers of quantitative geomorphology (Horton, 1932, 1945; Lubowe, 1964; Strahler, 1964) dealt with channel network characteristics. The indices identified during this early period of research were later extensively used by subsequent authors, e.g. to test random, stochastic models of drainage networks (Shreve, 1966; Smart, 1968; Shreve, 1969; Smart and Werner, 1976; Smart, 1978). Nonetheless non-random patterns recognised in drainage networks (Abrahams, 1984) can better be explained by models that account for the physics of erosion and energy expenditure, such as network optimization models (e.g., Rodriguez Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). We use the optimization framework here as an efficient substitute for full numerical simulations of basin evolution and channel junction adjustment mainly because the lower energy states enable a greater ease of drainage rearrangement (Ibbitt et al., 1999). It has also been demonstrated that the outcomes of optimization models are consistent with those of numerical landscape evolution models (Banavar et al., 1997). At the same
time one has to be aware that network optimality arguments derive from two different sources. One is the empirical correspondence between OCNs and real networks. The other is a theory that demonstrates analytically that the solution of a simple, detachment-limited erosion equation is indeed an optimum solution (Banavar et al., 2001).

Network optimization happens through cost-function minimization, where the cost function is stream power (rate of energy transfer) per unit channel length. It is argued that the pursuit of nature towards a minimum energy level can also be traced in erosional systems by looking at the way these systems develop energy-related quantities (Rodriguez Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). Stream power per unit channel length is considered here as the energy-related quantity and this paper explains characteristics of individual junction angles and of whole drainage networks following the theory that the work of erosion tends to minimize its driving quantity.

In this paper we consider both individual-junction and network-wide optimization. Optimization within individual components of the network, such as junction angles, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for optimization at the level of the entire network. Thus, we begin by examining how variations in hydrologic input influence this local optimization. Local optimality does not ensure global optimality, however. In terms of system-wide optimization, Rodriguez Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997) have argued that drainage networks tend toward a state of “feasible optimality”: a configuration which does not represent a global optimum because of basic constraints placed on the mobility of the drainage network. Rather, a state of feasible optimality is equivalent to the most efficient state that is dynamically accessible to the system. They have shown that “standard” OCN lattice models reproduce both the characteristics of a feasibly optimal network and closely match the statistics of observed networks. We therefore use the OCN lattice model to examine hydrological impacts on the feasibly optimal network form.

Here we use stream power per unit length as the cost function (Howard, 1990). The usage of the stream power concept in the literature is well-founded. It is highly correlated with rates of sediment transport (e.g., Bagnold, 1957, 1966; Bull, 1979), and recently has been proposed as a primary control on the rate of bedrock incision (Seidl and Dietrich, 1992; Whipple and Tucker, 1999). In the following we use non-steady state runoff production to compute stream power and analyse its effect both on the level of individual junction angles and of the entire network structure.

3. Methods and results I: The effect of shape-sensitive runoff production on the optimal junction angles

3.1. Methods

Howard (1971a, 1990) used the following model to minimize total cost $\Omega$ for an individual junction consisting of three links:

$$\Omega = \sum_{i=1}^{3} C_i L_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $C_i$ is cost per unit channel length and $L_i$ is link length at the point $i$.

The model used in the present paper has the same framework. Three points in the space are fixed: the two sources of the two tributaries, and the outlet of the main stream. The optimization model seeks the position of the junction that minimizes Eq. (8) (Fig. 5). The cost function, stream power per unit channel length, is defined as

$$C_i = \rho g Q_i S_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\rho$ is bulk density, $g$ is gravitational acceleration, $Q_i$ is runoff through a channel segment and $S_i$ is slope at the point $i$. The physical interpretation for this minimization is as follows. The three channel segments at a junction will undergo essentially random variations in position due to bank erosion and bar migration. If the magnitude or frequency of position shifts depends on the stream power available for bedload transport and bank erosion, then there will be a natural statistical tendency for the channel confluence to oscillate around a position of minimum stream power.

In this section we discuss how the optimal junction angle depends on the way the cost function is computed. This includes

1. how discharge relates to link length,
2. what proportion of discharge is source discharge versus lateral inflow,
3. how slope relates to discharge and
4. what is the effect of non-steady state discharge production.

Runoff ($Q_i$) is computed in one of three different ways:

1. Standard linear runoff model (Howard, 1990):

$$Q_i = RA_{0i} + RA_i = RA_{0i} + RKWL_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $A_{0i}$ is contributing area draining to the top of the link, $A_i$ is local contributing area, that is, the amount of
extra hillslope area added between the top and bottom of the link, the constant $K_w$ relates to the width of the contributing area ($W$), and $L_i$ is link length ($L$) at the point $i$. This model assumes that discharge is linearly proportional to link length if the source term ($RA_0$) is zero. This way of computing runoff is hereafter termed the linear runoff calculation. In Eq. (10), geometric constraints on the drainage area around a link are not considered (i.e., two links of equal length will have the same hillslope area regardless of the position and geometry of adjacent links).

2. Geometrically based runoff model:

$$Q_i = RA_0 + RA_i = RA_0 + Rf(\text{geometry}),$$

where function $f$ relates discharge to the available drainage space. This represents a somewhat new approach incorporating the effect of the available drainage area into the optimization process. In Eq. (10) total runoff changes as a function of total link length, but this approximation is de-coupled from the available drainage space. In contrast, Eq. (11) satisfies the law of mass conservation, because contributing area is computed explicitly from the geometry of adjacent links, rather than being approximated using link length. The method used to compute local drainage areas around a junction is illustrated in Fig. 5. In the model the three fixed points in space, the two sources (S1, S2) and the outlet (O) define a triangle, which represents the available drainage area. Midpoints of the sides of the triangle (M1–M3) are defined as the ends of imaginary drainage divides connecting the midpoints to the junction (J) and separating the individual contributing areas of the links. Function $f$ in Eq. (11) returns the area draining immediately to the individual links, e.g. for the S1J link it is the area of the S1M1JM3 quadrangle. Other approaches, such as defining a hexagonal drainage space, where the three fixed points represent three opposite corners of the hexagon, are also possible. It will be shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.4 that the geometrically based approach of runoff calculation alters the length–area relationship and consequently the resulting optimal junction angle, although the main tendencies of junction angle sensitivity remain similar. The main significance of this approach is that it opens the way towards the incorporation of the role of potentially available drainage space in the interpretation of landscape evolution. Further improvement is possible through dynamic definitions of the divide positions after establishing theoretically or empirically founded rules for divide migration (Howard, 1971b). This way of computing runoff is hereafter termed the geometry based runoff computation.

3. Nonlinear runoff model:

$$Q_i = F^{-1}_{hs}(RA_0 + RK_w L_i)N_{SDi}$$

$$Q_i = R\phi(RA_0 + RK_w L_i) L_f^\phi$$

$$Q_i = F^{-1}_{hs}(RA_0 + Rf(\text{geometry}))N_{SDi}$$

$$Q_i = R\phi(RA_0 + Rf(\text{geometry})) L_f^\phi$$

These functions represent non-steady state discharge production and were obtained by combining Eqs. (3), (7), (10) and (11). Eqs. (12) and (14) represent the limited storm duration case, while Eqs. (13) and (15) are the generalized form for both the limited storm duration and the limited storm size case with $\phi$ being the exponent of the flow path length dependence, and $K_w$ the proportionality constant. Here we are assuming that the stream power to be minimized is not the mean-flow stream power (which presumably would vary linearly with area if the long-term average precipitation and infiltration fields are uniform) but the stream power produced by a flood of unspecified magnitude. In order to be able to account for the special feature of non-steady runoff production, its dependence on the shape of the contributing area, flow path length $L_f$ has been introduced into the optimization. For zero-source terms,
flow path length corresponds to the link length in the case of the two tributaries, and it is mainstream length plus the length of the longer of the two tributaries in the case of the main stream. For nonzero source terms, the Hackian relationship between source discharge and source flow path length \(L_{i0}\) is assumed \(L_{i0} = K_h A_0^{0.6}\), where \(K_h\) is a constant and added to the flow path length calculated for zero source terms, as \(L_i = L_{i0} + L_i\).

Slope is computed as a power law function of runoff:
\[
S = K_s Q^z
\]
where \(K_s\) and \(z\) are constants. Therefore Eq. (9) is reduced to
\[
C_i = K Q_i^\gamma
\]
where \(K = K_s \rho g\) and \(\gamma = 1 - z\).

The optimization algorithm (Howard, 1990) scans all the points within the triangle, and computes the cost function that results when the junction occupies each point. The three links are defined, and link length, flow path length, runoff and total stream power values with corresponding junction angle are computed for each junction position. At the end of the loop the junction position with the lowest total cost is selected, and the resulting junction angle is returned. This angle is termed the optimal junction angle for the given conditions. Sensitivity analysis is performed to quantify the reaction of the system to changes of its parameters: \(\gamma\), source term-lateral inflow ratio and the degree of the non-steady state character of runoff.

### 3.2. Optimal junction angle sensitivity: the role of \(\gamma\)

Figs. 6–8 show optimal junction angle dependence on the exponent \(\gamma\) and on the source discharge-within link runoff contribution relationship. Recall from Eqs. (16) and (17) that \(\gamma = 0\) represents a strong inverse relation between slope and discharge, \(\gamma = 1\) represents no correlation between the two, and \(\gamma > 1\) represents a positive relationship (which tends to occur only sporadically in most river networks). The two different symbols in the figures stand for the runoff computed as a linear function of the link length (Eq. (10)) and for the runoff computed based on the geometry of the available drainage space (Eq. (11)). The optimal junction angle is furthermore dependent on the shape of the boundary triangle. In the simulations presented in this paper the triangle is set up such that the angle at the outlet is 45° (Fig. 5). The spread of points at fixed angles in all the junction angle figures is an outcome of the finite resolution of the optimization model. Within a continuous framework the optimal junction angle gives a continuous function. The source discharge terms for the two tributaries always have the same value; in other words no asymmetrical link discharges are considered here.

Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate that the optimal junction angle decreases as \(\gamma\) increases, as has been shown by Howard (1990). The tendency is valid both for the linear runoff calculation and for the geometrical runoff function. For high \(\gamma\) values the optimal junction angle reaches a minimum. This minimum represents the situation in which the junction is pushed to the outlet of the system, so that practically there is no main stream, only the two tributaries joining at this position. In this case the junction angle coincides with the preset angle of the initial triangle.

Although the cost function is the product of a runoff-related term and of a link-length term, link length also affects runoff immediately as defined in Eqs. (10)–(15). The interpretation of the optimal junction position has to take into account separately the dynamics of all of the involved parameters. For \(\gamma > 1\) the main stream routing the sum of the tributary discharges has higher stream power than the sum of the stream power rates of the two individual tributaries. Therefore no junctions would occur for \(\gamma > 1\), if it were not for the total link length shortening effect of the junction. This effect and consequently the diminishing of the total stream power counterbalance the effect of the exponent being higher than 1.
Minimum angle is reached only at $\gamma = 2.2$ for the geometry-based runoff calculation and for $\gamma = 2.7$ for the linear runoff calculation (Fig. 6). The slight difference between the linear and geometry based calculation is due to the way the geometry function subdivides the available drainage space among the three links. Given that the imaginary drainage divides connect the junction to the midpoints of the sides of the triangle, an asymmetric junction position induces bigger asymmetry in the link length distribution than in the link area distribution. Therefore a short main stream link has a proportionally higher drainage area than length, and minimum angle is reached already for a somewhat lower $\gamma$ value than for the linear runoff calculation.

For $\gamma < 1$ the main stream’s stream power is lower than the sum of the stream powers of the two individual tributaries, so that junction becomes favourable also without the link length shortening effect. In the vicinity of $\gamma = 0$ the difference between the main stream’s cost and the tributaries’ cost vanishes. At $\gamma = 0$ (for $z = 1$) the stream power per unit length for all the three links is the same, and the system finds its cost minimum by minimizing the length terms in Eq. (7). This is achieved with a junction angle of $120^\circ$ (Fig. 6).

3.3. Optimal junction angle sensitivity: the role of source vs. lateral inflow

Fig. 7 demonstrates the case in which source discharges are significantly higher than the runoff contribution from hillslopes within the individual links. A somewhat different pattern emerges, with optimal junction angle reaching a minimum at $\gamma = 1$. Neither the link length, nor the geometry of the available drainage space affects the runoff term significantly. Because link length does not influence runoff, junctions do not occur for $\gamma > 1$. Furthermore, because within-link runoff contribution is insignificant, the optimal junction angles obtained for linear versus geometry-based runoff show no difference. The junction angles of Fig. 7 coincide for low $\gamma$ values with the analytically derived junction angles of Roy (1983) (published also in Howard, 1990, Table 1) and of Woldenberg and Horsfield (1983, 1986). The deviance for high $\gamma$ values is due to the boundary condition of the numerical optimization: the preset minimum angle at the junction (45°) does not allow the junction angle to go to zero at $\gamma = 1$.

Figs. 6 and 7 show that optimal junction angle is strongly dependent on the source discharge-lateral inflow ratio. An important consequence of this is that high-order junctions are significantly narrower, all else being equal, than low-order junctions (Fig. 8).

3.4. Optimal junction angle under non steady-state runoff conditions: unstable junctions

Figs. 9–12 treat the situation in which runoff characteristics shift from steady state to non-steady state. Eqs. (12)–(15) were used in the model runs to compute discharge. The common pattern among the
figures is that optimal junction angle increases as runoff conditions shift towards the non-steady state. Given that the total cost relates to length both in terms of runoff calculation and in terms of link length term, the incorporation of flow path length into the discharge calculation is expected to have a direct effect on the total cost and on the optimal junction angle.

Increasing flow path length has a runoff and therefore total cost decreasing effect (Eqs. (12)–(15)). As a consequence, the interesting situation of asymmetric junction position emerges. Figs. 9–12 illustrate the change of the optimal junction angle and the lateral and vertical shifts of the optimal junction positions as a function of the storm duration number and flow path length exponent $\varphi$. In Figs. 6–8 the junction is always laterally symmetric. In Figs. 9 and 10 the junction becomes asymmetric, shifting laterally towards one of the tributary sources. Lateral shift reduces one of the links in length, and increases the other. Hence flow path length $L_f$ of the main stream (main stream length+ the longer of the two

---

Fig. 9. a) Storm duration sensitivity of optimal junction angles. Dots stand for linear runoff calculation, squares for geometry-based runoff calculation. Runoff is lateral inflow-dominated, $\gamma = 0.5$. The storm duration number (Eq. (7)) on the x axes refers to the main link. b) and c) Spatial position of the junction. Lateral symmetry (b) shows the normalized deviance of the junction from the longitudinal axes of the simulation field with 0.5 standing for the edge of the simulation field. Vertical symmetry (c) refers to the relative position compared to the horizontal axes of the simulation field, with positive going towards the tributary sources.

Fig. 10. a) Flowpath length sensitivity of optimal junction angles. Dots stand for linear runoff calculation, squares for geometry-based runoff calculation. Runoff is lateral inflow-dominated, $\gamma = 0.5$. $\varphi$ is the flowpath length exponent in Eq. (13). b) and c) Spatial position of the junction. Lateral symmetry (b) shows the normalized deviance of the junction from the longitudinal axes of the simulation field with 0.5 standing for the edge of the simulation field. Vertical symmetry (c) refers to the relative position compared to the horizontal axes of the simulation field, with positive going towards the tributary sources.
tributaries) increases, and runoff and total cost decrease. The stronger the flow path length-dependence of the runoff production, the more pronounced the junction asymmetry.

Lateral shift occurs only in low-order junctions, for which lateral inflow dominates. For high-order junctions (source-dominated runoff), flow path length is significantly higher than individual link lengths, and as a result runoff becomes insensitive to link length and consequently junction shift. Basically the junction position influences neither the total link length nor the flow path length of the system. In this case, no asymmetry occurs and total cost can only be reduced (when \( \gamma < 1 \)) through merging of the two streams, and shortening of the two tributaries. It is noteworthy that under source-dominated non-steady runoff the optimal junction angles grow up to 180° (Figs. 11 and 12) when the flow path length dependence of runoff is at maximum. The reason behind this extreme value compared to the 120° for the steady-runoff case is that the constant total link length cannot limit the system in reducing the tributaries. Shortest tributaries are reached when the junction is pushed to the upper border of the simulation triangle (Figs. 11 and 12) producing the 180° junction angle. This effect only prevails for \( \gamma < 1 \) because this gamma range reduces the weight of the main stream compared to the tributaries. The physical interpretation is that when storms are small or short, peak discharge does not grow very strongly with drainage basin size, and so the increased cost (i.e., stream power) below a junction is more than offset by the reduced total channel length.

Here we wish to identify two more effects connected to the phenomenon of lateral junction shift. A negative feedback for the lateral shift is that a sideways shifted junction increases the total link length of the system, increasing the total cost in parallel with the cost-decreasing effect of flow path length dependence. This is why lateral shift occurs only for \( NSD < 0.4 \) and \( \varphi < -0.5 \) for the local-runoff case in Fig. 9b, and not immediately when flow path length-dependence appears.

The second effect is a positive feedback that also contributes to the lateral shift of the junction position. Through lateral shift the link length and therefore runoff contribution of the two tributaries becomes asymmetric. For \( \gamma = 1 \) this on its own decreases total cost, because the weight of the higher runoff is reduced compared to the weight of the smaller runoff. This additional effect of runoff partitioning favouring lateral junction instability remains invisible for steady state runoff, because increased link length and hence total cost would override this advantage of asymmetric distribution of tributary runoff rates.

3.5. Lateral planation

A morphological application of this phenomenon is to use it as one possible explanation for lateral planation. Under non-steady state runoff conditions junctions become laterally unstable when the flow path length dependence of the runoff function is strong enough to reduce the total cost of the system. Junctions shift sideways to minimize total cost through the augmentation of flow path length. This shifting can take the form
of valley migration (Howard, 1971b) on a bigger scale, or it can take the form of lateral planation through wandering, unincised streams on a smaller scale.

Figs. 9–12 have demonstrated that headwater, local-inflow dominated channels are more prone to asymmetric position and lateral migration than high-order channels with source-dominated runoff. According to the model, the condition for this phenomenon to occur is that dominant storms are either small or short enough to generate flow path-dependent runoff production. Here we suggest that storm duration is more likely to be the primary cause, because dominant storm sizes usually exceed the scale of hillslopes and low order channels. Assuming a typical duration (10–20 min) of an infiltration excess overland flow triggered by a convective storm, and a typical overland flow velocity (0.1 m s\(^{-1}\); Kirkby, 1993), overland flow routing length is 60–120 m during a storm. Calculating on a typical hillslope length (300 m), the corresponding storm duration numbers are in the range of 0.15 to 0.3. According to Fig. 9b this degree of non-steady state runoff is already enough to initiate lateral shift of the junction positions.

Our interpretation of the asymmetric junction position also includes a dynamic component, which will be more understandable when looking at network scale optimization. The asymmetry in Figs. 9b and 10b involves a shift of the junction toward one of the two tributary sources. In parallel with this, the asymmetric junction geometry is more sensitive to random flow path fluctuations than the symmetric geometry. In the asymmetric case the flow path runs in the vicinity of the boundary of the drainage area, which makes it more vulnerable to capture activities of the neighbouring channels. Once an asymmetrically located stream has been captured, a new lateral migration shifts the junction to reach the optimal, asymmetric position again. Without any random noise the system indeed freezes to the asymmetric position, but once local fluctuations in erosion efficiency are present, and this is certainly a permanent characteristic of nature, channel capture and the following lateral migration are an inherent characteristic of the non-steady state runoff system. Systems dominated by steady state, hence flow path insensitive runoff, are less characterized by captures due to the symmetric optimal position of the junctions, therefore lateral channel migration is also less characteristic.

The space and time integration of the lateral migration of individual streams leads to the idea of lateral planation on hillslopes. Incised channels confined to valleys produce valley migration (Howard, 1971b). Unincised channels on hillslopes only have to overcome channel bank resistance to shift laterally, therefore lateral shift is potentially faster than in the case of the incised valleys. It is worth considering whether the more frequent and dominant occurrence of planated surfaces and pediments in arid to semiarid environments can be attributed to the fact that runoff under these climates is more often in non-steady state than under the humid climate.

3.6. Summary

Very briefly we would like to remind the reader of a few conclusions of this section. We arrived at the somewhat contradictory results that with increasing stream order, junction angles become narrower due to the increasing source and lateral inflow ratio, while under non-steady state runoff production junction angles should at the same time get wider in the downstream direction due to the increasing flow path dependence of runoff rates. Howard (1990) has similarly demonstrated downstream decreasing junction angles, although his analysis was based on the ratio of the two tributary discharges, and concluded that increasing asymmetry in the tributary discharges, which grows inherently in the downstream direction, leads to decreasing junction angles. Our similar conclusion is based on the analysis of the ratio between the source and lateral inflow. We come back to this contradictory result at the end of the paper and show that the non-steady runoff effect overrides the effect of the source and lateral inflow ratio.

Another important result is that non-steady state stream junctions are prone to lateral migration as a consequence of the role of flow path length in the runoff function. We used this phenomenon to explain lateral planation of wandering streams in arid environments.

4. Methods and results II: the effect of shape-sensitive runoff production on drainage network optimization

4.1. Methods

Understanding the behavior of individual junctions is not sufficient to understand drainage network patterns, because the spatial constraints (boundary conditions and outflow conditions) also impose limits on junction angles and can limit optimality. In fact local optimality (in this case the junction angles) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for global optimality. The initial configuration of the network and various factors affecting its evolution (e.g., tectonic forcing, lithology/structure, climate/hydrology) also influence the final network pattern. Rodriguez Iturbe and Rinaldo (1997) summarized these modifying effects under the notion of “feasible optimality”, the closest state to the theoretical
optimality that the network is able to reach within the
given constraints on its evolution.

In our analysis we focus on the question of how
drainage network patterns are modified when runoff
conditions become unsteady and/or non-uniform. The
methodology is network optimization through cost mini-

mization. We examine how the properties of Optimal
Channel Networks (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1992) are
altered when the runoff is either non-steady (“short
storms”) or non-uniform (“small storms”). In each case,
the cost function is stream power per unit length as in

The optimization algorithm consists of the following
steps:

1. In order to get an initial random network, a raster-

based drainage network with one corner outflow is

generated on a randomly perturbed topography. Flow is
directed towards the steepest slope. Depressions on the
random surface are filled with a pit-filling algorithm.
The drainage direction network is then used to compute
contributing area for each individual pixel.

2. Total stream power of the entire network $\Omega$ is

computed using

$$\Omega = \sum_i \rho g Q_i S_i L_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

$L_i$ is equal to unity and for cardinal and diagonal
links, respectively. The discharge at any given link is
computed in one of two ways:

$$Q_i = R A_i N_{SD}, \text{ or}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

$$Q_i = R A_i L_i^{-\varphi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Eq. (19) represents discharge for the limited storm
duration environment. Eq. (20) is the generalized form
for non-steady state runoff production for both the
limited storm duration and the limited storm size
environments. Under steady-state runoff, $N_{SD}$ is unity
and $\varphi$ is zero, respectively.

Combining Eqs. (16), (18) (19) and (20) reduces to

$$\Omega = \sum_i K A_i^\gamma N_{SD}^{\gamma/\varphi} L_i, \text{ or}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

$$\Omega = \sum_i K A_i^\gamma L_i^{-\varphi} L_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $K = K_d \rho g$.

3. At a random location the flow direction is altered.

Eventual infinite loops are filtered out, and then for the
new network drainage area and total stream power are
computed.

4. The new total stream power is compared to the old
total stream power. If the new total cost of the network is
below the old total cost, the change in the flow direction
is accepted. If the new cost is higher than the old cost, the
change is still accepted with a certain probability that
decreases over time. This allows the algorithm the
opportunity to break out of local minima. The algorithm
then repeats this procedure until a stable minimum is
identified. These so-called “hot” networks reach finally a
lower total cost than “cold” networks in which only those
changes are accepted which diminish the total cost
(Rodriguez Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997). In these latter
networks the initial network configuration is often con-
served and this prevents the network reaching theoretical
optimality. The probability governing the acceptance of
higher total cost networks is a function of the time
dependent “temperature” of the system. Temperature
decreases as the simulation time goes by. High tempera-
tures at the beginning of the evolution provide higher
chance to reorganise the initial network structure. Lower
temperatures at the end of the simulation runs allow only
rarely or do not allow at all flow direction to change

towards a higher cost level.

The aim of the following section is to further
understand the controlling factors on drainage networks,
and to compare the findings obtained on the level of
individual junctions (Section 3) with those obtained for
the network structure. Simulations have been performed
to analyze the sensitivity of optimized networks to the
exponent $\gamma$, to the source vs. lateral inflow ratio and to
the character of runoff. The resulting networks were
quantified through their average junction angle and
through the drainage area-junction angle graph. To
derive junction angles a trunk network is defined within
the optimized network by setting an area threshold. In
this way triple junctions were filtered out.

4.2. Drainage network sensitivity to $\gamma$

Figs. 13–15 present simulated networks for three
different $\gamma$ values under steady-state runoff. Previous
studies have examined the effect of $\gamma$ on the network
pattern (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1992; Rodriguez Iturbe
and Rinaldo, 1997), and here we review these results in
order to facilitate the interpretation of non-steady runoff
generated networks. There are a number of different
metrics for evaluating channel-networks. Rinaldo et al.
(1998) note that networks can be uniquely characterized
by a set of scaling exponents of frequency distributions
of drainage area and length; however, in this contribution
we focus simply on quantitative comparison of junction angles and bifurcation ratios and on qualitative evaluation because the visual appearance of networks is described by these indices most directly. The optimization process with $\gamma$ close to unity yields explosion-like networks with nearly parallel flow path structure and low junction angles (Fig. 13a). For lower $\gamma$ values the network becomes branching with high junction angles (Figs. 14a and 15a). The inverse relation between $\gamma$ and junction angle is consistent with the single-link analysis. However both the network framework and the eight flow directions significantly affect the average of the optimal junction angles. Therefore apart from the general tendencies there is no linear correspondence between the optimal values obtained for individual junctions (Figs. 6–12) and for the junction angle average of the optimized networks (Figs. 13–15). Intuitively one can imagine that low $\gamma$ encourages flow path junctions, because the low exponent reduces the significance of high runoff values in the total cost. When $\gamma$ is high the system avoids channels with high runoff rates, hence junctions are rare, and a parallel flow path structure is characteristic. The bifurcation ratio for the networks can

Fig. 13. a) Optimal drainage network, $\gamma=0.95$, lateral inflow-dominated runoff conditions. Note the often parallel network segments and the low junction angles. b) Junction angle averages as a function of drainage area. The overall mean is 77.3°.

Fig. 14. a) Optimal drainage network, $\gamma=0.5$, lateral inflow-dominated runoff conditions. Note the branching network and the often rectangular drainage junctions. b) Junction angle averages as a function of drainage area. The overall mean is 96.0°.
be computed by applying an area threshold to filter out triple and higher order junctions. For second and higher order streams the bifurcations ratio is in the vicinity of unity for Fig. 13a, whereas it is close to two for Figs. 14a and 15a.

Figs. 13b–15b illustrate the junction angle characteristics of the above networks. Trunk networks were derived by setting an area threshold, and junction angles were measured on the basis of the three joining pixels. In the lattice framework, angles are limited to values such as 45°, 90°, 135° etc, but their average within a given drainage area range still proved to be characteristic for the given network. Total averages for the trunk networks were also computed. In accordance with the results obtained for individual junctions, junction angle is inversely correlated with \( \gamma \). Low \( \gamma \) initiates a highly branching network with high typical junction angles, while high \( \gamma \) leads to networks that are less branching, with quasi-parallel streams and low typical junction angles.

4.3. Drainage network sensitivity to the source vs. lateral inflow ratio

Another question to answer is how network structure changes as a function of the source runoff or lateral inflow dominance. A way to test the observations discussed in Section 3.2 is to introduce a source discharge term even into the network optimization. Physically source terms can either represent at-a-point sources welling up as subsurface-return flow or saturation overland flow; or they can represent through flow entering the edge of the simulation field. In all of these scenarios drainage pattern initiation goes on under the constraint that runoff enrichment within the simulation field is small compared to the incoming runoff. In nature this latter case can be found e.g. at the bottom of steep undissected hillslopes with parallel flow path structure routing water onto a gentler surface where the actual drainage pattern initiation goes on, or at the bottom of escarpments where often spring sapping provides the base flow for drainage network initiation. The aim of this analysis is to test the effect of this extra starting discharge on network formation. Fig. 16 presents a simulated optimal network in which edge-pixels opposite to the outlet produce a significantly higher runoff than is produced within the simulation field itself. In order to get a clear impression about the effect, source flow over the edge length has been set to be 100 times higher than runoff enrichment within the simulation domain. \( \gamma \) is set to 0.5, so it corresponds to the lateral inflow dominated network in Fig. 14a. As in the single-junction analysis (Fig. 8), increased source-dominance leads to narrower junction angles (Fig. 16). The explanation used for the junction angle model can be recycled within the network framework. In the source dominated network the optimal junction angle is merely determined by the two source discharges and their sums. Within a given link discharge does not change noticeably, therefore an eventual backward shift of the junction position (the increase of the length of the main stream on the cost of the length of the tributaries) does not reduce tributary runoff rates. At the same time a backward shift of the junction position in a lateral inflow
4.4. Source flow-dominated networks in nature

We would like to draw attention to two possible applications of the above numerical observations and thought experiments. First, source-term dominated stream networks should have a different pattern from lateral inflow-dominated networks, just as Figs. 14 and 16 have different appearances. At the same time, we realize that possible source-terms in nature (sources, returning shallow subsurface flow and overland flow from steeper slopes) are relatively low discharge flows even under wet climates, and that these networks might also be more significantly fed by lateral inflow than by source flow. Hence in nature the difference between the two networks might not be traceable because of the numerous further effects influencing drainage network pattern. Karst terrains might represent testable exceptions, given the often significant and permanent discharge of karst sources.

As for the second remark, the typical location of the source flow-dominated and of the lateral inflow-dominated runoff should be associated with certain types of landforms. Mountain fronts and valley slope bottoms are locations where source flow-dominated runoff is characteristic. Subsurface return flow and occasionally significant overland flow from the steep slopes at the hillslope–piedmont boundary and on a smaller scale at the hillslope–thalweg boundary shift runoff conditions towards source flow dominance on piedmonts and thalwegs. In contrast, within-range network formation can be considered to be rather lateral flow dominated, because the contributing area of the channel heads in the majority of the cases is limited to the hollow.

The more parallel optimal structure of source-dominated networks (Fig. 16) can be used in the interpretation of mountain front and footslope drainage network structure. Piedmonts and footslopes rarely develop a typical branching drainage pattern like dissected mountain ranges and plateaus do. Piedmonts are characterized by parallel and in many cases continuously laterally shifting streams. We hypothesize that the source term dominance of runoff conditions at these geomorphological locations plays an important part in developing and maintaining the parallel drainage structure.

4.5. Drainage network characteristics under non-steady state runoff conditions

Fig. 17a presents characteristics of a network optimized under non-steady state runoff conditions. We consider two aspects of this type of network: the systematically downstream increasing junction angles, and...
The winding drainage pattern of the first order streams. The simulation demonstrates how optimal junction angles increase with increasing contributing area in the limited storm duration environment. \( \gamma = 0.95 \) was chosen because the difference in network pattern in the range of 0.5 to 1 is more pronounced than in the range of 0 to 0.5, but the same tendencies occur when the experiment is run with \( \gamma = 0.5 \), which corresponds to a common value occurring in nature (Tucker and Whipple, 2002, Table 1). Fig. 17 is the non-steady state version of Fig. 13. Runoff was computed using Eq. (19), and the characteristic storm duration number \( N_{SD0} \) is 1/3.

Fig. 17. a) Optimal drainage network simulated via non-steady state runoff, \( \gamma = 0.95, N_{SD0} \) is 1/3, lateral inflow-dominated runoff conditions. Note the downstream increasing junction angles and the winding first order streams. b) Junction angle averages as a function of drainage area. Junction angle tends to increase with increasing area below 2500 m², but it tends to decrease above 2500 m². The increasing tendency can be attributed to the effect of the flow path length sensitivity of non-steady runoff, whereas the decreasing tendency to the effect of the boundary conditions (one corner outflow). The overall mean is 80.5°. c) Optimal drainage network with the same model parameters as for a) (non-steady state runoff, \( \gamma = 0.95, N_{SD0} \) is 1/3, lateral inflow dominance), but without the possibility of crossing flow lines. Note the extremely long first order streams, as efficient means to minimize total cost due to \( h \) being 1 within these links.
The effect of the flow path length dependent runoff calculation on the optimal network shape can be understood if we consider the relationship between drainage area and flow path length. Using the empirically based Hack’s law, \( L_i \sim A_i^h \) \((h = 0.6; \text{ Hack, 1957})\), the cost function (Eqs. (21) and (22)) can be rewritten for the limited storm duration case as

\[
\Omega = \sum_i K A_i^\gamma \left( \frac{1}{1 + A_i^{\alpha \gamma}} \right)^n A_i L_i^h
\]

and for the generalized non-steady state runoff conditions:

\[
\Omega = \sum_i K A_i^\gamma A_i^{\gamma h \phi} L_i = \sum_i K A_i^\gamma (1 - \phi h) A_i L_i
\]

In Fig. 17, Eq. (21) has been used to compute total cost. As flow path length increases downstream in a channel, the cost \( C \) asymptotically goes from \( C \sim A_i^h \) to \( C \sim A_i^{\gamma(1-h)} \). This is due to the fact that the storm duration number converges \( 1/L'_f \sim A_i^{-h} \) to with increasing flow path length. The effective \( \gamma \), defined as \( \gamma(1-h) \), decreases downstream. Because \( h \sim 0.6 \), the cost function exponent shrinks downstream, converging toward about 0.4 times its upstream value. As \( \gamma \) decreases, the optimal network structure shifts towards a more branching structure with high average junction angles. This effect can be traced in Fig. 17b: junction angles increase downstream for the lower drainage areas. Opposite to the outlet, where flow path length is low, the network is less branching (the contorted pattern is due to another effect, which we discuss below). Close to the outlet, where flow path length is high, junction angles are also higher, and the network is strongly branching. Obviously the corner outflow structure forces to some extent convergence on the network and decreases junction angles for higher contribution areas, but compared to Fig. 13 where \( \gamma \) has a constant value, the difference is evident.

The other notable feature of Fig. 17a is the winding drainage pattern in the exterior links, in which channels form contorted loops. It is of particular importance that winding occurs in the exterior links, links connecting drainage sources with the first junctions. Within these links flow path length and contributing area are linearly proportional to one another. Note that we are on a raster basis, and that the network extends to all pixels of the simulation field. In the case of a network, where channel source is defined through a threshold, first order streams (exterior links) do not show necessarily linear area–length relationship, because catchments of first order streams in this case can have individual shapes, and therefore individual area–length relationships. In this paper no threshold to define first order streams was applied, therefore the importance of the shape of the contributing areas appears only for the second or higher order streams. In the first order streams the shape is linear, hence the area–length exponent is unity.

Because \( h \) is unity for the first order streams the effective \( \gamma \) drops below the value taken for the higher order streams. Effective \( \gamma \) can drop to zero or close to zero if the flow path length is long enough or \( \phi \) is one, or it can even become negative if the area–length exponent \( h \) grows above unity (Sólyom and Tucker, 2004, Fig. 6). A system like this minimizes its total cost by linking all the points with one path (Stevens, 1974; Rodriguez-Iiturbe et al., 1992). This structure increases the length over which \( h \) is unity and \( \gamma \) is around zero. The winding network pattern reflects this tendency. As soon as the first junction appears the area–length exponent drops below unity, the area dependence of the cost function becomes positive again, and a “normal” branching pattern develops. Fig. 17c presents an OCN where channel crossing was disabled. It is visible that first order streams in this figure also tend to be as long as possible producing similarly a contorted network pattern, but without crossings.

Although such winding patterns in natural first-order streams are physically impossible, certain consequences are to be kept in mind. In Section 3.4 it has been shown in connection with the effects of non-steady state runoff production on the individual junction angles that the negative flow path length dependence of runoff resulted in the instability and lateral shift of the junction position. We argue that a similar effect may operate on the network scale. Winding network segments are the manifestation of junction shifts within the OCN framework. In nature we expect them to appear as laterally shifting first order streams that do not settle down to a constant shape, because branching network structure represents a higher total cost level than the reorganizing pattern. The described OCN winding tells about the governing principles of the system.

Arid landscapes where this phenomenon is likely to be dominant show indeed geomorphic locations where lateral channel shift is the main erosional process. Footslopes on valley sides and gently sloping piedmont planes are subject to laterally shifting stream erosion (Bryan, 1922). Here we wish to offer the dependence of the flow path length sensitive runoff generation on the geometry of the first order streams (more just flow lines) as one of the causes hindering the development of a classical, branching drainage network at footslopes and piedmont planes. At the same time we realize that other
factors beside non-steady state runoff hydrology may also be partly if not dominantly responsible for the drainage particularities at these locations.

4.6. Summary

The sensitivity analysis of the network optimization has confirmed the already well-documented fact (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1992; Rodriguez Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997) that the exponent $\gamma$ plays a major role in determining the network’s character. With increasing $\gamma$ the network shifts from strongly branching towards a parallel flow path structure.

A somewhat more novel observation is that the source vs. lateral inflow dominance of runoff also affects the optimal network. With increasingly source-derived runoff, the network becomes less branching and parallel segments begin to dominate. This observation is hypothesized as the origin of the parallel network structure of piedmont slopes and footslopes, where runoff production is more source-dominated than in the more lateral inflow-dominated within-range networks.

Furthermore, the particular winding of first order streams in the non-steady state network points in our interpretation to the lateral instability of streams in these environments. The area–length geometry of sub-catchments has a special significance, because it alters the area exponent (effective $\gamma$) of the cost function. As long as the exponent $h$ can be kept in the vicinity of one, the cost’s sensitivity to the area is close to zero. This is obviously the most favorable constellation for a system tending to minimize the area dependent total cost.

5. Discussion

5.1. A real world example

A first test is whether predicted patterns qualitatively resemble observed patterns. We used a 30 m resolution USGS NED DEM from the Colorado High Plains to identify drainage patterns and to measure junction angles. This area was chosen because the High Plains has a semi-arid climate with roughly 500 mm precipitation a year, the bulk of which falls during the summer months in the form of convective thunderstorms. This climatology makes the Colorado High Plains a good location to test hypotheses about drainage network formation under non-steady state runoff. The aim is to investigate the relative importance of two effects: (1) increased source-dominance downstream, which should tend to decrease junction angles, and (2) downstream-decreasing peak discharge per unit area, which should tend to increase junction angles. The results (Fig. 18) show a tendency for the second of the two effects to dominate. In smaller basins (lower $A$), junction angles on average increase with drainage area. For the junctions with the highest drainage areas, angles drop back to 90°, which probably reflects the tendency for junction angles to decrease with increasing tributary discharge asymmetry (Howard, 1990).

It is worth examining the rate of change of junction angles as a result of a shift in the source vs. lateral inflow ratio and in peak discharge per unit area, respectively. The shift of the runoff conditions from the lateral inflow dominance to source dominance for $\gamma=0.95$ induces a junction angle shift in the range of 97°–45° (Fig. 8), for $\gamma=0.5$ in the range of 106°–90°, and for $\gamma=0.1$ in the range of 120°–112°. The shift of runoff conditions towards the non-steady state for $\gamma=0.5$ shifts the junction angle from 100° to 120° when runoff is lateral inflow dominated, and from 90° to 180° when runoff source flow-dominated.

A $\gamma$ value of around 0.5 is a reasonable assumption for many morphoclimatic environments, because $z$ in Eq. (16) for natural rivers is found to be commonly in the range of 0.4–0.6, though values ranging from 0.3 to greater than 1 have been found for individual basins (Tucker and Whipple, 2002). Furthermore, the derivation of Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1992) predicts that the
rate of energy expenditure in river networks scales with drainage area with the exponent 0.5.

Comparing the rate of change of the optimal junction angles for $\gamma=0.5$, we can conclude that the shift towards the non-steady runoff conditions triggers a stronger modification of the optimal junction angles than the shift towards source flow-dominance. This is especially true considering that runoff becomes more source flow-dominated going downstream, and that junction angle sensitivity to non-steady peak discharge increases with source dominance. We propose this as an explanation for the fact that DEM junction data support the second of the two hypotheses.

Another explanation relates to a possible scale difference between the two effects, with the source-versus-lateral effect manifesting on smaller scales, and with the non-steadiness manifesting on a bigger scale. Given the high uncertainty level in judging the exact scales associated with these processes we simply suggest that laterally high uncertainty level in judging the exact scales associated with these processes we simply suggest that laterally manifesting on smaller scales, and with the source-versus-lateral effect manifesting on bigger scales, we propose this as an explanation for the fact that DEM junction data support the second of the two hypotheses.

There is an important link with basin hydrology here. Consider that $\partial A/\partial x$ corresponds to lateral inflow, and $A$ corresponds to source flow. Thus, the ratio between the source flow and lateral inflow is identical to the advectivity ratio of Eq. (26). An important point emerges from this identity. The advectivity ratio not only determines information propagation through the channel network, but it also seems to exert an effect on the channel network pattern as a whole, as demonstrated in Section 3.3. Going downstream in the channel the advectivity ratio decreases, and runoff character becomes more diffusive (i.e., more source-dominated). This happens because instream flow ($Q$) overcomes lateral inflow ($\partial Q/\partial L$) as discharge increases from the headwaters towards the outlet. Hence downstream-increasing diffusivity of runoff exerts an effect on the junction angles and on the network structure as a whole.

6. Conclusions

Non-steady state hydrology is likely to dominate most basins in semi-arid to arid environments of the planet, but only the larger basins in more humid areas. Dry morphoclimatic environments show a characteristic landform patterns that may result in part from this difference. In this paper we identified characteristics of non-steady state runoff production, its effects on...
drainage network structure, and tried to link these to the 
typical landforms and patterns of these climatic 
environments.

The two focus points of the paper are an explanation 
for the downstream-increasing characteristic junction 
angles of the Colorado High Plains, and the identifica-
tion of links between non-steady hydrology and 
the planation of laterally unstable piedmont streams. The 
non-linear relationship between drainage area and peak 
discharge consequently affects the stream power 
distribution within the network. Stream power per unit 
channel length was used to conduct optimization runs 
both on the level of individual junctions and on the level 
of the whole network. The non-linear dependence of 
peak discharge on the drainage area modifies the area 
exponent that is key to the optimization. In the light of 
the systematic downstream decrease of the area 
exponent we interpreted the downstream increasing 
junction angles of the High Plains drainage networks as 
a manifestation of network optimization.

Under non-steady state hydrology, the area–length 
relationship of individual subcatchments influences the 
optimal network pattern. The optimization model im-
plies that a downstream lateral shift of junction positions 
will tend to occur, both on the level of the individual 
junctions and of the entire network. The system tends 
towards maximum possible flow path length because 
peak discharge per unit area is inversely related to flow 
path length. In this case, the area–length exponent \( h \) 
approaches unity and the generalized non-steady state 
flow path length exponent \( \varphi \) is unity as well; then the 
area exponent goes to zero and the area dependence of 
the cost function disappears. This unique opportunity to 
minimize total cost is exploited by the system by 
maximizing the length of those links in which \( h \) is unity. 

In our interpretation this phenomenon can play a role in 
semi-arid climates in the initiation of the characteristic 
piedmont planation surfaces that are characterized by 
laterally shifting channels and the absence of a well-
developed drainage network. Although the character-
istics of these surfaces perfectly fit the findings of our 
numerical runs, we acknowledge that other factors are 
likely to contribute to creating these characteristics of 
dryland piedmont surfaces.

In this paper we have not emphasized the difference 
between the limited storm duration induced and the 
limited storm size induced runoff production, but it too 
may have a morphologic impact. Further research can 
decode specifically the effect of the discontinuous flow 
path length dependence-characteristics of the limited 
storm size environment—on drainage network develop-
ment and landscape evolution. Similarly more work 
has to be done in general on the validation of the the-
oretical results of the paper.
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Abstract

Many of the small-scale arroyo systems found across southern Colorado contain well-preserved sedimentary records of prehistoric fluvial erosion and aggradation epicycles. In the following paper, we date a set of 50 ephemeral fluvial samples from four southern Colorado arroyo systems using a combination of single-grain and single-aliquot OSL techniques. Analysis of the sample $D_e$ distribution characteristics reveals that these arroyo sediments were subjected to a diverse array of bleaching conditions prior to deposition. The use of appropriate burial dose estimation procedures is therefore deemed vital to ensuring that accurate age estimates are produced for each of these samples. In this study we apply the formal ‘age model’ decision procedures of Bailey and Arnold [Statistical modelling of single-grain quartz $D_e$ distributions and an assessment of procedures for estimating burial dose. Quaternary Science Reviews, in press.] and Arnold [2006. Optical dating and computer modelling of arroyo epicycles in the American Southwest. D.phil. Thesis, University of Oxford, unpublished] to our fluvial sample dataset in order to enable a more objective selection of appropriate burial dose estimates. The resultant OSL chronostatigraphies are examined and discussed. These formal decision procedures yield sample ages that are stratigraphically consistent for 94% of the 50 fluvial samples examined. The resulting OSL ages also display a greater degree of stratigraphic consistency in comparison to those ages that would have been generated by simply applying a single type of age model to all samples.
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1. Introduction

The potential for heterogeneous bleaching is of foremost concern in any optical dating study of fluvial sediments. For optical dating to be suitable in a fluvial context we not only need suitable statistical procedures that can identify heterogeneously bleached samples, but also methods that can provide accurate estimates of true burial doses from these identified partially bleached samples. Several schemes have been published to address the problem of deriving the most accurate burial dose estimates from heterogeneously bleached $D_e$ distributions. Notable among these are the approaches of Olley et al. (1998), who advocated taking the mean of the lowest $x\%$ of measured $D_e$ values (where $x$ was calibrated and found to equal 5 for their sediments); the ‘leading edge’ approach of Lepper et al. (2000); and the minimum-age model of Gaibraith et al. (1999), in which the distribution of $D_e$ values is approximated by a truncated log-normal distribution, with the truncation point giving the best estimate of the true burial dose.

Each of these statistical methods can potentially yield significantly different burial dose estimates for a given $D_e$ distribution. Thus the question remains as to which of these approaches is/are the most suitable for routine use with heterogeneously bleached samples? Furthermore, on what basis do we decide to use these more complex types of burial dose estimation procedures instead of simpler
measures of central tendency? In the following study we use formal decision procedures to inform the selection of appropriate burial dose estimates on a sample-by-sample basis. This approach provides a transparent and systematic basis for choosing between the results of the different ‘age model’ techniques, and in doing so provides more defensible final OSL age estimates. The decision procedures employed in this study have been derived independently using empirical and modelled ephemeral fluvial $D_e$ datasets (following Bailey and Arnold, in press; Arnold, 2006). The main aim of this research is thus to apply these previously generated age model selection procedures to a set of unrelated fluvial samples that lack independent age control and to examine the resultant OSL chronostratigraphies obtained.

The samples being dated in this study are taken from four separate arroyo systems located across Fort Carson Military Reservation and Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site, southeastern Colorado. A total of 50 samples were collected from various palaeochannel infill deposits and intervening alluvial units exposed along sidewalls of the present-day channels (Table S1). These former channel and overbank flood deposits accumulated during previous arroyo cut-fill epicycles and represent an important record of Late Quaternary fluvial dynamics in this region.

2. The age model decision procedures

2.1. The single-grain decision procedure

Bailey and Arnold (in press) have recently formulated an age model decision procedure using experiments undertaken on simulated single-grain $D_e$ populations with known pre-burial, burial and post-burial doses. This decision procedure employs a range of measurable descriptive statistics to characterise single-grain $D_e$ distributions. These statistical criteria are then used to inform the selection of an appropriate age model for burial dose estimation (i.e. choose between the 3-parameter minimum-age model (MAM-3); the 4-parameter minimum-age model (MAM-4); the central-age model (CAM); and the lowest 5% age model (L-5%)). The proposed decision procedure is summarised in Fig. S1. For further details the reader is referred to Bailey and Arnold (in press). In the following research, this theoretically derived decision procedure is used to obtain single-grain burial dose estimates for the Colorado arroyo samples.

2.2. The single-aliquot decision procedure

The single-aliquot burial dose estimates are determined using the age model decision procedure proposed by Arnold (2006). This decision procedure was formulated empirically using 41 independently dated OSL samples (34 samples with $^{14}$C age control and 7 modern-age analogue samples) from two similar Southwestern arroyo systems (Cuyama River and Murray Springs-Curry Draw) (Fig. S2). This single-aliquot decision process is similar in principle to the single-grain procedure of Bailey and Arnold (in press) in that it uses broadly similar descriptive statistics (though different criteria) to inform age model selection. Only two age models (i.e. the CAM and MAM-3) are considered in this single-aliquot decision process because, between them, these statistical procedures provided the most accurate optical age estimates for all of the known-age samples tested.

3. Optical dating protocols

Refinement of pure coarse-grained quartz separates (typically 90–125, 125–180, or 180–250µm fractions; Table S1) was achieved using the standard laboratory preparation procedures outlined by Aitken (1998). Individual $D_e$ estimates were measured using small aliquots (100–300 grains/disc) for all 50 of the Colorado arroyo samples. Due to machine and time constraints replicate single-grain $D_e$ measurements were only made on a small (randomly selected) subset of 14 of these 50 samples. All $D_e$ measurements were made using Riso TL-DA-15 readers. The OSL signals were detected using a blue-sensitive EMI9235QA photomultiplier tube fitted with two 3mm thick U-340 filters.

Single-grain and single-aliquot $D_e$ estimates were both calculated using the SAR protocol (Murray and Wintle, 2000) shown schematically in Fig. S3. Single-aliquot $D_e$ estimates were accepted for further analysis if they displayed (i) recycling ratios within 10% of unity, (ii) OSL-IR depletion ratios (Duller, 2003) >0.9, (iii) thermal transfer <5% of the natural signal. Single-grain $D_e$’s were only accepted where (i) the recycling ratio $L_e/T_e$ points were consistent with each other within their 1σ errors, (ii) OSL-IR depletion ratios (Duller, 2003) were >0.9, (iii) thermal transfer was <10% of the natural signal, (iv) the error on the natural test dose signal was <20%, (v) calculated $D_e$ uncertainty was <30%, (vi) the natural signal intensity was >3σ of the late-light background signal. Any accepted grains or aliquots whose $D_e$ values represented statistical outliers (taken as >3 standard deviations from the mean $D_e$ value) were also eliminated from further analysis. Together these prior selection criteria typically lead to the rejection of <10% of the total measured single-aliquots and >95% of the measured single grains (compare $n$ and $n_1$ in Tables S2–S3). Individual $D_e$ errors are comprised of three uncertainty terms: (i) Random uncertainty arising from photon counting statistics. (ii) A growth curve fitting error. (iii) A systematic uncertainty of 1.5% per paired single-aliquot $L_e/T_e$ measurement (cf. Armitage, 2003) and 3.5% per paired single-grain $L_e/T_e$ measurement (cf. Thomsen et al., 2005).

Environmental dose rates (Table S1) were calculated using a combination of field gamma spectrometry (FGS), inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and neutron activation analysis (NAA). Where possible,
external $\gamma$-dose rates were calculated using FGS for those samples taken from inhomogeneous sedimentary units or from locations within 30 cm of a stratigraphic boundary. In all other cases, external $\gamma$-dose rates were calculated using the laboratory-based evaluation techniques of NAA or ICP-MS. External $\beta$-dose rate contributions were calculated using either ICP-MS or NAA measurements for all samples. Cosmic ray dose rate contributions were determined using the methods of Prescott and Hutton (1994).

4. Analysis of dose distributions

4.1. $D_e$ distribution characteristics

The single- aliquot and single-grain $D_e$ distributions obtained for these fluvial samples vary markedly in type and form (Fig. 1). The observed dose distributions may be broadly categorised into three characteristic groups:

Type 1: 36% of the single-aliquot $D_e$ distributions and 43% of the single-grain $D_e$ distributions exhibit ‘characteristic’ heterogeneously bleached forms (e.g. Fig. i). These samples typically have large overdispersion values (generally >30% for single-grain distributions and >20% for single-aliquot distributions) and display clear asymmetry with a statistically significant positive skewness.

Type 2: 10% of the single-aliquot $D_e$ distributions and 7% of the single-grain $D_e$ distributions display relatively little scatter and a limited range of individual $D_e$ values (e.g. 17–25 Gy in Fig. ii). This small group of adequately bleached samples is characterised by lower overall overdispersion values (typically <15%) and dose distributions that are either symmetric or only slightly (though not statistically significantly) positively skewed.

Type 3: The remainder of the fluvial samples represent an intermediary group of $D_e$ distributions that encompass a broad range of dose values (e.g. 14–40 Gy in Fig. iii), but which display only slight, if any, asymmetry (i.e. not statistically significant). It is likely that other sources of $D_e$ scatter besides/as well as heterogeneous bleaching (e.g. post-depositional mixing or variations in beta microdosimetry) are important in these types of samples.

There does not appear to be any obvious site-specific bias in these dose distribution patterns (cf. Tables S2 and S3). Furthermore, individual samples do not necessarily display the same types of dose distribution at both the single-grain and single-aliquot scales of analysis; only 6 of the 14 single-grain samples exhibit the same $D_e$ distribution types as their single-aliquot counterparts. The variety and complexity of these $D_e$ distributions indicates that the Colorado arroyo samples have been subjected to a diverse array of bleaching conditions and post-depositional processes. Appropriate characterisation of $D_e$ dispersion by selection of the most suitable age model procedure is therefore deemed vital to ensuring that accurate age estimates are produced.

4.2. Application of age model decision procedures

Tables S2 and S3 show the range of OSL ages that can be derived by applying the different age models considered in
the single-aliquot and single-grain decision procedures. These two tables also summarise the descriptive statistics used to inform the age model decision procedures of Bailey and Arnold (in press) and Arnold (2006). For each sample, the suggested age model selections of the single-aliquot and single-grain decision procedures are highlighted in bold.

These suggested age models yield OSL ages that are stratigraphically consistent (i.e. ‘bracketed’ by surrounding sample ages within their 1σ errors) for 45 of the 50 single-aliquot samples tested. Moreover, all 14 of the single-grain samples exhibit stratigraphically consistent ages (although fewer of these samples have surrounding ages for direct comparison against). It is interesting to note that the decision procedures favour the CAM in 50% of the single-grain samples measured, compared to only 26% of the single-aliquot samples. This trend is believed to reflect (i) the increased significance of other sources of $D_e$ scatter besides heterogeneous bleaching at the single-grain level (e.g. beta-dose heterogeneity, $D_e$ intrinsic grain-to-grain variations in luminescence characteristics and their consequent responses to fixed SAR conditions, and the introduction of scatter due to poorer counting statistics and measurement error). The ‘averaging out’ effects of multi-grain analysis ensure that these additional sources of variability contribute far less to single-aliquot $D_e$ scatter. (ii) Different ‘acceptance criteria’ are used at the single-grain and single-aliquot scales of analysis. Particularly poorly bleached grains that contribute to the cumulative light sums of multi-grain aliquots may otherwise be rejected at the single-grain level if they yield imprecise $D_e$’s or represent lone statistical outliers.

Table S4 and Fig. 2 show comparisons of the decision procedure age selections for the 14 samples that have replicate single-grain and single-aliquot $D_e$ measurements. Half of these samples have single-grain and single-aliquot ages that are statistically indistinguishable; the remaining 50% deviate from unity by $> \pm 10\%$. Assuming there are no significant systematic inconsistencies between the results of single-grain and single-aliquot measurement protocols, these paired age disparities likely reflect either (i) inappropriate age model selection at the single-grain/single-aliquot scale of analysis, (ii) appropriate age model selection but inherent problems of dating particularly poorly bleached samples using multi-grain approaches. It is difficult to distinguish between the relative importance of these two factors and it is likely that both have contributed to the single-grain and single-aliquot age inconsistencies. It is worth noting that the single-aliquot age estimates of 5 of these 7 discordant samples overestimate their paired single-grain counterparts. Furthermore, this systematic over-estimation remains even if the MAM-3 age model is selected for all these single-aliquot samples. These observations suggest that (ii) above may be the more important factor. In addition, there appears to be a site-specific bias to these trends; there is excellent correspondence between the single-grain and single-aliquot ages of all samples from Big Valley and Big Arroyo Site 1. In contrast, systematic single-aliquot age overestimations occur with all the samples from Big Arroyo Site 3 (Table S4). It is possible that the bleaching conditions of these latter deposits were so poor that none of the measured single-aliquots actually yielded fully reset $D_e$ estimates.

5. Final age estimates

The final OSL ages for these 50 samples are based on the single-grain $D_e$ estimates where available (i.e. for the subset of 14 samples) and the single-aliquot $D_e$ estimates in all other cases (Table S1). This combined OSL chronology displays a high degree of stratigraphic consistency between related samples, as reflected in the age–depth profiles shown in Fig. 3. Out of these 50 samples there are only 3 samples (02/11/16, 02/09/02 and 03/04/02) for which the decision procedure age estimates are not consistent with (i.e. ‘bracketed’ by surrounding sample ages within their 1σ errors. The first of these samples is consistent with its surrounding sample ages within the 2σ error range. The other two samples display the complex Type 3 $D_e$ distributions and are each assigned the CAM by the single-aliquot decision procedure. As Table S2 shows, use of the MAM-3 with these two samples would actually provide more consistent ages with their surrounding samples. Overall, however, the single-grain and single-aliquot decision procedures provide combined age estimates with good down-profile correspondence in 94% of these fluvial samples. This is particularly encouraging given that a relatively small number of grains and aliquots were accepted in the $D_e$ analysis of some of these samples (e.g. $n_i = <20$ for eight of the single-aliquot samples and four of the single-grain samples; Tables S2–S3).
It is important to stress that this study is not a quantitative test of the suitability of the age model decision procedures (since these fluvial samples are devoid of independent age control). It merely represents an application of these previously generated decision procedures to an unrelated fluvial sample dataset. Had a single type of age model simply been applied universally to this fluvial sample dataset, the resultant final age estimates would have displayed greater down-profile discordance. For instance use of the CAM throughout would have resulted in twice as many samples having stratigraphically inconsistent final age estimates (i.e. 6 of the 50 samples). Alternatively, universal use of the MAM-3 would have resulted in 5 inconsistent final sample ages (cf. Tables S2–S3). The decision procedures used in this research do not offer a definitive solution, but are successful in providing a
transparent and systematic means of assessing age model suitability on a sample-by-sample basis. The real solution to the problem of dating partially bleached samples ultimately lies with the development of more sophisticated age models that can capture the true complexity and diversity of fluvial dose distributions. In the meantime, these multi-faceted decision criteria offer a more objective means of selecting appropriate age models based on firm theoretical and empirical evidence.

The OSL ages presented here represent the first detailed absolute age control on arroyo-system evolution in the southern Colorado piedmont region. It is apparent from the age-depth profiles (Fig. 3) that aggradation has not occurred in a continuous or linear fashion during the Holocene. Protracted periods of aggradation have often been interrupted by relatively short lived, intermittent arroyo incision episodes, as indicated by hiatuses in sediment accumulation (e.g. 3.6–3.2 ka on Fig. 3i) or abrupt reductions in sedimentation rates (e.g. 3.5–1.7 ka on Fig. 3iv). These patterns are consistent with sedimentological evidence that also suggests multiple cut-fill arroyo epicycles have taken place within these basins during the Holocene. The basal fill ages obtained from the four separate palaeochannels in the Little Grand Canyon are particularly interesting (Table S1). These samples reveal that a synchronous, basin wide arroyo-filling epicycle was initiated at the terminus of the Altithermal period ca.6–5.4 ka, as has been witnessed in other small valleys of the Arkansas River basin (e.g. Bettis and Mandel, 2002).

6. Conclusions

1. This study is amongst the first to apply a systematic, multi-dimensional method for $D_e$ ‘age model’ selection. The age model selection procedures employed here were developed from independent analyses of simulated single-grain $D_e$ populations (Bailey and Arnold, in press) and known-age empirical single-aliquot $D_e$ datasets (Arnold, 2006).

2. Application of these predetermined decision procedures to a suite of 50 unrelated ephemeral fluvial samples yields final age estimates that are stratigraphically consistent in 94% of the cases tested.

3. Comparison of replicate single-grain and single-aliquot dates reveals statistically indistinguishable age estimates for 50% of the samples tested. Out of the remaining seven samples, five have single-aliquot ages, which systematically overestimate their single-grain counterparts. These disparities highlight the potential limitations of the single-aliquot technique when dealing with particularly poorly bleached samples (despite ‘appropriate’ age model selection).

4. Using this age model decision approach it has been possible to provide the first detailed absolute chronology of arroyo-system evolution in the southern Colorado piedmont region. The results qualitatively demonstrate that optical dating can offer a valuable chronological tool for investigating arroyo dynamics and causality when appropriate $D_e$ statistical treatments are employed.
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[1] An effective physics-based rule for the evolution of bedrock channel cross sections is required for quantitative modeling of the roles of climate, tectonics, and sediment supply in setting bedrock longitudinal profiles and landscape form. Here we propose a modeling strategy in which the spatial pattern of erosion rates in a channel cross section is calculated, allowing exploration of the origin of the channel cross-sectional profile, and of the dependence of channel width on flow discharge and channel slope. Our approach reproduces many of the scaling relationships observed in natural systems, including power-law width-discharge \((W \sim Q^{0.34})\) and width-slope \((W \sim S^{-0.2})\) relationships. Models of channel cross-sections linked in series and subject to varying rock uplift (baselevel lowering) rates produce concave-up longitudinal profiles with power-law slope-uplift \((S \sim B^{1.11})\) and width-uplift \((W \sim B^{-0.24})\) relationships. Our modeling strategy can easily be adapted to handle i) better representations of erosional processes, ii) better approximations of the flow structure, and iii) the role of non-uniform sediment mantling of the bed.


1. Introduction

[2] Models of mountain landscape response to changes in climate or rock uplift require a description of bedrock channel erosion, since bedrock-incising channels set the boundary condition for the rest of the landscape. In turn, a description of bedrock channels requires understanding how the erosion pattern depends on water and sediment discharge, local channel gradient, and bed roughness. While we have made considerable progress in modeling the evolution of longitudinal profiles of bedrock channels using simplified fluid mechanics and empirically-based scaling laws [e.g., Howard, 1994; Whipple, 2004], we have yet to develop a physics-based description of what sets bedrock channel geometry – the cross-sectional form and width-to-depth ratio of bedrock channels – or how this geometry responds to changes in climate, baselevel, or channel-bed lithology. Such a description is crucial to our understanding of landscape evolution, since channel cross-sectional geometry strongly influences fluid stresses and rates of erosion in natural systems.

[3] Here we describe a model for the evolution of the bedrock channel cross section based on the assumption that the incision rate at each point along the wetted perimeter of a channel scales with the local shear stress. By explicitly modeling the distribution of stresses along the channel perimeter, our model allows the bedrock channel to evolve to a steady-state geometry, without prescribing either channel shape or aspect ratio. The model reproduces many features observed in natural bedrock channels, including a positive power-law relationship between channel width and water discharge and an inverse power-law relationship between channel width and local gradient.

2. Background

[4] Most of the constraints for the hydraulic geometry of natural channels have come from alluvial rivers. These data suggest a nearly universal scaling for channel width, \(W\), as a power-law function of water discharge, \(Q\), with an exponent between 0.3–0.5 [e.g., Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Parker, 1979; Whipple, 2004]. In comparison to alluvial rivers, studies of hydraulic geometry of bedrock channels are relatively scarce. However, available data suggest that the width-discharge scaling for bedrock channels is similar to that for alluvial rivers [Duvall et al., 2004; Whipple, 2004].

[5] Two recent models have sought to describe controls on the characteristic width of bedrock channels. In the first, Finnegan et al. [2005] combine the Manning equation and conservation of water to describe the relationships among width, discharge and channel gradient. The authors derive a width-discharge scaling of \(W \sim Q^{3/8}\), and a width-gradient scaling of \(W \sim S^{-1/6}\), both of which compare favorably with empirical data from field sites with both uniform and spatially variable uplift rates. However, this model requires an assumption of a constant width-to-depth ratio in order to obtain closure of the system of equations employed. While this assumption appears to be consistent with observations from natural rivers, we are left with no explanation of how or why a channel evolves to an equilibrium hydraulic geometry.

[6] In a second recent contribution, Stark [2006] models bedrock channels by dividing the cross-sectional geometry into four segments: two on the channel floor divided at the channel midpoint, and one on each channel wall, with a fixed angle between the floor and wall. The average shear stress is modeled for each segment of the channel cross-section by balancing the integrated shear on the bed with the downstream component of the weight of the water. This model also describes the evolution of channel geometry in response to changes in external forcing, and includes probability distribution functions (PDFs) of discharges, which our model does not yet do. However, in order to link channels to hillslopes, the Stark [2006] model assumes
Figure 1. Schematic showing model setup. Shear stress \( \tau_b \) is a function of the maximum velocity \( U_{\text{max}} \) and the distance from the high velocity core, \( r \), where the maximum velocity is assumed to be at the center-top of the flow. Bed-normal erosion rate \( e_n \) is assumed to be linearly related to shear stress, and is decomposed into lateral \( (e_x) \) and vertical \( (e_z) \) components using the horizontal bed inclination, \( \alpha \), and the angle between the centerline vector and the horizontal, \( \phi \). Centerline depth, \( H_c \) and channel width, \( W \) evolve through the model run.

a fixed bank slope and therefore does not allow the channel cross-section to freely form its own shape.

3. Model Setup

[7] While our formulation is similar in principle to the work of Finnegan et al. [2005] and Stark [2006], we take two important steps beyond these and other previous studies by 1) explicitly modeling the erosion rate at each point along the wetted perimeter of a channel (Figure 1), and 2) allowing the channel cross section to evolve from any arbitrary geometry. The model channels are therefore “self-formed” in that the cross-sectional shape co-evolves with the erosion rate distribution until a stable form is achieved.

[8] We begin by prescribing the water discharge, local gradient, median grain size \( D_{50} \), and an initial (arbitrary) channel geometry. These prescribed parameters allow us to calculate a Chezy smoothness coefficient using a 1D logarithmic approximation for bed roughness [Julien, 1998, table 6.1], and a mean velocity (equation (1)), and discharge (equation (2)) for any value of water depth:

\[
\eta_h = C_h \sqrt{R_h S} \quad (1)
\]

\[
Q_h = \eta_h A_h \quad (2)
\]

Here \( C_h \) is the Chezy coefficient describing bed smoothness, \( R \) is the hydraulic radius (cross sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter), \( S \) is the local energy gradient (here assumed equal to the water surface gradient), \( \eta \) is the mean water velocity, \( Q \) is the water discharge, \( A \) is the cross-sectional area, and the subscript \( h \) denotes dependence of a parameter on water depth. By minimizing the misfit between calculated values of \( Q_h \) and the prescribed discharge for any estimated water depth, we obtain a best-fit hydraulic radius and corresponding mean velocity.

[9] The maximum velocity, \( U_{\text{max}} \), is taken to lie at the water surface in the channel center, and is obtained from the mean velocity found in equation (2) using the law of the wall. The mean velocity gradient at any point \( k(x,z) \) along the channel perimeter is then \( U_{\text{max}}/r(l) \), where \( r(l) \) is the radial distance from the channel centerline to the channel bed at position \( l \) (Figure 1). We can then calculate the bed-normal component of the velocity gradient at a characteristic roughness height \( z_o \):

\[
\frac{du}{dl} \bigg|_{z_o} = \frac{u_s}{k z_o} \cdot \sin(\phi - \alpha) = \frac{U_{\text{max}}}{z_o} \cdot \frac{1}{\ln(\frac{r(l)}{z_o})} \cdot \sin(\phi - \alpha) \quad (3)
\]

where \( z_o \) is a roughness height (= 6.8 \( D_{50} \)), \( k \) is von Kármán’s constant, \( u \) is the shear velocity, and all other variables are as defined previously. Following Prandtl, we then scale the shear stress at each point on the bed with the square of this bed-normal velocity gradient [e.g., Furbish, 1997]:

\[
\tau(l) = \varphi \rho A_h \left( \frac{du}{dl} \bigg|_{z_o} \right)^2 \quad (4)
\]

Here \( \rho \) is the density of water, and \( \varphi \) is a dimensionless scale factor that ensures a force balance by dictating that the average shear stress along the perimeter is equal to the downstream component of the weight of water [e.g., Parker, 1979; Stark, 2006]:

\[
\varphi = \frac{g S}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{du}{dl} \bigg|_{z_o} \right)^2 \cdot dl(i)} \quad (5)
\]

where \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity, the summation is over \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) points along the channel perimeter, and \( dl(i) \) is the length of a channel perimeter element at position \( i \). The sum of equations (1)–(5) is solved numerically by discretizing the channel perimeter into a set of \((x,z)\) points, and calculating the shear stress at each point using equations (4) and (5). We then make the assumption that the bed-normal incision rate at each point scales linearly with the shear stress at that point:

\[
e_n(l) = K \tau(l) = K \varphi \rho A_h \left( \frac{du}{dl} \bigg|_{z_o} \right)^2 \quad (6)
\]

This assumption, which represents the simplest form of wear law one might reasonably adopt, is frequently used in erosion models [e.g., Howard and Kerby, 1983]. It is most applicable to fine-grained cohesive materials that respond to fluid stresses by detachment of small, easily suspended grains or aggregates. Equation (6) is used to calculate the \( x \) and \( z \)-components of the erosion rate from the slope of the channel bed, and iteratively update channel shape, velocity, and wall shear using a simple forward-difference scheme.

4. Results

4.1. Channel Geometry

[10] Beginning with either a flat-floored “GS-type” channel [e.g., Parker, 1979], or a simple “V” shaped
channel, model runs for single channel cross-sections with prescribed discharge and gradient quickly converge to a stable, concave-up cross-sectional geometry (e.g., Figure 2a). This stable geometry arises from an inherent self-regulating mechanism described by equations (3)–(4): as the radial distance from a point on the bed to the high velocity core increases, the bed-normal incision rate at that point decreases, and vice-versa. As channels widen, the ratio of lateral to vertical incision rates should therefore decrease; conversely, as channels deepen, this ratio should increase.

The equilibrium geometry is adjusted so that each point on the channel lowers at a uniform vertical rate. At any point on the cross section, this lowering rate is related to the bed-normal incision rate through:

\[ e_n = \frac{d\eta}{dt} \cos \alpha \]  

(7)

Where \( e_n \) is the bed-normal incision rate, \( \eta \) is the absolute elevation of a point on the profile, and \( \alpha \) is the local sidewall gradient (see Figure 1). At the channel midpoint, the vertical lowering rate is equal to the bed-normal incision rate and we can replace \( r(l) \) in equations (5)–(6) with the channel depth \( H \). Substituting into equation (7) and rearranging, we find:

\[ \left( \frac{\ln \left( \frac{H}{e_0} \right)}{\ln \left( \frac{r}{e_0} \right)} \right)^2 = \frac{\cos \alpha}{\sin(\phi - \alpha)} \]

(8)

While there is no apparent analytical solution to equation (8) for channel shape \( z(x) \), numerical results verify that this relationship is satisfied by the equilibrium cross-channel geometry.

Model channels subject to varying discharges each evolve to a nearly constant width-to-depth ratio (W/D) for a given bed material (Figure 2b). To a first approximation, this model result verifies the constant W/D assumption on which the analytical formulation of Finnegan et al. [2005] rests. As demonstrated in that paper, a constant W/D ratio allows the scaling relationships among channel width, slope, and discharge to be derived analytically.

Holding discharge constant at 20 m³/sec, we varied channel slope over two orders of magnitude to evaluate the response of channel width. These model runs produce a width-slope scaling of \( W \sim S^{0.2} \) (Figure 2c), consistent with...
Our initial condition for modeling the co-evolution of channel width and gradient is a series of forty “V”-shaped channels aligned on a linear ramp with a gradient of $10^{-2}$. We prescribe a downstream distribution of discharge of $Q \sim y^{3.7}$ [e.g., Whipple and Tucker, 1999], and a spatially uniform rock uplift rate (or baselevel lowering rate) $B$. The width and gradient then co-evolve in response to the imposed tectonic forcing.

[15] Varying $B$ from 0.5 mm/yr to 4 mm/yr, all model channels reach an equilibrium channel width and longitudinal profile form, in which the channel width and gradient have each responded to changes in rock uplift rate (Figure 3). The dependence of channel gradient on rock uplift rate ($S \sim B^{0.34}$) is slightly weaker than that predicted from previous theoretical studies that do not incorporate a dynamic width adjustment ($S \sim B^{0.5}$ assuming a shear stress erosion rule [e.g., Whipple and Tucker, 1999]). This result underscores the importance of width adjustment as an additional degree of freedom for channel response. While the width response is less pronounced ($W \sim B^{-0.24}$), the inverse relationship between width and rock uplift rate is also consistent with the observation that natural channels are commonly narrower in regions with higher rock uplift rates [e.g., Duvall et al., 2004; Whittaker et al., 1996].

[16] In model runs in which the rock uplift rate is changed instantaneously, the transient response of an initial steady-state bedrock channel proceeds as an upstream-migrating wave of incision (Figure 4), consistent with previous modeling and field studies of bedrock channels [Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Crosby and Whipple, 2006]. This wave of incision is characterized by a simultaneous steepening and narrowing of the bedrock channel [e.g., Whittaker et al., 1996]. Log-log plots of slope vs. discharge (Figure 4b) are consistent with previous studies of bedrock channels [e.g., Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Wobus et al., 2006] which suggest that the steepness index (the y-intercept of the log-log relationship) is sensitive to the rock uplift rate, while the concavity index (the slope of the log-log relationship) is not.

5. Discussion

[17] Our simple model for the evolution of bedrock channel geometry creates smooth, concave channel cross-sections with width-discharge and width-slope scaling relationships similar to those found in natural systems (Figure 2). The model takes at least two important steps beyond previous studies by explicitly describing the spatial distribution of stresses on the channel bed, and eliminating the need for a priori constraints on channel geometry. This formulation also creates a natural feedback mechanism between the erosion rate and the distance from the high-velocity core of the flow, which drives self-organization of the channel cross-section. The consistency of our results with empirical observations suggests that this simple formulation may capture the essential physics controlling the evolution of bedrock channels. However, a number of complicating factors have been omitted from our analysis which should be explored in future studies.

[18] First, we have neglected the role of cross-channel variations in sediment cover and erosive process. Sediment plays the dual role of protecting the bed from erosion and providing tools for abrasion [e.g., Gilbert, 1877; Sklar and...
Dietrich, 2004]. In natural channels, we might expect the sediment mantle to be thickest near the channel center, primarily protecting the bed, and thinner near the channel walls, primarily providing tools for abrasion. Explicit consideration of the spatial distribution of sediment cover in our model channels might therefore be expected to enhance erosion at the channel walls and limit erosion near the channel center, increasing the width-to-depth ratio at equilibrium [Hancock and Anderson, 2002]. By assuming that erosion rate scales linearly with local shear stress, we have also not acknowledged the likely variation of erosional process and process efficiencies with position in the channel cross-section (for example, bedload abrasion on the bed vs. suspended load abrasion on the channel walls). Our formulation also assumes that the maximum flow velocity is restricted to the channel midpoint. In natural channels, maximum velocities should instead be found in a high velocity core that might extend across much of the middle part of the channel [e.g., Knight and Sterling, 2000], which would also increase their width-to-depth ratio at equilibrium. Further exploration of cross-channel velocity structure and other erosive processes would broaden the applicability of the model to natural systems.

Channel geometry in the model equilibrates to a constant discharge, rather than to a probability distribution of discharge events. As shown by Stark [2006], this simplification might have important implications for the equilibrium shape of the channel cross-section if threshold effects are important in the dominant erosive process [e.g., Snyder et al., 2003; Tucker, 2004]. Future work will incorporate both a threshold shear-stress erosion model and a PDF of discharge events into our model framework to evaluate the impacts of these natural complexities.

The model’s behavior is consistent with the hypothesis that bedrock channels will respond to a change in rock uplift rate by adjusting both their width and their gradient. However, in comparison to recent work by Duvall et al. [2004], in which channel width decreases by a factor of three for a seven-fold increase in rock uplift rate, our model suggests considerably less adjustment of channel width (≈1.5–2 fold decrease; see Figure 3). This discrepancy might reflect temporal and spatial changes in bed material in natural systems, which we have kept steady in each of the model runs. For example, most of the low uplift zone channels described in Duvall et al. [2004] have headwaters dominated by considerably stronger lithologies than those in the high uplift zone channels. Such a configuration is likely to correlate with relatively higher roughness values in the low-uplift rate streams. As described above and illustrated in Figure 2c, this would drive the low uplift zone channels towards a larger equilibrium width than would be expected with a finer sediment load.

Finally, our model suggests that channel width can adjust to changes in discharge or sediment composition in the absence of tectonic forcing (e.g., Figure 2d). The timescale for the adjustment of channel shape to a change in climatic forcing (I.E., discharge) should scale simply as the ratio of channel depth to the vertical incision rate. That this timescale might be as short as $10^3$–$10^4$ years in natural systems suggests that a stable cross-sectional geometry might be more commonly achieved than a stable longitudinal profile form [e.g., Whipple, 2004]. Because cross-sectional geometry can adjust locally to changes in water...
and sediment flux, channel widening might actually prolong the adjustment of the long profile by providing an additional mechanism for channels to partition their erosional work.

6. Conclusions

[22] The geometry of a bedrock channel co-evolves with its flow field, which ultimately drives the system to a stable cross-sectional form. Our formulation, in which these feedbacks are enacted, reproduces many features of natural channels, including a power-law scaling between width and discharge with an exponent of $\sim 0.4$, a power-law scaling between width and gradient with an exponent of $\sim 0.2$, and a nearly constant width-to-depth ratio for a given bed material composition. These features emerge from the model without any a priori assumptions about channel shape or aspect ratio. Future work, guided by more detailed observations from natural channels, should explore the effects of sediment cover, erosion thresholds, and changes in erosive process on the geometry of bedrock channels. Ultimately, these studies will elucidate our understanding of how sediment size and flux influence bedrock incision rates, how strath terraces are formed, and how drainage networks respond to changes in climatic or tectonic conditions.
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[1] The cross-sectional shape of a natural river channel controls the capacity of the system to carry water off a landscape, to convey sediment derived from hillslopes, and to erode its bed and banks. Numerical models that describe the response of a landscape to changes in climate or tectonics therefore require formulations that can accommodate evolution of channel cross-sectional geometry. However, fully two-dimensional (2-D) flow models are too computationally expensive to implement in large-scale landscape evolution models, while available simple empirical relationships between width and discharge do not adequately capture the dynamics of channel adjustment. We have developed a simplified 2-D numerical model of channel evolution in a cohesive, detachment-limited substrate subject to steady, unidirectional flow. Erosion is assumed to be proportional to boundary shear stress, which is calculated using an approximation of the flow field in which log-velocity profiles are assumed to apply along vectors that are perpendicular to the local channel bed. Model predictions of the velocity structure, peak boundary shear stress, and equilibrium channel shape compare well with predictions of a more sophisticated but more computationally demanding ray-isovel model. For example, the mean velocities computed by the two models are consistent to within $\sim 3\%$, and the predicted peak shear stress is consistent to within $\sim 7\%$. Furthermore, the shear stress distributions predicted by our model compare favorably with available laboratory measurements for prescribed channel shapes. A modification to our simplified code in which the flow includes a high-velocity core allows the model to be extended to estimate shear stress distributions in channels with large width-to-depth ratios. Our model is efficient enough to incorporate into large-scale landscape evolution codes and can be used to examine how channels adjust both cross-sectional shape and slope in response to tectonic and climatic forcing.


1. Introduction

[2] Numerical models of landscape evolution have evolved to the point where they can now be used to understand how river systems transmit changes in base level through drainage networks [e.g., Bishop et al., 2005; Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Loget et al., 2006; Berlin and Anderson, 2007]; how landscapes respond to changes in climate [e.g., Tucker and Slingerland, 1997; Whipple et al., 1999]; and how erosion and tectonics might interact at the orogen scale [Beaumont et al., 1992; Whipple and Meade, 2004; Simpson, 2006]. While these modeling efforts have clearly bolstered our understanding of how landscapes function, in nearly all of them the assumption is made that bedrock channel width is a simple power law function of upstream drainage area. This is a particular problem for exploring the dynamics of landscapes, since recent work has shown that these power law relationships break down in exactly the settings we find most interesting from a tectonic perspective [e.g., Harbor, 1998; Lave and Avouac, 2001; Montgomery and Gran, 2001; Finnegan et al., 2005; Amos and Burbank, 2007; Whittaker et al., 2007]. Since the cross-sectional form of a bedrock river controls its ability to carry water off a landscape, to convey sediment derived from hillslopes, and to erode its bed and banks, unaccounted changes in channel shape through time could have important implications for landscape dynamics.

[3] In addition to providing better parameterizations of erosion that can feed into landscape evolution models, understanding the controls on channel geometry is an important research target in its own right. For example, dozens of geomorphic studies have relied on radiometric dates obtained from strath terraces (river terraces carved directly into bedrock) to reconstruct rates of fluvial erosion through time [e.g., Merritts et al., 1994; Hancock et al.,...
flow. The details of the model formulation are given by Wobus et al. [2006b]; a brief summary is provided here.

[7] The flow structure in the Wobus, Tucker, and Anderson model is calculated by the simultaneous solution of four equations describing the mean velocity, hydraulic roughness, and momentum balance in the model channels. First, the requirement that the channel must convey the prescribed discharge is combined with a modified Chézy formulation to determine the cross-sectional area and mean velocity of the flow for a given cross section (equations (1) and (2))

\[ Q = \pi A \]  
\[ \bar{v} = C \sqrt{RS} \]  
\[ C = 2.5 \sqrt{\ln \left( \frac{0.37R}{l_0} \right)} \]

where \( Q \) is the water discharge, \( \bar{v} \) is the mean flow velocity, \( C \) is the Chézy smoothness coefficient, \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the flow, \( R \) is the hydraulic radius (cross-sectional area divided by wetted perimeter), and \( S \) is the channel gradient. The Chézy coefficient \( C \) is a function of both the bed roughness and the hydraulic radius, and is calculated in equation (2b) using an empirical relationship described by Julien [1998]. Here \( l_0 \) represents an effective roughness length from the bed at which the velocity goes to zero, and is measured perpendicular to the channel boundary; \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity at the Earth’s surface.

[8] Conservation of momentum requires that the integrated shear stress on the bed is balanced by the downslope component of the weight of water [e.g., Parker, 1979; Stark, 2006]

\[ \int_0^P \tau_b dp_b = \rho g AS \]  

where \( P \) is the total distance along the wetted perimeter of the channel, \( \tau_b \) is the local boundary shear stress, \( dp_b \) is an increment of distance along the channel’s wetted perimeter, and \( \rho \) is the density of water. Once the flow depth and velocity are determined, the task that remains is to determine how the shear stress is distributed along the wetted perimeter of the channel in a manner that satisfies equations (1)–(3). For simplicity, the formulation follows Prandtl’s mixing length hypothesis, which states that the bed shear stress at each point along the wetted perimeter of the channel is proportional to the square of the near-bed velocity gradient [e.g., Furbish, 1997]

\[ \tau_b = \rho L^2 \left( \frac{du}{dr} \right)_{r=l_0} \]

where \( L \) is the mixing length, \( r \) is a coordinate measured between the wall of the channel and the channel midpoint, and \( l_0 \) is the effective roughness length scale as above.

[9] Here a series of assumptions is required in order to efficiently reproduce the flow structure and shear stress

2. Model Descriptions

2.1. Wobus, Tucker, and Anderson Model

[6] The goal of the model presented by Wobus et al. [2006b] is to allow channels to adjust both their cross-sectional shape and their longitudinal profile form in response to tectonic or climatic perturbations. Such perturbations are expected to occur over timescales on the order of \( 10^7 \)–\( 10^8 \) years. As such, the formulation requires trade-offs to be made between computational efficiency and faithful implementation of fluid physics in open channel
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distribution. First, the model assumes that the maximum velocity occurs in the center of the channel at the top of the flow (Figure 1a). This assumption is broadly consistent with measurements from natural and experimental channels, in which the maximum velocity is typically found near the center of the channel and slightly below the surface [e.g., Knight and Sterling, 2000; Ma et al., 2002]. Placing the maximum velocity at the water surface simplifies the model without substantial departure from this observation. Second, the velocity gradient near the bed is assumed to scale with the mean velocity gradient between wall and centerline by employing the law of the wall along “rays,” \( r \), drawn from the channel centerline to the bed

\[
\frac{du}{dr} \bigg|_{\rho = \rho_0} = \frac{U_{\text{max}}}{l_0} \frac{1}{\ln(r/l_0)}
\]

where \( r \) is a radial coordinate measuring distance from the channel wall to the centerline. Third, the formulation resolves the “total” velocity gradient onto a bed-normal vector in order to determine the shear stress. And finally, the mixing length scale \( L \) is assumed to be invariant along the wetted perimeter of the channel. The magnitude of \( L \) is found by combining equations (3) and (4) [e.g., Wobus et al., 2006b].

It is important to note that the approach outlined above does not require calculation of the full velocity structure of the flow. However, once the distribution of bed shear stresses has been estimated, it can be used to reconstruct the distribution of the shear velocity field by calculating the shear velocity at each point \( U_* = \sqrt{\tau_b/\rho} \), and applying the law of the wall along bed-normal vectors. Note that because Prandtl’s mixing theory is built upon momentum exchange and turbulent stresses across velocity gradients, the orientation of these vectors with respect to gravity does not enter into the formulation. Local flow depth is therefore only important as it relates to the length scale that determines the velocity gradient in equation (4). As a test of the degree to which the resulting flow structure is reasonable, the cross-sectionally averaged velocity can then be recalculated by projecting the velocities from these bed-normal vectors onto a Cartesian grid and finding the mean value of the gridded velocity structure (Figure 1b). This exercise typically yields a mean flow velocity that is within 1–3% of that required to satisfy equation (1) (Figure 1c), suggesting that the approximation of the flow structure is reasonable to first order, and obeys this integral constraint.

The result of the assumptions made by the WTA model is an efficient approximation of the flow structure and the distribution of shear stress along the bed and banks. By assuming that the erosion rate depends on the local shear stress, the formulation can then be used to evolve channel cross sections quickly enough that both cross-sectional forms and longitudinal profiles can be modeled over geologically relevant timescales [e.g., Wobus et al., 2006b]. The original WTA model makes the assumption that erosion rate scales linearly with shear stress [e.g., Howard and Kerby, 1983]; however, any erosion rule that depends on the local shear stress could also be used.

2.2. Ray-Isovel Model

Kean and Smith [2004] developed a method for determining the distribution of velocity and boundary shear stress across the entire cross section of a straight channel. Their method, which is a generalization of the approach of Houyou et al. [1990], numerically solves the momentum equation for steady, uniform flow using a ray-isovel turbulence closure. The approach provides a foundation for making sediment transport and geomorphic adjustment calculations, because it accurately resolves the relative distribution of stress between the bed and the banks of channels of arbitrary cross section. A brief overview of the method is given below. The reader is referred to Kean and Smith [2004] for a complete description of the approach, as well as descriptions of the additional steps required to incorporate the effects of form drag on roughness elements such as the stems of rigid vegetation, which will be neglected within the analysis of this paper.

The ray-isovel model calculates fluid stress along curves (rays) that run perpendicular to lines of constant velocity (isovels) (Figure 2). The rays begin perpendicular to the channel boundary and end at the surface. Leighly [1932] first used this approach empirically to determine the stress distribution in natural channels from measured velocity fields. Simultaneous determination of both the velocity and boundary shear stress fields, however, requires numerical integration. The procedure involves alternately solving for the velocity field, defined in a Cartesian coordinate system, and for the fluid stress and eddy viscosity fields, which are defined more easily in the orthogonal ray-isovel coordinate system. The momentum equation for steady, stream-wise uniform flow in a channel is given by

\[
0 = \rho g S + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \rho_k \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \rho_k \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \right)
\]

[14] In this equation, \( K \) is the kinematic eddy viscosity and \( u \) is the velocity in the downstream (x) direction. The variables \( y \) and \( z \) represent the cross-stream and vertical directions, respectively. The boundary conditions for equa-
tion (6) are that \( \partial u/\partial z = 0 \) at the water surface and \( u = 0 \) at a roughness length perpendicular to the boundary, \( l = l_0 \).

The two terms in parentheses in equation (6) represent the deviatoric stress components \( \tau_{yy} \) and \( \tau_{xx} \). Stress throughout the channel also can be specified by the rays, which define the direction of shear along which mixing occurs. The boundary shear stress \( (\tau_b) \) between any two rays is simply equal to the downstream component of the weight of water between the rays divided by the length of wetted perimeter that separates them. Similarly, the interior shear stress along a ray a distance \( l \) from the boundary \( (\tau_b) \) is equal to the downstream component of the weight of water between two rays from \( l \) to the surface, divided by length along the isovel between the two rays. The ray-isovelo coordinate system also is used to define a scalar eddy viscosity that relates \( \tau_b \) to the velocity gradient along a ray

\[
\tau_{lb} = \rho K (\partial u/\partial l)
\]

The functional form of \( K \) near the boundary used by Kean and Smith [2004] is

\[
K = \kappa u_\ast l (\tau_{lb}/\tau_b)
\]

where \( \kappa \) is von Karman’s constant, and \( u_\ast \) is the shear velocity. The eddy viscosity is assumed to increase linearly along each ray until it reaches the channel-scale eddy viscosity, \( K_\infty \), defined as

\[
K_\infty = \kappa (gSR)^{1/2} H_c / \beta
\]

where \( H_c \) is the flow depth, \( R \) is the hydraulic radius, and \( \beta \) is a constant equal to 6.24. In an infinitely wide channel, the value of \( \beta = 6.24 \) is that required to match the eddy viscosity profile in the linearly increasing portion of the profile (i.e., \( z/H < 0.2 \)) with the channel-scale eddy viscosity defined in equation (9) (see Kean and Smith [2004] for a complete discussion). This algebraic form for the eddy viscosity has previously been shown to give good agreement with experimental results [e.g., Shimizu, 1989].

Having defined \( K \) for the entire cross section it is possible to solve equation (6) iteratively for \( u \). The procedure starts with an initial guess of the boundary shear stress distribution and the velocity in the interior. Then the computation alternately solves the momentum equation (6) for \( u \) and equations for \( \tau_{lb}, \tau_{l0}, \) and \( K \) until the flow solution converges. To reduce the number of grid points required in the calculation, the velocity within a short distance of the boundary is computed using the law of the wall

\[
u = \frac{u_\ast}{\kappa} \ln \left( \frac{l}{l_0} \right)
\]

To date, the ray-isovelo method described above has been applied only to laboratory flumes and natural channels with fixed cross-sectional geometries [Griffin et al., 2005; Kean and Smith, 2005]. In this paper, a simple erosion component is added to the modeling framework in order to permit the channel to change shape with time on the basis of the flow and sediment transport conditions. The erosion model used here is identical to the one used by Wobus et al. [2006b] and assumes that the bed-normal erosion rate scales linearly with the local boundary shear stress. Equilibrium channel geometries using this erosion model are computed for a constant discharge, channel slope, and channel roughness. The calculation begins with an initial cross section, the choice of which is arbitrary. Next, the stage corresponding to the specified discharge is determined iteratively. This phase of the computation typically requires three trials and is necessary because the discharge is not specified a priori in the ray-isovelo calculation (i.e., it is an output of the calculation). After the flow and boundary shear stress fields for the specified discharge are determined, the \( y \) and \( z \) components of the erosion rate are determined from the bed slope and local boundary shear stress, and a new cross section is computed. The calculation is repeated in this manner until the channel geometry reaches an equilibrium shape. Despite being computationally less intensive than fully three-dimensional (3-D) numerical flow and geomorphic adjustment models, the ray-isovelo approach requires approximately 2 orders of magnitude more time to compute equilibrium geometries relative to the semianalytical WTA method described in the previous section.

2.3. Depth-Slope Product

An assumption that is commonly employed in modeling the long-term evolution of bedrock channels is that the
cross-sectionally averaged shear stress is proportional to the depth-slope product

$$\tau = \rho g HS$$

(11)

where $\bar{\tau}$ is the average shear stress and $H$ is the average depth of the flow. This expression can be derived from equation (3) for channels with a large width-to-depth ratio, where the width is approximately equal to the wetted perimeter and the wall stresses can be neglected. By extension, one might expect that a momentum balance could be applied locally, such that the local shear stress can be approximated by the local depth-slope product [e.g., Li et al., 1976; Parker, 1979]:

$$\tau(y) = \alpha_s \rho g H(y)S$$

(12)

where $\tau(y)$ and $H(y)$ are the shear stress and depth evaluated at position $y$ along the cross section, and $\alpha_s$ is a constant coefficient that ensures the momentum balance in (3) is satisfied.

[20] While it is appealing in its simplicity, there are at least two problems with this approximation of the shear stress distribution that make it unsuitable for modeling the dynamics of bedrock rivers. First, this formulation is inappropriate for channels with small width-to-depth ratios, since wall stresses represent an important component of energy dissipation and cannot be neglected to arrive at equation (11). Second, even in a wide channel, the depth-slope product gives a poor approximation to local stress close to the banks. For these reasons, such a model cannot be used to evolve cross sections through time, since the formulation would inevitably lead to a runaway feedback in which depth and local shear stress grow indefinitely in the deepest portions of the channel. The inadequacy of the depth-slope product for expressing local stress along a complete channel perimeter may at first seem startling. To demonstrate how and where the depth-slope product deviates from boundary stress even under unidirectional flow, several of the illustrations below compare boundary shear stress distribution with the stresses one would estimate using $\tau(y) = \alpha_s \rho g H(y)S$.

3. Intermodel Comparisons

[21] Although the details of the two hydraulic models are different, the essence of the WTA and ray-isovel model (RIM) models is quite similar. Both models reconstruct the flow field by assembling a series of rays through the flow, and calculating a 1-D velocity structure along each ray. These 1-D velocity structures are then used to construct the full two-dimensional structure of the flow. The main differences between the two formulations lie in the orientation of these rays within the flow, and in the parameterization of the kinematic eddy viscosity. The WTA model uses a simplification in which the rays are straight line segments drawn normal to the bed, while the RIM model ensures that the rays are constructed so that they are everywhere normal to lines of constant velocity. In addition, the RIM model uses a two-part eddy viscosity formulation, while the WTA model does not.

[22] To facilitate intermodel comparisons, the RIM and WTA models were each run to steady state under a series of identical discharge, slope, and roughness conditions. In all cases, model cross sections were started from a simple “V-shaped” geometry, and were allowed to evolve until both the channel geometry and the flow field stabilized. Below we compare the models’ representations of channel cross-sectional shape, velocity structure, and boundary shear stress distributions at steady state, along with the shear stress predictions of the depth-slope product rule for our equilibrium geometry (section 3.1). We then briefly explore the scaling relationships among width, depth, slope, discharge, and roughness for the WTA and RIM models (section 3.2). In all cases, we find that the WTA and RIM models behave similarly, suggesting that the simplified WTA model captures the essence of the more computationally expensive RIM hydraulic formulation.

[23] We next compare the WTA model to the predictions from other available models and laboratory measurements for channels with both straight and gently curving cross-sectional profiles (section 3.3). Finally, we compare the shear stress distributions predicted by the RIM and WTA models for a set of prescribed cross-sectional shapes with varying aspect ratios. This inspires improvements to the WTA model that allow better representation of the flow structure in wide channels (section 3.4).

3.1. Flow Structure

[24] The channel form in both models must evolve to a steady state geometry in which (1) the cross-sectional shape and velocity structure are adjusted to convey the prescribed discharge; (2) the momentum balance in equation (3) is satisfied; and (3) the shear stress distribution at steady state (and therefore the erosion rate) is adjusted such that the channel will maintain its cross-sectional shape as it incises. The model comparisons described below are based on a prescribed discharge of 20 m$^3$/s, a gradient of 0.0015, and a roughness length ($l_0$) of $\sim$0.002 m. Note that intermodel comparisons using other combinations of discharge, gradient, and roughness length scales yield similar results.

[25] The steady state cross-sectional form and isovel structures predicted by the two models are shown in Figures 3a–3c. Both cross sections are quasi parabolic, with width-to-depth ratios of $\sim$3.3 for the WTA model and $\sim$3.9 for the RIM model. The steady state cross-sectional areas for the two models are $\sim$10.9 and $\sim$10.6 m$^2$, respectively. The RIM has a slightly higher-mean velocity ($\sim$3%), as required to compensate for its smaller cross-sectional area.

[26] The most important difference in the flow structure between the two models is the velocity structure in the upper portion of the flow (Figure 3d). This difference is primarily a result of the differences in the way the two models treat the eddy viscosity: to boost computational efficiency, the WTA model extends the law of the wall all the way to the free surface, which builds in an assumption that Prandtl’s eddy length scale ($L$ in equation (4)) grows with the flow depth throughout the water column. In contrast, the RIM model assumes a two-part eddy viscosity, in which the eddy length scale reaches the constant channel-scale value at about 20% of the distance along a ray from the boundary to the surface. As a result, the modeled flow...
Figure 3. RIM and WTA model comparisons. In all cases $Q = 20$ m$^3$/s, $S = 1.5e^{-3}$ and $l_0 = 0.002$.
(a) Steady state cross-sectional geometry. (b and c) Isovel structure for steady state RIM and WTA models, respectively. (d) Vertical profiles of velocity along channel midline.
velocities are higher for the RIM in the upper portion of the flow.

Also as a result of these differences in the treatment of the flow hydraulics, the near-bed velocity gradient is higher for the WTA model. This leads to a peak shear stress at the channel midpoint that is approximately 7% higher for the WTA model than it is for the RIM model (Figure 4). To satisfy the integral constraint imposed by conservation of momentum (i.e., equation (3)), the boundary shear stress in the WTA model is commensurately lower along the margins of the flow. As noted by Wobus et al. [2006b] (equations (7) and (8)), the shape of the shear stress distribution can be related to the vertical lowering rate and the shape of the channel at steady state. The higher-peak shear stress implies that the rate of vertical translation will be slightly faster for the WTA model than for the RIM model for a given erosion law.

For comparison, we also include in Figure 4 the shear stress distribution predicted by the depth-slope product rule for the steady state geometry shown in Figure 3c. Note that this formulation substantially overpredicts the shear stress at the channel midpoint, and substantially underpredicts the stress along the channel margins, relative to both the WTA and RIM models. This shortcoming arises because wall stresses are neglected by this simplification of the flow hydraulics, so that the shear stress distribution is artificially weighted toward the channel midpoint. This also underscores the inherent problem with a depth-slope product rule in capturing the dynamics of bedrock channel adjustment: since boundary shear stress in such a formulation is always concentrated in the deepest portions of the channel, the implementation of any erosion rule that depends on shear stress will generate runaway deepening. As a result, wall stresses must be incorporated into our models if we hope to capture the dynamics of bedrock channel adjustment.

3.2. Scaling Relationships

Even with the simplifications to the hydraulics such as those used by the WTA model, large-scale landscape evolution models typically cannot afford the computational expense of reconstructing the flow field at every individual channel cross section. In order to “scale up” the fluvial hydraulics to make predictions about landscape evolution, it is therefore useful to distill the predictions of our models into simple scaling relationships. To do this, we ran the WTA and RIM models to steady state under a variety of discharge, slope, and bed roughness conditions to evaluate their predictions for these scaling coefficients.

Figure 5a shows the scaling of equilibrium width as a function of discharge. For the range of roughness values used in both model formulations, power law regressions on the width-discharge relationships yield exponents between 0.36 and 0.38. Figure 5b shows the scaling of equilibrium width as a function of slope. Regressions on the width-slope relationship yield exponents between –0.18 and –0.19. Finally, Figure 5c shows the relationship between width and depth for bed roughness values (\(l_0\)) ranging from 0.2–
Figure 5. Scaling relationships for steady state channel width as a function of (a) discharge and (b) gradient for WTA and RIM models. Both models predict scaling relationships close to $W/C^2 \sim Q^{0.4}$ and $W/C^2 \sim S/C^{0.2}$. (c) Width versus depth for WTA and RIM models. Both models predict an approximately constant width-to-depth ratio for a given roughness length scale.
20 mm. In all cases, the width-to-depth ratio for smoother channels is slightly larger than that for rougher channels for a given discharge and slope. However, both models predict nearly constant width-to-depth ratios at steady state, ranging from ~3.2 for the roughest WTA channels to ~4.0 for the smoothest RIM channels. Note that the dependence of \( W/D \) on roughness is slightly weaker than that reported by Wobus et al. [2006b], reflecting an improved discharge matching scheme that imposes a tighter constraint (1%) on mass balance.

[31] The result of either the WTA or the RIM formulation is therefore a model that predicts channels with (1) a nearly constant width-to-depth ratio at steady state; (2) a power law relationship between width and discharge with an exponent near 2/5 (holding slope constant); and (3) a power law relationship between width and slope with an exponent near \(-1/5\). For all parameters examined, the agreement between the two models is within \( \sim 10\% \). To the extent that the RIM model is an accurate representation of the hydraulics of natural channels [e.g., Kean and Smith, 2005], this implies that the WTA model should be able to capture the dynamics of channel adjustment to a similar level of accuracy.

3.3. Comparisons With Other Data Sets

[32] In addition to the intermodel comparisons outlined above, it is instructive to compare the predictions of the WTA model with experimental data from laboratory flumes, and with the results of other numerical schemes for approximating shear stress distributions. For brevity, we limit our comparisons to two of the simplest end-member geometries: a half-pipe geometry such as that used by Knight and Sterling [2000] in their experiments; and a V-shaped geometry for comparison with the work of Lane [1953] as described by Khodashenas and Paquier [1999] in their evaluation of the geometrical “Merged Perpendicular Method.” To facilitate comparisons, we normalize all shear stress values by the depth-slope product at the channel midpoint.

[33] Figure 6a shows the results of our comparison with the experimental data of Knight and Sterling [2000]. The WTA model predicts a constant shear stress across the

---

**Figure 6.** Comparisons between WTA and RIM models, depth-slope product, and independently derived experimental data for half-pipe and V-shaped channel geometries. (a) Comparisons with Knight and Sterling’s [2000] experimental Preston tube measurements of shear stress for a half pipe. (b) Comparisons with Lane’s [1953] membrane-analogy experiments for a V-shaped geometry. Results of Khodashenas and Paquier [1999] Merged Perpendicular Method (MPM) shown for comparison.
channel, with a magnitude equal to half the midpoint depth-slope product. (The factor 1/2 arises because the hydraulic radius $R$ is equal to $H_r/2$ for a half pipe; the shear stress is everywhere equal to $\rho g R S$.) The prediction of the WTA model agrees favorably with the experimental results, except that the latter indicate a slightly higher shear stress at the channel midpoint (1.1$\rho g HS$) and a slightly reduced shear stress along the channel margins (0.8$\rho g HS$). As noted by Knight and Sterling [2000], this modest redistribution of shear stress toward the channel midline is most likely a result of secondary flows generated near the margins of the flow. Note that explicit modeling of these secondary currents requires a substantial increase in computation time, and will not be considered further here [Naot et al., 1993; Ma et al., 2002; Knight et al., 2007].

[34] The second data set we use for comparison, shown in Figure 6b, is the shear stress distribution in a V-shaped geometry as described by Lane [1953]. Note that these data were derived using a “membrane analogy,” in which an elastic membrane is stretched over the channel form of interest and the local curvature is used as a proxy for shear stress [e.g., Olsen and Florey, 1952]. The measurements therefore differ from the direct Preston tube measurements used by Knight and Sterling [2000]. Nonetheless, this data set provides another experimentally derived estimate of the shear stress distribution for a well-constrained geometry. In this case, both the shear stress distribution described by Lane [1953] and the distribution predicted by the WTA model have a pronounced trough near the channel midpoint. In the WTA model, this trough arises because the center of the channel is actually further from the point of maximum velocity than the sloping channel sidewalls. Since the mean velocity gradient between the channel midline and the bed dictates the shear stress distribution in the WTA model, this results in a redistribution of maximum shear stress toward the portions of the channel with the shortest distance to the high-velocity midpoint. The same pattern is seen in the RIM model (Figure 6b). Note that both the RIM and WTA models are an improvement over the Merged Perpendicular Method described by Khodashehmas and Paquier [1999], which is a purely geometrical method for distributing shear stress across irregular channels.

[35] Notably, the depth-slope product rule does poorly in estimating the shear stress in both of the cases outlined here: in general, using a depth-slope product for a narrow channel will substantially overpredict the shear stress in the deepest portions of the channel, and substantially underpredict the shear stress along the channel margins where the depth goes to zero. Again, we stress that this shortcoming arises because wall shear stress cannot be neglected in modeling narrow bedrock channels.

3.4. Prescribed Geometries

[36] On the basis of the comparisons outlined above, the WTA model appears to strike a reasonable balance between computational efficiency and hydraulic fidelity for a range of channel geometries with relatively low width-to-depth ratios. But what about channels that have evolved to a larger width-to-depth ratio, due to the bed becoming protected by a mantle of coarse sediment [e.g., Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Wobus et al., 2006a; Turowski et al., 2008a], or the banks becoming weakened by subaerial weathering [e.g., Montgomery, 2004]? In this case, the assumption that the velocity gradient at the bed scales with the distance from the channel midpoint may be problematic since wider channels appear to be characterized by a high-velocity “core” of finite width [e.g., Knight and Sterling, 2000; Kean and Smith, 2005].

[37] To improve model flexibility in such situations, we modified the original WTA formulation to better approximate the flow structure in wider channels. Our model adjustments included the following:

[38] 1. Rather than assuming the maximum velocity occurs at a single point, the flow is assumed to be characterized by a “high-velocity core” in which the surface velocity is approximately constant. The width of this high-velocity core is defined as the portion of the channel over which the bed-normal distance to the water surface remains approximately constant (e.g., Figure 7a).

[39] 2. The surface velocity within the high-velocity core is first approximated by assuming the shear stress along the bed below it is equal to $\rho g HS$ (as must be the case in infinitely wide channels). The shear velocity $u$ is then $\sqrt{gHS}$ and the surface velocity is calculated by employing the law of the wall

$$U_{surf} = \frac{u_a}{\kappa} \ln \left( \frac{H}{l_0} \right) \tag{13}$$

[40] 3. The distribution of surface velocities between the edge of the high-velocity core and the channel wall is assumed to be logarithmic, reaching zero at a roughness length $l_0$ from the channel wall.

[41] 4. The distance $R$ used to calculate the near-bed velocity gradient beyond the high-velocity core is assumed to be the length of a bed-normal vector from the channel bed to the surface, rather than the distance from the bed to the channel midpoint.

[42] 5. The near-bed velocity gradient is calculated using the above approximations for surface velocities and bed-normal distances, and equation (3) is used to ensure a momentum balance.

[43] This set of assumptions allows us to relax the assumption of a maximum velocity “point” at the channel midline, and to reconstruct the velocity field and the distribution of shear stresses for channels with larger width-to-depth ratios. The predictions of this modified WTA model and the depth-slope product rule are compared with the RIM model in Figure 7, for prescribed channels with width-to-depth ratios ranging from 5 to 15.

[44] This modified WTA model predicts a shear stress distribution that is very similar to the RIM model for large width-to-depth ratios. For wide channels, the shear stress distributions predicted by the RIM and modified WTA models diverge most substantially in the corners of the flow where the horizontal bed merges with the bank (Figure 7c). Note that these corners are also the locations where secondary currents are likely to be most important in modifying the flow structure of natural channels [e.g., Naot et al., 1993; Knight and Sterling, 2000; Knight et al., 2007]. Experimental work indicates that these secondary currents
can influence the shear stress distribution in this region, particularly as these corners become more angular [Knight and Sterling, 2000; Knight et al., 2007], but modeling the effects of these secondary currents would take us yet another step further from the computational efficiency we seek. As a result, we suggest that the general agreement between the modified WTA and RIM models is reasonable for our purposes.

[45] Note that for channels with large width-to-depth ratios, the depth-slope product rule does a reasonable job of replicating the shear stress distributions predicted by the RIM model (Figure 7d). In wider channels, wall stresses become less important so that calculating the center shear stress via the depth-slope product is reasonable. However, we emphasize that there is no physical basis for applying a
depth-slope product rule locally to calculate the wall stresses along the banks of a wide channel.

Figure 7 indicates that the predictive capacity of both the modified WTA model and the depth-slope product rule become limited as width-to-depth ratios decrease from 10 to 5. Compared to the RIM model, both of these formulations accurately predict the peak shear stress for $W/D = 10$, but overpredict the peak shear stress by $\sim 20\%$ for a width-to-depth ratio of 5 (Figures 7c and 7d). Notably, early use of the ray-isovel model by Shimizu [1989] is consistent with this observation: a summary of their numerical simulations finds that the depth-slope product becomes a good predictor of the shear stress in the center of the channel only as the width-to-depth ratio increases to $\sim 10$. This is also consistent with a range of experimental work summarized by Khodasenas and Paquier [1999] all of which suggests that wall stresses rapidly become important in the center of the channel as width-to-depth ratios drop below $\sim 5$. At higher width-to-depth ratios, wall stresses account for less than $\sim 10\%$ of total stress, at which time the depth-slope product should predict the peak shear stress to within the same order. However, even in these wide channels, wall stresses remain locally important in affecting the near-bank bed stress, and must be considered if we hope to model lateral erosion of natural channels.

The comparisons outlined above suggest that wall stresses, which are inherently incorporated in both the WTA and RIM models, need to be modeled for channels with low width-to-depth ratios. Although field studies that explicitly describe the geometry of bedrock channels are rare, available data suggest that width-to-depth ratios less than $\sim 5$ are not uncommon in natural systems [e.g., Finnegan et al., 2005; Whittaker et al., 2007]. It follows that a model developed to understand the evolution of bedrock channels must include wall stresses. Further, it must be flexible enough to incorporate a high-velocity core to the flow as width-to-depth ratios increase. We suggest that the combination of the original WTA model with the modified formulation outlined above strikes this balance. Future dynamic models of channel evolution in which changes in bed state might drive extreme widening or narrowing (e.g., because of large sediment influxes from landsliding) will implement changes between these end-members, guided by empirical observations of shear stress distributions in natural and experimental channels [e.g., Shimizu, 1989; Knight et al., 1994].

4. Discussion

The WTA model originally formulated by Wobus et al. [2006b] is based on a number of approximations that allow the model to be efficient enough to examine channel evolution over large spatial and temporal scales. On the basis of our comparisons with the ray-isovel formulation [e.g., Leighly, 1932; Shimizu, 1989; Houjou et al., 1990; Kean and Smith, 2004], and with other available data from the literature [Olsen and Florey, 1952; Lane, 1953; Khodasenas and Paquier, 1999; Knight and Sterling, 2000] these approximations appear to capture the essence of velocity and boundary shear stress distributions driven by stream-wise flow in natural channels. In particular, the shape of the channels at equilibrium, the isovel structure, the shear stress distributions, and the scaling of width with slope and discharge are all within reasonable agreement between the two formulations, and between the model predictions and experimental results. Merging our original WTA model with a formulation that explicitly considers a widening high-velocity core as $W/D$ ratios increase provides us with a model that can efficiently describe boundary shear stress distributions across the spectrum of concave up channel shapes.

4.1. A Constant Width-to-Depth Ratio?

One of the intriguing findings of both the WTA and RIM models is that the steady state width-to-depth ratio is approximately constant, regardless of slope or discharge (Figure 5c). This finding is consistent with the assumption built into Finnegan et al.’s [2005] analytical model for the scaling of bedrock channel width with slope and discharge. However, as acknowledged both by Finnegan et al. [2005] and by Turowski et al. [2007] there is very limited field data to support the finding that width-to-depth ratios should be constant in nature. In fact, models that explicitly consider the effects of sediment in bedrock channels suggest that $W/D$ may be highly variable due to downstream variations in sediment cover [Wobus et al., 2006a; Turowski et al., 2007].

Despite these findings for models that explicitly consider sediment cover, Whittaker et al.’s [2007] data from the Fiamignano gorge in Italy suggests that width-to-depth ratios might actually approach a constant value when sediment cover is limited. Width-to-depth ratios from the Fiamignano exhibit a strongly nonlinear inverse relationship with channel gradient, which at first glance appears inconsistent with our findings. However, the channels with the highest $W/D$ ratios are also those reported to have significant sediment cover, whereas the $W/D$ ratios of high-gradient, cover-free channels asymptote to a value of $\sim 3$. These high-gradient channels with a nearly constant $W/D$ ratio may in fact be the best natural analog for our model, since we do not explicitly consider the role of sediment in controlling channel incision. It is therefore instructive to consider the potential origin of a constant width-to-depth ratio for channels with limited sediment cover.

As a way of gaining physical insight, we can manipulate the equations used in the WTA model to explore the origin of this constant width-to-depth ratio. For example, if we simplify equations (4) and (5) to express the rate of channel wall erosion as a function of the mean velocity gradient rather than the near-bed velocity gradient, we can write

$$\frac{dR}{dt} = B \left( \frac{U_{\text{max}}}{R} \right)^2 \tag{14}$$

where $B$ is a coefficient that includes the mixing length scale $L$ and the erodibility of the substrate. At the channel midpoint, the radial distance is equivalent to the flow depth $H_e$, and the incision is purely vertical

$$\frac{dR}{dt} \bigg|_{y=0} = \frac{dz}{dt} = B \left( \frac{U_{\text{max}}}{H_e} \right)^2 \tag{15}$$
where \( z \) is the height of the bed relative to a datum in the underlying rock. Noting that at steady state the rate of vertical translation must everywhere be the same, and using the chain rule, equations (14) and (15) can be related as

\[
B \left( \frac{U_{\text{max}}}{H_c} \right)^2 = \frac{d \mathcal{R}}{dz} \cdot B \left( \frac{U_{\text{max}}}{H_c} \right)^2
\]

which can be simplified to yield

\[
\int_{H_c}^{H_c^*} \frac{d \mathcal{R}}{dz} dz = \int_{H_c}^{H_c^*} \frac{d \mathcal{R}}{H_c^2} dz
\]

Here we can define the integration limits as follows for a steady state geometry: at the channel midpoint, \( z = 0 \) and \( \mathcal{R} = H_c^* \); where the water surface touches the bank \( z = H_c \) and \( \mathcal{R} = W/2 \). Evaluating the resulting expression, we find that \( W = \sqrt{3} \times 32 \times H_c = 3.17H_c \) at steady state. Note that this is only an approximation since the near-bed velocity gradient used in the model is also a weak function of the ratio \( \mathcal{R}/H_c \) (see equation (5)). However, this manipulation of the governing equations yields insight into why the width-to-depth ratio should be constant, and what that constant should be, given our model formulation.

[52] Similar arguments could be made to suggest that \( W/D \) ratios should tend toward a constant value in natural bedrock channels, as long as three conditions are met: (1) the erosion rate is related to the local shear stress; (2) the local shear stress is related to the mean velocity gradient; and (3) the highest velocities occur near the center of the flow. To the extent that incision in natural channels adheres to these three first-order criteria, we might expect a tendency for channels to seek a constant \( W/D \) ratio [e.g., Finnegan et al., 2005]. However, we again stress that this prediction is based on a simplified model that neglects sediment cover effects [Wobus et al., 2006a; Turowski et al., 2007, 2008a].

### 4.2. Origin of Scaling Relationships

[53] As shown by Finnegan et al. [2005], if the width-to-depth ratio is constant for a given channel, the power law scaling of width with discharge and slope can be derived analytically using a roughness equation for average velocity combined with mass balance. Using the Manning equation, this leads to

\[
W \propto Q^{0.5} S^{0.5}
\]

while using the Chézy formulation employed by the WTA model (equation (1)) this gives

\[
W \propto \left( \frac{Q}{\mathcal{R}} \right)^{1/3} \sim Q^{1/3} S^{0.5}
\]

Equation (19) is consistent with the scaling computed by the WTA model, as one would expect [Wobus et al., 2006b]. Note that scaling relationships such as these are not as easily derived for the RIM model, since that formulation does not include closed form expressions for velocity or discharge as a function of width or slope.

### 4.3. Limitations of the Model

[54] As described in section 4.1, sediment cover appears to exert a strong influence on the shape of bedrock channels. A variety of experimental studies also underscore the importance of sediment for bedrock incision and channel shape. For example, Shepherd [1972], Wohl and Ikeda [1997], Finnegan et al. [2007], and Johnson and Whipple [2007] each describe controlled laboratory experiments in which sediment and water were passed across cohesive, eroding substrates. In all cases, channel shape evolves as a complex function of water discharge, local gradient, and importantly, sediment flux. The latter creates a feedback mechanism by which sediment is preferentially transported through topographic lows, enhancing incision of the substrate when sediment flux is low. However, consistent with the predictions of Gilbert [1877] and Sklar and Dietrich [2004], both experiments also uncover a negative feedback wherein an alluvial cover is formed on the bed that ultimately inhibits further incision. Sediment is not explicitly considered in either the WTA or RIM model, an obvious shortcoming of the formulations used here. However, preliminary modeling which accounts for the effects of sediment corroborates its importance in determining bedrock channel shape [Wobus et al., 2006a].

[55] An additional complexity that needs to be addressed is the influence of variable water and sediment discharges on channel evolution [e.g., Lague et al., 2005; Stark, 2006]. In natural channels, such variability in discharges will influence both the time-averaged thickness of alluvial cover and the velocity structure of the flow, such that single realizations of these parameters might not capture the hydraulic of the most important flow events. For example, alternating periods of high and low sediment flux might influence the relative importance of widening versus deepening in channel evolution [Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Hartshorn et al., 2002; Turowski et al., 2008a, 2008b], and wetting and drying of channel banks might lead to important changes in cross-channel erodibility that could strongly control the hydraulic geometry of natural channels [e.g., Montgomery, 2004].

[56] Finally, both the WTA and RIM models neglect the effects of secondary currents. As illustrated by our comparisons with experimental data, these currents can have the effect of redistributing boundary shear stresses, even for smooth channel forms (Figure 6). Furthermore, secondary currents are likely to become increasingly important as channel shapes become more angular and turbulence is enhanced. Models that explicitly account for the effects of secondary flows have been developed, but these models also increase model runtimes.

### 4.4. Numerical Approximations

[57] Both the WTA and RIM formulations make a series of numerical approximations in order to efficiently reproduce the flow structure in model channels. The effects of these approximations are likely to be of second order compared to the omission of sediment cover, secondary currents, and variable discharge as discussed above. Nonetheless, for completeness we briefly discuss here some of these numerical approximations.

[58] In finding the flow depth required to match the prescribed discharge (equations (1) and (2)), the WTA
model approximates the cross-sectional area of the flow by summing the areas of individual rectangles. As the node spacing decreases, this rectilinear approximation more closely approaches the area enclosed by the curvilinear cross section. However, this formulation is likely to introduce small errors into the calculation of cross-sectional area. In addition, the discharge-matching routine adds nodes to the upper portion of the cross section until the prescribed and modeled discharges match to within 1%. A better match to the discharge could be forced; however, since this scheme is already computationally intensive, a 1% match was deemed appropriate. Finally, as shown in Figure 1c, the mean velocity calculated from the boundary shear stress distribution does not always perfectly match the mean velocity required to convey the prescribed discharge (equation (1)). Again, in light of the close fit between models and the need for efficiency, iterative schemes that would improve this fit were not deemed appropriate.

[59] The numerical implementation of the RIM model also requires approximations that may influence its predictions of the flow structure. The model solves equation (6) using a boundary-fitted rectangular grid and the solution scheme of Patankar [1980]. A separate curvilinear grid following rays is used to solve the equations for shear stress and eddy viscosity. These computational grids must be constructed such that they minimize any systematic numerical errors in the calculations of velocity and boundary shear stress, which, in turn, produce artificial effects on the predictions of channel geometry. The number and spacing of the nodes for the computational grids was optimized by comparing model-calculated patterns of velocity and boundary shear stress to analytic solutions available for (1) an infinitely wide channel, and (2) a semicircular channel (half pipe). The semicircular channel comparison provides the strongest test of the numerics because it has geometric characteristics similar to the narrow channels that are the focus of this paper. On the basis of these comparisons, a mean cross-stream and vertical node spacing of about H/50 was used for the rectangular grid. This spacing corresponds to approximately 3000 active computational nodes for a channel having the geometry shown in Figure 3b. About twice as many nodes are used to define the curvilinear grid along rays in order to better resolve the near-surface ray structure and to reduce errors in interpolating the eddy viscosity field from the curvilinear grid to the rectangular grid, which is required to solve (6). It is likely that the desired computational accuracy could be achieved with fewer nodes using a numerical discretization of equation (6) on the basis of nonrectangular elements (which are better suited for fitting curved boundaries). Such a scheme, however, has not yet been implemented.

5. Conclusions

[60] In order to understand the response of landscapes to changes in climatic or tectonic conditions, landscape evolution models must accommodate the simultaneous evolution of channel width and gradient to these environmental controls. While there have been a number of notable recent advances in understanding the width response of natural channels [Finnegan et al., 2005; Stark, 2006; Whittaker et al., 2007], fully dynamic models have remained elusive due in part to the computational expense of modeling the full flow field in these channels. The model proposed by Wobus et al. [2006b] requires a number of approximations to the flow field in order to boost computational efficiency and achieve the goal of fully flexible channels. Despite these approximations, however, we have shown here that the first-order predictions of the model match well those derived from more sophisticated parameterizations of fluvial hydraulics and with available experimental data from laboratory flumes. Our modeling framework will in the future be used to investigate how sediment cover influences the shape of natural channels, how strath terraces are formed, and how a dynamic width response modulates the tempo of landscape response.

Notation

\( A \)  cross-sectional area of flow [\( L^2 \)].
\( B \)  coefficient relating erosion rate to mean velocity gradient [\( L T^{-1} \)].
\( C \)  Chezy smoothness coefficient [\( L^{0.5} T^{-1} \)].
\( K \)  kinematic eddy viscosity [\( L^2 T^{-1} \)].
\( H_c \)  centerline flow depth [\( L \)].
\( r \)  coordinate measured along radii to channel midpoint [\( L \)].
\( R \)  hydraulic radius [\( L \)].
\( S \)  gradient [dimensionless].
\( \Pi \)  mean velocity [\( L T^{-1} \)].
\( U \)  velocity at a point [\( L T^{-1} \)].
\( I_0 \)  roughness length scale [\( L \)].
\( L \)  Prandtl’s mixing length scale [\( L \)].
\( dp \)  length of an element along channel perimeter [\( L \)].
\( P \)  total wetted perimeter length [\( L \)].
\( u_\infty \)  shear velocity [\( L T^{-1} \)].
\( \kappa \)  von Karman’s constant [dimensionless].
\( \beta \)  constant needed to match upper and lower eddy viscosity profiles in RIM.
\( \tau_b \)  boundary shear stress [\( ML^{-1} T^{-2} \)].
\( \tau_0 \)  interior shear stress along rays [\( ML^{-1} T^{-2} \)].
\( \alpha_n \)  normalization factor used in depth-slope product rule.
\( R \)  total radial distance from channel margin to midpoint [\( L \)].
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